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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This report constitutes the Final Report for Project LINC and the
third annual report. Overing the year 1977-78. All of the quantitative
data that are reported in this document concern 1977-78. unless otherwise
noted. The intent.of this report is to indicate the accomplishments of the
Project within the context of the entire three-year cycle of Demonstration
and Dissemination fundino. Consequently, portions of this report are drawn
from the two previous interim reports presented to BEH in 1976 and 1977.

This docinent reflects the efforts of many people. Sarah Fujiwaraand Roberta Pasternack contributed to Sections I and II; Martha Markowitz
is responsible for the portions dealing with the Project's formal evaluationin Section III. She also collaborated with Anthony Bryk and with me in
writing the paper that presents the Project's evaluation design. Finally.
Lane Gunnoe prepared Section VI concerning Dissemination /Training.

In a more important sense, however, this document represents the
cooperative efforts of the entire Project staff during 1975-78. Every per-
son contributed in some significant way to the development and 'implementation
of this project. The staff of the School and the Project included: Samuel
Braun. Steven Brown. Virginia Chalmers, Patrick Cunningham, Sarah Fujiwara,
Mary Jane Gibson, Jane Greenspan.iLane Gunnoe. Ann Handman, John Hornstein.
Timothy Johnson, Martha Keller. Shirley Lewis. Florence Longhorn. Martha
Markowitz. Karyn Matonis. Barbara McDonald. Gail Michael, Carly Moreno.Roberta Pasternack. Susan Phillips, Gerald Phinisee. Mags Quain. Jean Seiole,
Arthur Sills. Barbara Smith. Cathy Spagnoli. Margery Staub-Shoukimas. NancyStor Marilyn Stoops. Carol Troyer-Shank, and Michael Woodard. Specialthah, io to Dorothea B. Marsden who was Associate Director of the Children's
School during the grant period. Her leadership and conscientiousness were
fundamental to the Project's impact and success. Finally, we wish to ac-
knowledge our gratitude to Tufts University and in particular, to the De-
partment of Child Study and to Evelyn (-L Pitcher. Chairman of the Depart-
ment preceding and during the period of the grant. for their willingness to
allow innovation to take place in the Children's School and for their sig-
nificant support for the permanent changes which have taken place in our
program.

Samuel J. Meisels, Ed.D
Project Director
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2. Direct Service: Classroom Program

a. ,Rationale. The program at the Children's School represents
an integrated,ror mainstreamed approach to educating young children in
open-structure classrooms. The rationale for this program has been
systematically set forth elsewhere (Meisels, 1976; Meisels, 1978); it will
briefly be reviewed here.

The program at the Children's School has been in the process of
development and change for several years. To implement a mainstreamed
program is, ipso facto, to work with change. The prograM objectives must
change to accommaiiito the special needs of the handicapped child; the
teacher must alter his or her process of curriculum development and class-
room management in order to accommodate a wider range and greater diversity
of educational needs and experiences; handicapped and non-handicapped
children undergo changes in outlook, expectations and "behavior in the
process of assimilating to the demands of the program and to each other's
needs. This process of adaptation - of assimilatiOn and accommodation -
is fundamental to the education of handicapped children in heterogeneous
groupings. Although all education is adaptive in some respect, in the
newly mainstreamed classroom the parameters of this process are laid bare.
In subsequent sections of this report, several of the parameters of this
process of change will be identifies..

The type of classroom organization utilized at Eliot-Pearson can
be described as open education or open structure. These classrooms con-
sciously reflect a cognitive-developmental approach to teaching and learning.
Based 4M the thought of Dewey and Piaget, this approach has been explored
and' refined by Kohlberg (1970, 1971, )972), Kamii (1970, 1972), and others
(Anastasiow and Mansergh, 1975; Kohlberg and Mayer, 1972; lei kart, et al.,
1971).

. The cognitive-developmental model is basically an interactive
approach to teaching and learning. It is distinguished on the one hand
from maturationist theories (e.g., Gesell) and on the other hand from
environmental learning or behaviorist theories (e.g., Watson, Skinner,
Beretter and Engelmann). The cognitive-developmental view; holds that a
child's development is based on the ;types of interchanges that take place
between the child and the environment.

This approach calls for a cl\assroom setting which stresses activity,
experience, and a systematically adaptive role for the child vis a vis his
environment, his peers and his teachers. These classrooms are not settings
in which children are principally trained to conform to certain patterns of
thought or specific cultural conventions. Rather, education of the whole
child is conceived of as resulting in the restructuring of the child's
patterns of thoughts and interests. In Kohlberg's words,

19



8.

what education is about is the construc-
tion of an environment in which a child
interacts with people and things in a way
that leads to a transformation in:the
structure of his thinking and judgment...
(Kohlberg,- 1972, p. 63)

Thus, this approach is actively concerned with the growth,
development, and transformation of the child's internal thought
processes and operations.' Anastasiow and Mansergh have noted that
"the critical difference" between cognitive-developmentalism and
behaviorism is "how much beyond the behaviorist the cognitive develop-
mentalist wishes to speculate 'about the internal life of the child"
(1975, p. 311).

At Eliot-Pearson, we are indeed prepared to speculate about
and develop programs relevant to this "internal life." In our approach,
the affective elements of the child's experience are accorded at least
as much attention as the cognitive aspectsin fact, these two realms
are seen as largely inseparable. One psychologist whose work has
successfully integrated cognitive and affective, or personal-social,
development is Robert W. White.. His work, which focuses on the concept-
of _competence, provides an insight into some of the fundamental assump-
tions of the program at Eliot-Pearson. White defines competence as "an
'organism's capacity to interact effectively with its...environment". (1959,
p. 297). His thesis is that this capacity is acquired slowly. It is
not "given"-by maturation, nor is it controlled solely by drives or
instincts. In White's words,, competence is achieved through.an assimila-
tion-accommodation pattern directed towards ilii-iiiWronment. What this
means is that a child acquires competence through his activity in the
world -- through "grasping and exploring,' crawling and walking, attention
and perception, language and thinking, manipulating and changing the
surroundings..." (pp. 317ff). To the extent that the "results" of these
explorations, activities, and manipulations are preserved by learning,
"they build up an increased competence in dealing with the environment"
(p. 321).

A number of parallels exist between open-structure cognitive-
developmental theory and White's model of learning. Both White and the
cognitive-developmentalists emphasize the positive effects of free play
and both make provision for freely structured manipulation of the environ-
ment. They both subordinate the importance of the effects of maturation
and external controls to the chiles own exploration and control of the
environment. Both approaches conceive of development as evolving from
the child's transactions with the environment as a whole, rather than
from some critical or particular experiences. Also, both would agree
that children explore what they are interested in, and that their interest
is most effectively aroused and sustained when their actions produce
effects or changes in the stimulus field.. .Moreover, since effectance
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motivation subsides when a situation's possibilities for exploration
have been exhausted, White would concur with the emphasis, in open
education on a rich variety of materials - materials that.are manipulative
and materials that are considered to be intrinsically rewarding.

At Eliot-Pearsoh this model has been used successfully in our
mainstreamed program. In order to apply the open-structure/cognitive-
developmental model to the education of handicapped children, however,
the typical conception of "open education" has to be modified. Rather
than embracing superficial interpretations of thin approach which solely
emphasize the child's freedom of choice,an abundance of materials and
a passive, "facilitating" teacher, the Children's School's definition is
considerably more directive and rigorous. The essence of the Children's
School's conception of open education is the interactive relationship'
and joint decisiOn-making of teacher and child. Many educators assume
a zero-sum situation when they consider activ4tyand control in learning
settings. Either the teacher takes the initiative and controls the
direction of the classroom or the child. does. To the extent that one
relinquishes control, it becomes available to the other. At_the Children's
School, learning is seen asap interactive and additive' prOcess, in which
both chtldren.and teachers participate in framing objectives and imple-
mentational strategies for the classroom.

b. Description of Program. In general, teachers at the Children's
School seek'to maximize children's interactive experiences within three
broad domains: interactivity with the physical environment, interactivity
with peers.and interactivity with adults.

The physical setting in which this program takes place is composed
Of a variety of differentiated:learning centers or interest areas. Among
the areas represented in most classrooms are the following: sand, water,
painting, collage, blocks, Woodworking, plants and animals, math, manipula-
tives, reading, writing, climbing, fine and gross motor activites,' dress-up,
kitchen and snack. Outdoor play is also given a great deal of attention.
Classroom time alternates between periods in which children can make choices
for themselves among all these areas, and periods in which children are asked
'to work at a,specific task or specified loCation in the classroom. An
objective set by all teachers early in the school year is to teach children
to make choices.

The program for all children at Eliot-Pearson is highly individual-
ized. On the basis of information acquired on each child in standard ways
as well as infoMation informally acquired during the process of teaching,
the teacher establishes objectives for each child. The-following ten ob-

.jectives generally receive the greatest amount of attention by Children's
School teachers. Listed in terms Of highest to lowest frequency, they are:

1. To develop the ability to express one's feelings;
2. To increase the ability to make a friend;
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3. To increase exploration and mastery of a wide range
of Curriculum experiences;

4. To increase positive interactions with peers;
5. To develop a sense of independence and self-confidence;
6. To accomplish successful separation;
7. To improve pre-reading and early reading skills;
8. To establish positive relat),:nships with teachers/adults
9. To increase the ability to attend;

10. TO acquire skills of group participation.

All children - handicapped and non-handicapped - were engaged
in individualized programming designed to achieve some or all of these
objectives. In addition,. many other areas of development were address-
ed in the course of the year. The program at Eliot-Pearson is not
deficit - oriented. Thus, teachers continually seek to expand and extend
the range of interests and abilities exhibited by:children by utilizing
the resources of the interest areas listed earlier.

Given the individualized nature of the Elibt-Pearson program,
the daily schedule in each classroom serves only as.a general.framwork
for the organization of each child's experience. The individualized
program developed for each child-provide the major cohesiveness in the
classroom. A typical morning kindergarten program might reflect a sche-
dule such as the following:

9:00 - 9:20 -

9:20 - 9:30
9:30 -10:45 -

outdoors
- class meeting

independent and small grOup work time
at interest areas

- clean up and transition

- quiet time-(reading, stories, puzzles, etc.)
- outdoors

- group time: songs, music and story

10:40 -10:45
10:45 -11:00
11:00 -11:20
11:20 -11:45

Within this framework individual programs are implemented. In Section III
below, examples are given of individual program planning 4nd of the formu-
lation-of classrooM outcome objectives.

c. Individualization and Program Planning. Individualization is
a critical *tor in mainstreaming, as well as a vital element in open
educatinn.,)Individualization refers to the practice of developing specific
goals for individual children and specific implementational strategies for
these goals. Although the same goals may frequently be held in common for
several children, this -does not mean that all of these children are expected
to learn the same thing at the same time, nor does it mean that all children
are expected to learn in the same way. This is particularly the case in
mainstreamed classrooms. Appendix I contains a very.sensitive report by a

visitor to the Children's School which captures thespirit of this in-
dividualization.



In the openlassroom, a teacher cannot claim to be individual-
izing instruction if (s)he does not have multiple, intentional strategies
for teaching. This is the difference between individualized instruction
and individual experience. The teacher who uses goals for the purposes
of individualization takes the data of personal or intro-individual
experience (the child's needs, abilities, moods, learning styles, and
history) and uses them to help the child find a personally rewarding and
productive way of learning.

Individualization thus plays a fundamental role in the integrated
program at Eliot-Pearson. Taken as a whole, the structure of the class-
room experience for children with special needs .foes not differ signifi-
cantly from the structure of experience for non-handicapped children,
Although supplementary services are provided only for specie.) needs chil-
dren, the fact'that the program is individualized means that - to some
extent - all children are treated differently.

The goals and objectives of the classroom program for handicapped
and non-handicapped 'chtldren overlap, The range of these goals and
objectives reflects the range of interests and abilities exhibited by
the children in the classroom. However, the actual choice, or variety,
of different goals or subgoals does not reflect a qualitative difference
attributable to the mainstreamed program. Within each of the three major
domains or farilles of goals in use at Eliot-Pearson - Personal/Social
Develo nt, :opitive Development, Motor Devehipment - the ETOFc571
outcome o ecfVi selected fnteractivelyby the teacher may be applicable
to any child in the classrom. As has already been noted, implementational
strategiesaaay differ widely between two different children even when the
same outcome objective is in use., Thus; the classroom -program is concept-
ualizeeby the teacher:In much the Same,-individUalized Way for every child.
There is no specific classroom curriculum for haMicapped children. Rather,
-insoverespect., every child has a specific curriculum. The charts presented
in Section III, that Identify specific goals and objectives for particular
children, graphically display this educational approach. Also the specific
illustrations in the documentation to be found in the next section give a
sense of the level of individualization and the type of program planning
that takes place in the classrooms.

d. DocumelitIng the mainstreamed teaching process. it is a well-
established fact that IiaTi empirical evidence has been collected concern-
ing the effects of mainstreamed programs on young children (cf., Vachhe,
et.a1., 1975). As a consequence of this situation, a number of studies
reporting on the mainstreaming of young children are about to be published
(Guralnick, 1978).

Although the need for valid empirical studies of early childhood
mainstreaming studies must be addressed, it is equally important. for Practi-
tioners to begin to articulate clearly the-constraints and realities entailed
by mainstreamed classrooms soethat research can take place in potentially



effective anti successful settings.. In.tnis se<tion (locumnttior
what actually takes place in an integrated classron, will be presented.
A nuaber of specific adaptations reiwirkA of teachers *or)(1n9 intolrat.e.r..f

prograMs will be identified in each of the following .gEneral areas: inter-
actions between handicapped and non-handicapped dlildi.tn, 4daptinq'instruc-
tional strategies, and working with parents, Each general area if,
in terms of a number of specific issues.. These issues art critfc61 accoril-
ing to our experience,.for understanding ho' a mainstreared progra is
implegented, Fron extensive discussion and 40tamentation on the pArt.f
thej.ltot-Pearson teaching staff, several,conclusions regarding each of the.
issues are presented; in many cases, specific examples or instances arF.
given as illustrations. Thtst exarples always appear witbin tdoW)1
numerat4on systm in the ocurentatidn (e.g., 1.3 or .53.

4.3,boe of the issues addres$ed in_the docurehtation ir,clude! hoer to
a.ssist non - handicapped Children in learn171§ to accept their hantilcOptl
peers; 'helping -s-ecial.needs children AcCept their disabilities: techniques
for talking with children 'about _handicapS-acdifications of regular class-
room teaching techniques with special needs children; adaptingocAttrials to
meet the learning need of handicapped children; new sk.i l i s for working
with parents;, and strategies for laining support for :1-faInstrtafilinq frf"
parents o'? non-handicap pedchildren.

An addltioul feature of the naterial that follows is that it
provides further-information about open-structure, maihstrearNed classrnas.
*411e most of the conclusies presented in the documentatlon are not
dependent on a particular curriculum structure, the school's approach to
the use of space, time, materials, and social .groupiwy, becomes more. evi-
dent in the following pages.
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5.2 Later in the school year, when the children were becomi'no
much more self-conscious about similarities and differences, it seemed
apprOpriateip help the non-handicapped children begin to think about
the speCia' reas which were particularly difficult or challenging for
them. 0 ed about those things'that they needed help with and that
they k could. do better or more easily than they

It seemed important to directly help them make the'
connection between what they had isolated as their own "special needs"
and"tw analogous difficulties and feelings of having a handicap. For
example, "in the same way that it is hard,for you, Jamie, to learn to
Swim and your swimming instructor is there to help you, it is lifficult
for Stacey to learn to write, and Janice (her tutor) is trying to help
her."

5.3 To encourage understanding of the impulsive behavior
of a hyperactive child, one teacher pointed out, "Sometimes when you're
angry, you feel like knocking down someone else's building, too. You
can stop yourselfbut Joel is still learning to stop himself."

6. Reading books with children about handicaps, differences
and feelings was valuable. It was also important for parents to read
these books to their children at home.

7. Teachers should be aware of children's fears of "contagion"
and their, concern about whether "this will ever happen to me."

7.1'', a child who expressed fear about Oaying with a
special needs child we explained that Stacey was burn with a learning
problem, but that another child Jithout this problem "Could not develop
learning problems,from playing with Stacey.

8. Identify strengths of special needs children and/reinforce
them in the group. Build curriculum, around the strengths, and when
possible, pair handicapped and non-handicapped children together in
prcjects or activities.

9, Although teachers can .develop ways of explaining one child's
handicap to another child, the handicapped- child must also learn to
,explain his/her handicap to others. It is effective to help handicapped
children learn simple responses to other children's questions about their
handicaps, and then to be available to facilitate a dialogue between
a non-handicapped and a handicapped child.

10. Treat the special activities of the special needs children
as part of the classroom routine.

ti



10.1 The entire group comes together at the beginning of the
school day for a meeting. All children get their first assignments
which include tutoring for some children, small group work with adults
and independent play. It becomes accepted by all that sometimes special
needs children get tutors but that all children get something to do. There-
fore, the special needs children are,not singled out for their differences.

B. Helping special needs children accept their disabilities.

I. Frequently, teachers will have to clarify for the handi-
capped child that the other-children simply do not understand why they
need braces, can't speak clearly, etc. The teacher should help special
needs children begin to feel comfortable talking about themselves and
even calling attention to themselves on occasion.

1.1 Patty, while in braces, left her crutches at the otherend
of the room and asked a child to bring them to her. In so doing, the
child began to use them. Patty yelled angrily, "Don't you use my crutches."
When told by the teacher that the child was only seeing how they worked,
Patty said that that child Was making fun of her.

The teacher explained that the child was not making fun,
but trying to figure out how they worked. The teacher went on to explain
that Patty was the only pet-Son who knew how they worked. She knew,some-
thing others did not know and perhaps she could show others how to use
them. Patty thought it over and decided she would. She then took over,
sayingv(4All who want to learn.how to walk with crutches come on over."
She then proteeded to show them how they worked.

2. Reading books with s cial needs children about specific
handicaps is very useful. Making books about hospitals and hospital ex-
periences and. sharing-these with the class can also help the special
needs child gain perspective on a disability.

3. Talk with children honestly about the fact that some things
are more difficult for them than for other children.

3.1 For Chris, the struggle in 'relation to his disability
was to help him accept that there Were weaknesses in his motoric and
memory abilities which required special help. Although he was willing,
to attempt any activity that did not _directly challenge those'abilities,
he quickly figured out which games and activities were "tutorial" and
and resisted strongly.

It might have been possible to disguise things enough
so that Chris never knew that painting with small brushes was aimed at
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improving his motor control - but was instead just a lot of fun - but
it seemed too important for both the speed of his learning and for the
development'of a realistic and accepting self-concept that Chris be
able to accept that his disabilities meant some things would be difficult.
and not so much fun.

4. The teacher must help the special needs child to value his own
worth and to respect and utilize his strengths and abilities.

4.1 With one child, we always tried to mirror for him the
strong and capable side of himself. The result was, he learned to talk
more openly about his disability-particularly in relation to having trouble
using his right hand; he was able to say things were hard for him but
continue to persist anyway; he patiently acquired enough confidence in
his skills to try a wide variety of activities; and he could accept more
willingly the sometimes less sophisticated quality of his work.

4.2 Qne special needs child, Chris, was involved in a pro-
ject with a teacher and a group of other children. They were making
dog houses and the final step was to write the name of their dog on the
house. Chris waited patiently through the invention by others of imagin-
ative and funny names which the teacher helped them to write. When_it
came his turn, wary of being embarrassed in front of his,peers by what he
must have accepted as poor writing and auditory-visual memory skills, he
confidently chose his own name for his dog-CHRIS-and wrote it without
hesitation on his paper. This ingenious solution - although evidencing
a continued resistance to asking for help - showed his acknowledgement
of a disability in relation to his peers and a resourceful way of coping
with it. It also opened a route for continuing to reinforce for Chris
t'e importance of working at skill development.

5. Special needs children can learn how to stand up for them-
selves in an argument bmlodeling the teacher's advocacy and support.

5.1 With Stacey it was clear that she had internalized some
of the ways in which she was different and disabled. It was important
JOT' this understanding not to deflate her self-respect. By acting as
advocates for her, and then giving her the words to advocate for herself,
it became not unusual for Stacey, when teased, to respond with "no me not:"
or "yes me can!" without soliciting teacher intervention. It was also
clear that Stacey retained alot of pride in her achievements and appear-
ance and developed the confidence to overcome verbal obstacles in order
to share that pride. For several months we had a sign up sheet to make
announcements each day. Stacey continually scrawled her name in an ,

appropriate space to have the opportunity to announce something (no matter
how irrelevant).
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To the entire group, her persistance and patience
were reinforceland encouraged.

6. Careful work with parents was essential so that the goals,
strategies and attitudes being fostered in the classroom would continue
to be reinforced at home.

7. Teachers should try to help special needs children under-
stand and become self-conscious of their behavior so that they can ask
for help when appropriate.

7.1 Danny asked a teacher to take him to the time-out space
because the class was becoming too difficult for him to deal with.

7,2 Scott asked a teacher for a timer:to help him stay at
an activity.

7.3 One day Ronnie told his teacher, "I a good boy today.
I no hurt anybody."

7.4 Bobby reported: "Someday I won't ;IL:.:: T tutor if I can
learn better."

8. In working with a child to help him/her accept and overcome
a problem or disability, it is critical that the child and teacher not
lose sight of the child's strengths and areas.of competence.

8.1 The major challenge with Joel was, to support his self-
worth as well as to teach him more socially-acceptable behaviors. The
chief classroom goal was to help him develop positive interactions with
teachers and peers and to increase his ability to express strong feelings
in non-aggressive ways. The instructional approach was to clearly de-
lineate acceptable and unacceptable behaviors. AcCeptable behaviors
were rewarded with affection and with encouragement for Joel himself to
feel good. Unacceptable behaviors were stopped right away in order to
minimize their occurrence. Methods for rewarding acceptable behaviors
included constant recognition of good behavior: "You know how to share ";
"You and Adam are being.friends"; "You stopped yourself from hitting,.
Now you can use words to talk about the problem". Methods for stopping
unacceptable behavior included firm reprimands and,,time out in a partially
enclosed classroom space.

Joel did develop a more accepting attitude toward him-
self and a friendlier, less defensive attitude toward other children.
By the end of the year he was testing out a range of statements about
himself with teachers in order to see their reaction; such as, "I'm
dumb" or "I'm smart now", "I can be the boss here", "I don't have friends"
or "Adam is my friend." He continued to rely heavily on teachers'un-
wavering acceptance of him in order to feel good about himself.
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C. Techniques for talking with children about handicaps

1. Occasionally, a simple explanation of how a child became
disabled will be productive. Such explanations, however, should occur
as natural extensions of children's expressed interests.

1.1 Adam arrived at school with a plastic body of man. He
wanted to give a "lecture" on the human body, and did so. While discussing
the legs he said, "Now, the legs are what make you walk, like this," putting
one foot in front of the other,wunless of course you're like Patty and
break your legs. Then you can't walk unless they put you in a cast. Then
she could walk."

Teacher: "Patty's legs are not broken. Even if they were put
in casts, she could not walk. Patty's legs cannot be fixed. They will
never work. The only way Patty Cah walk is with her braces and crutches,
but her legs will never work." When pushed for further explanations, the
teacher showed the spinal cord on the model. She explained that the brain
sends messages through the spinal chord to tell the legs what to do. Patty's
spinal chord was broken when she was hit by the truck, so the brain can send
no message to her legs.

2. Handicapping conditions should be talked about with special needs
and non-special needs children in observable, behavioral terms.

2.2 Bobby, who is hearing impaired, had difficulty sitting or
attending during group time. After observing this, the teacher began to
wonder if his inattentiveness was related to hearing loss. She gave Bobby
a special place near her and told him,he needed to sit there because he
would then be able to hear what was going on better.

2.3 To a child with mild cerebral palsy: "Sometimes, it's
difficult to use your right hand, isn't it? It's hard to make it work just
the way you want it to. Here, I'm going to help you hold this scissor so
we can help your-hand practice to cut better."

2.4 To a child with developmental delay: "It's hard for you
to write these letters. You have to practice over and over. But look how
beautiful that "s" looks - you really worked hard on getting that so good."

When Stacey says "me "go, we respond by asking "Who goes?" She
says, "I go."

2.5 For a child with impulse-control problems: "I know it's
sometimes hard for you to say, "I'm angry" and the first thing you want to
do is hit. How do you think it makes feel to get hit? Let's try
to see if she understands better when you tei her just how mad it makes
you feel."
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3. Most problems of special needs children that need to be
discussed with other children can be talked about in the identical
way that non-handicapped children's problemq are discussed.

3.1 -Scott uses the word "me" incorrectly (e.g., "me do it")
so the teacher says "Who did it?" and Scott usually responds with a smile
"I did it." There is no discutsion of why he makes this mistake. In other
cases where Scott does not understand what's going on, the teachers tell
other children that sometimes it-is-hard for Scott to understand.

3.2 When Ron starts to take a toy from another child, the
teacher says, "I know it's hard for you, but you must use words." The
teacher says the same thing to other children.

3.3 When Bobby cannot mike himself understood, his teacher
says, "I know it's hard for you, but say it again a little slower." The
teacher tells othir children that it is sometimes hard for Bobby to talk.

4. With physical disabilities it is important that explanations
and °balizations are initiated at a very personal level. That is, the
significance of the disability from the child's point of view should be
considered first. Then, issues relating to therapy, prosthetics, aids,
etc. can be introduced.

4.1 Michael's handicap, cerebral palsy, was physical and
visible. At the beginning of the year, discussions with Michael about
his handicap dealt more with the limitations of having cerebral palsy than
with the specific details of the handicap. We helped Michael to tell
other children why he needs a walker (4 My legs aren't strong enough
for walking. I need my walker to help me walk."); to insist that his
walker was for his uses only; to set limits with other children when
playing rough games; to ask for extra help when he needed' it; and to
express feelings of anger and frustration when he fell over unexpectedly
or was left behind. . Gradually we began to talk more specifically with
Michael about the treatment procedures he received weekly - physical
therapy sessions, the transition from a hip brace and full leg supports
to a heel to knee support to leg braces and crutches and discarding the
walker. Michael responded positively to these objective discussions of
his disability; and other children shared constructively in these dis-
cussions also.

5. With some handicapping conditions, it is important to create
opportunities in the classroom for socio-dramatic play, so that both
special needs and non-special needs children can "try out" an inherently
frightening situation in a safe and controlled environment.
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5.1 Kevin's handicap, major surgery to remove a brain tumor,
was physical and invisible. Kevin had no surgery during the school
year, but was in and out of the hospital for blood transfusions and be'
cause of illness. We did not talk with Kevin directly about the nature
of his illness, but we did provide many opportunities to talk about
doctors, hospitals, being sick, being small, being weak, and feelings
of loneliness, anger, and fear. Discussions occurred regularly though-
out the year, initiated by Kevin or teachers, or stimulated by school
events, such as Kevin's recurring hospitalizations and separation
problems, the hospitalization of another child in the class for surgery
and the presence of a child in the class whose father had died. Many
opportunities were provided to play out doctor-patient-hospital themes
using doctor props and a "hospital" set up. Kevin responded to dis-
cussion and stories and play props, but he was never preoccupied with
these things and seemed more interested, in the normal activities at
school. Other children joined in the discussions mentioned above.

6. With acting-out and aggressive children, it is important to
clearly distinguish between the child's feelings and the child's in-
appropriate expression of those-feelings.

6.1 It was difficult to talk about Joel's
which included problems in all areas of development;' with Joel or with
other children. Our approach was to make instructional and-therapeutic
statements about Joel's specific behaviors or our perceotioos of his
feelings rather than about the nature of his disability as a whole.
The biggest problem area for Joel at school was his lack of control over
angry feelings and impulsive aggression. In talking with Joel, we ack-
nowledged and accepted his feelings, but not his out-or-control ways of
expressing those feelings. We assured him that teachers are in control
in the classroom, that they can help him express and learn to control
difficult feelings, and that they will keep him safe. Representative
statements include:

"You feel angry because Adam took your car. It's all
right to be angry, but you cannot hit. You have to use words to talk to
Adam. Teachers will help you", or if a teacher intervenes soon enough,

"You can stop yourself from hitting. Use ;words. Say,
I'm mad. I had that car:"

In addition to setting clear limits on Joel's behavior,
teachers.. assured him repeatedly that he can learn to behave appropriately.

7. Non-handicapped children most frequently notice those dis-
ablingconditions of special needs children that are particularly visible
and dominant in the classroom. Whenever poSsible and productive, non-
handicapped peers should-be involved with the behavior management programs
being implemented in. the classroomS to help these children,

3L))



7.1 We talked with non-handicapped children about Michael's
handicap in the same way that we talked'With Michael. The only differences
were to assure other children that the condition had existed from birth',
that it was neithecontagious nor painful, but that Michael's equipment
was not a toy and was no privilege to have to use all the time. We were
able to obtain an extra walker so that other children could satisfy their
curiosity and allay their 'own fears by trying it.

7.2 Other children in the class overhear and learn from the
teachers' interventions and discussions with Joel. They know when Joel is
having a hard time and that teachers are taking care of him and keeping
everyone safe. They need to hear realistic statements about Joel's diffi-
culty controlling himself, expressing.his feelings in acceptable ways, and
learning new things so that they do not feel overwhelmed by his acting-
out behavior. They need to learn some tactics for responding to Joel's
behavior - telling him to stop with support from a teacher and expressing
their distress when he takes advantage of them. Only when other children
feel powerful enough to stop him and to tell him how they feel can they
stop being afraid or defensive and develop understanding and compassion:
This is also an ideal learning situation for Joel::

D. Strategies for dealing with incidents of scapegoating.

1. The teacher can often reduce scapegoating of a special needs
child by providing special help to that child. Helping a child appear
well-organized,...interesting, and appealing to, others often attracts positive
attention.friai other children.

2. The child who scapegoats often needs as much help from the teacher
as the child who is scapegoated. Although the teacher artist first limit all
unsafe physical or psychological (i.e., usually verbal) abuse it is important
to find out what motivated the child to scapegoat.

3. The classroom must be kept accessible to all children.

3.1 Sometimes when an activity is a part of the classroom it
feels comfortable to say that the opportunities belong to everyone equally
and if they can't share it they have to leave.

3.2 If children reject Joel without immediate cause, saying,
"We don't want Joel to play here," a teacher can support Joel's ability to
participate constructively, saying, "Joel can listen to what you say. Tell
him how to play with you."

4. A mild form of scapegoating `sometimes occurs in the process of
children finding out about a special needs child's strengths and weaknesses.

4.1 Occasionally, children would make inaccurate assessments
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of Michael's capabilities, stating that "Michael can't lift things";
"Michael is always the last"; "Michael can't climb the ladder." Some-
times these statements were made as friendly observations, and sometimes
they were intended as provocations. The problem was always settled by
turning to Michael as the final authority And supporting Michael in
answering honestly.

5. Sometimes, the special needs child must change his/her behavior
in order to prevent further rejection by other children.

5.1 If children reject Joel because he is behaving aggressively,
it is Joel who must change his behavior, not the other children. The follow-
ing responses might be used, depending upon the explosiveness of the situa-
tion:

1) Removing Joel and insisting: "Joel, when you hit, they don't
went you to play."

2) Stopping from hitting and instructing the other child,
"If you tE Joel to stop, he can listen."

3) Intervening and monitoring the confrontation between the
two children, saying, "Joel, we have a problems David is
very sad because you broke his building. What can we do
about this?" and supporting a resolution of the conflict
for both children.

'6. In cases where children encourage a special needs child's nega-
tive behavior, or respond with glee when he is disciplined, they must be told
firmly and resolutely to stop. Respect for individuals is the prime classroom
value.

E. Examples of special needs children serving as positive role models,

1. Most illustrations of instances where special needs children serve
as positive role models for other children are common classroom situations in
which children responding well to each other or to school routines are praised
and used as models of appropriate behavior for other children. There is no
difference in quality or content of many of these examples of positive behavior
modelling that involve special needs children than parallel examples involving
non-special needs children.

1.1 For example, if Joel attempts to comfort a child who feels
sad, the teacher might point out, "Joel is trying to help you because be
knows you're feeling sad. He brought you a flower." Or if Michael is sitting
quietly at meeting, the teacher might stress, "Michael knows how to listen to
a story. Bruno, can you sit quietly like Michael?" Or if Kevin is sharing
a classroom material in a cooperative manner, the teacher might comment,
"Kevin is passing out playdough so that everyone can have some."
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1.2 Chris could ride a two wheeler well something that
was valued by other children. He gained a leadership role in trying to
show others how it was done.

1.3 Stacey was attentive and cooperative and eager to volun-
teer to help. She was often a model of the kind of participation that
helped us get things done better.

1.4 David was sophisticated in music and in the use of
musical equipment. He was often put in charge of helping others use the
equipment and he handled this responsibility well.

1.5 Often special needs children would cook things in their
tutoring sessions to share with the rest of the class or they would be
allowed to invite other children'to join them in their sessions. This
made them highly sought after.

1.6 Sherrie was a powerful, physically active child who
acted as a positive model for Eddy who.was cautious in his gross motor
development Nut social overtures. She also stimulated the group to be
more-experimental motorically. She was two years older than twelve of
the children in the group and demonstrated a real nurturing behavior
which others appreciated if not directly emulated.

2. Special needs children will sometimes display unusual leader-
ship abilities With other special needs children.

2.1 Michael helped Kevin to feel comfortable in our class by
responding in an accepting, good-natured manner to Kevin's' overtures of
friendship. (Kevin was originally attracted to Michael because Michael
had a walker like the one Kevin had used following surgery.) Michael
theerfully included Kevin in his tutoring experiences and often encouraged
Kevin to come into the classroom at the start of the day or to join him
in play instead of "sitting around." Michael's friendly attitude toward
Kevin was also evident in his relationships to other children in the class.
By the end of the year, children commented out loud, 'Everybody likes
Michael," or "Michael is everyone's friend."
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II. Adapting instructional strategies

A. Modifications of regular classroom teaching technioues for
children with special needs.

1. The instructional objectives used With most mildly and
moderately handicapped children are similar to those used with non-
handicapped children. Modifications have to be made in the methods
or activities by which these objectives are achieved.

1.1 More repetition;

1.2 Greater teacher intervention, including explicit
and detailed instructions, follow-through, clearly defined limits, fewer
choices or alternatives;

1.3 Classroom spaces that are clearly defined and separate;

1.4 More positive ego reinforcement and encouragement;

1.5 Participation by specialists.

a. In many cases, the effect of a successful modification of
teaching style may lead to the special needS child being treated no differ-
ently from other children:

2.1 An example of the way in which a strategy for achieving
the common social-emotional goal of learning to resolve conflicts with
peers may be different for special needs children follows. A disturbed
child with poor impulse control needs to learn to use words to resolve
conflicts with peers - just as any other child; however the physical and
verbal interventions used by teachers with most children may not be suffi-
cient to teach appropriate conflict' resolution skills to aAisturbed child.
The disturbed child may need the task broken down into less complicated
steps in order to acquire the skill, as in the sequence below! .

a. Disengage child. Focus on disturbed .child first.
"No hitting." Remove from scene. Return to nelp
other child.

Disengage child. Focus on disturbed child first.
"No hitting. Use words. Say, 'I want the car.'"
Allow-play to continue when other children are calm
again.
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1. Yeredith has difficulty conversing with others. she tends to
get carried away with inappropriate subject matter, irrelevant statements,
rambling and renetition. The teacher asked the tutor to help weredith
write a puppet show .-to give to the class. This allowed for '..eredith not
only tG think about what she was going to say, but it allowed for her to
have the floor while others ltsehed to hi7r.

One method used to help Bobby attend at meeting was to give
him the responsibility for keeping the meeting nuiet, te.,4sking others
to be quiet. Not only did It work, but the teaCne-r:realized that Bobby
(who is hearing-impaired) hays been so distressed-by peripheral noise, that
when it happened in' the past he joined in to make the noise

- louder (or
drown it out for him). sow, in -hare of keeping it quiet, he StDOS
minor noise rapidly.

3. John had a difficult time sharimmaterials and equipment.
If he brought in a game or toy from home, he often had trouble sharing it.
When his mother told the teacher one day that he really needed a mid
morning snack, it occured to the teacher that perhaps one wav of John's
learning to share would be to make somethinqs at home to brine tn to
share for snack, i.e., cookines, carrot sticks, etc. He enjoyed: sharing
these items, and the class was appreciative and thanked him sohntneblisl'y

4. Chris had a .ptoblem with short terra visual and auditory
memory and often resisted instruction that challenged those abilities.
Knowing however that Chris loved athletics, we made u0 games using balls,
races and bicycles that also required memory work e.g., -when you catch
the ball, say the letter B";_-race your bike and land on the letter M.
Since we knew Chris loved cooking and measuring,- many cooking projects
were .introduced with their emphasis on memry. He also had strong leader-
ship skills and so by making him a leader of activities we found he inves-
ted more strongly in mastering them.
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D. Examples of materials that were adapted to meet the learning
needs of special needs children

1. Most of the materials in a mainstreamed classroom are
identical to those materials used in classrooms without special needs
children., In some cases the actual materials are adapted to accommodate
to special horning needs. Frequently, it is not the materials which
are modified: rather, the method of presenting and organizing the materials
for.the child's use is changed, Moreover, in working with children who are
at significantly different developmental levels, the same materials may be
used; but used to solve different problems.

Examples of the adaptation of a number of standard classroom
materials follow:



iMaterial

1.1 Piano

1:2 Drums

1,3 Lotto

1.4 Lego

7

Now Ada s ted

1.5 Color Cubes

1.6 Picture to
accompany
name tag.

1.7 Blocks

1.8 Blocks

1.9 Sand

1.10 Sponges and
cloths

30.

color coded rather,
.

than number coded

proper drumming
technique was re-

,

quired rather than
just banging

simplify the task
- class had to match
whole name and state
beginning sound

- special needs child
had to identify
name of beginning
letter.

show storage - allow
only a few to be
taken - define work-
ing space - define
job to be done

- more elementary, or
primary, goals
established

- needs more clues
than just letters of
name

- area marked off in
block area with
masking tape to
delineate a private
space

set up as a "launch-
ing pad" for rocket
jumps

sand paper letters

cut smaller

For What Purpose

Special Needs child could
play songs even though re-
lating at lower cognitive
level. (i.e., color, not
number)

Good skill building and use
of muscles that needed
exercise

\

Child could play game with
peers and also be at an
appropriate learning stage

To help focus attention and
avoid negative behavior (dump.
ing and fighting).

lo accomodate immature fine
motor skills and below age
level cognitive ability

Recognition and scanning skills

Child had_a hard time parallel
--Playing, so. gave him a space
within larger area

To give incentive to learn to
jump and to practice jumping

To.learn alphabet for motori-
cally oriented child

Make it easier for clean up
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2. Although the same classroom materials can be used to teach
non-handicapped and handicapped children the same skills, there are
special classroom materials and environmental adaptations that are
particularly desirable in an integrated classroom. Special materials
that are helpful for children with motor, problems, but are also readily
appealing to normal children include: loop handle scissors that can be
operated with the whole hand rather than two fingers, plastic cups with
handles rather than handle-less paper cups, squeeze glue bottles rather
than glue brushes, three wheeler "tricycles" that can be operated by hand,
and sets of common materials such as Attribute Blocks and leggos in large,
heavier sizes. Itt is also helpful in an integrated classroom to have
materials available that provide practice in very basic skills - buttoning,
zippering, lacing, etc.

Special environmental adaptations include: ramps and railings
alongside steps, railings in bathrooms, ladders positioned to slope grad-
ually, places to sit to dress and undress, and convenient
places to sit at activities where children commoniy stand to play, such
as the water table, sand table, and carpentry bench.
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E. Adaptations iniclassroom structure and organization

1. The principles that guide the organization Of the integrated
classroom program are not very different from/those of a non-mainstreamed
program. Some of these principles are-

1.1 To provide activities each day that represent a range
of complex-. and challenge;

1.2 To balance a complex teacher-directed project on the art
table with a less cl-fallenging child-directed project set up on the -"pro-
ject table";

1.3/ To offer small group work that involves a small group
of children-learning about a subject area of their choice over,a short
period of time;

1.4 To set aside 1 - to°.- 1 time with childre who need
help in specific areas and to provide that experience each day (such as
motor exercises with a teacher or language work with a teacher);

1.5 To provide materials at graduated levels of complexity
that can be adapted for use with each child at his/her developmental
level, such as legos of different sizes, picture lotto and word lotto,
color cubes and color cube design cards.

2. One of the most important adaptations of a mainstreamed
classroom that is specific to a mainstreamed classroom is the need for
a larger number of staff. Mainstreamed classrooms need more people to care
for and teach more demandingchildren.

3. For the one hyperactive, distractable child in our class,
we developed a "choice.board" system. Joel's attention was focused on
activity choices by means of a hanging board on which cards could be
placed to represent his.chosen activity. The cards represented all
possible choices in the room by means of picture and word. Joel's first
activity each day was to go to his choice board to choose one of two
activity choices presented by a teacher. Or, if Joel arrived with an
activity choice in mind, he was encouraged to state that choice and to
search for the appropriate card to hang on the board. Thereafter, when-
ever Joel completed an activity, he was brought back to the choice board
to make another choice.

ve"

By" the "end of the year, he was often able to monitor his
use of the choice board independently. The two significant effects of this
system were Joel's increased attention to and awareness of school choices
and activities; and the decrease in inappropriate, attention-getting
behaviors at transition times.



F. Diagram of one Eliot-Pearson Classroom

33.
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G. Representative classroom materials and examples of their
instructional use.

Classroom area Material Instructional Use

Music area piano auditory discrimination-,
visual motor discrimination

percussion motor coordination, auditory.
instruments discrimination: rhythm, volume,

pitch

record player language abilities, music
sensitivity, creativity

tape recorder language; personal-social

music paper and fine motor, writing, reinforce-
music books,

scarves and props for
creative movement

ment for using the instruments
in creative ways

Vs
pe rcussion stand auditory discrimination, person-

al-social, fine motor control

Block area large hollow blocks.

small blocks

gross motor coordination, motor
planning skills, persil-Focial

motor coordination, motor- plan-
ning skills, personal-social,
language

assorted cars, trucks,
trains

motor coordination, language,
role modelling, social inter-
action

paper and crayons extending activities through
representational drawing signs,
reading skills, stories, language

Nouse corner dress up clothes personal-social - role modelling,
creative expression, language
and speech
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ClassroOm area. Material Instructional Use

House corner child size personal/social-role modelling
furniture

pots and pans,
empty food cans

themtic props

creative expression, langUage
and speech

.

puppets
.

Project and measuring cups and motor development; conceptual
science area cooking apparatus development of relative. size,

volume, proportion

plaifdough and clay fine,motor coordination; creati-
vity;. relative shape, size,
color

scales fine motor coordination, con-
cepts of light and heavy; con-
cepts of relative weight

magnets language,- fine motor skills,
scientific properties, problem-
solving

magnifying glasses concepts of relative size,
properties of magnification

batteries and bulbs language, fine motor, problem-
solving, scientific principles

materials for planting fine motor, personal/social,
mathematics

books personal/social, language

Writing area various alphabets

work sheets

motor coordination, language.
skills, visual memory, writing
skills, preweading skills,

can be used to direct learning
in motoric, conceptual, linguis-

.tic and cognitive areas



lassrool area

Writing area

ftnipulatives
and games

Material

mailboxes

Instructional, Use

chalk board and
chalk

pencils, markers,
crayons, assorted.
paper

printing letters

numerous books

puzzles

legos

attribute blocks

cuisenaire rods

pattern blocks

dominoes

dice

clock

drawing and writing skills;
personal-social comkunication,
language

motor coordination, drawing
and writing skills

motor coordination, perceptual-
motor skills:sequencing, seria-
tion, classification, spelling,
reading

perceptual-motor coordination,
color, memory

fine motor coordination, color
personal/social, problem-solv-
ing

visual discrimination, sorting,
classification, language

fine motor coordination, color -

discrimination, size discrimina-
tion, proportional concepts,
addition and subtraction con-

,cepts

color and shape discrimination,
perceptual-motor coordination,
visual and auditory memory

motor coordination, counting,
visual memory, strategy

fine motor control, visual
discrimination, counting, math:
addition and subtraction-

numbers, seriation, telling time

48
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Classroom area Material Instructional Use

Manipulatives and
garnet

playing cards

geoboards

wooden cylinders

sewing cards

checkers

board games

number-rite

lotto

rhyme puzzles

wooden alphabet

parquetry blocks -

Instructional

locks -

fine motor control, visual
discrimination, visual memory,
math: pre-reading, strategy

fine motor coordination, shape
discrimination, motor planning,
perceptual-motor coordination

fine motor coordination, seria-
tion, classification, relative
height and width,

fine motor coordination

fine motor coordination, color,
direction following, personal/
social, counting math, stra-
tegy development and implementa-
tion

personal/social skills, strate-
gies, counting, Will reinforce
concepts inherent in the game:
i.e. CAndyland - colors; Chutes
and Ladders - numbers forward
and backward

fine motor coordination, se-
quencing and seriation skills,
concept of number, recognition-
of numerals

personal/social skills used'Ao::.
reinforce concepts inherent in;,
the particular lotto game,
matching skills

fine motor, visual discrimina-
tion, word-object relatiOnships
phonetics

fine motor, matching skills,
seriation skills, letter label-
ling, letter sounds, pre-read-
ing, word building

color; shape, matching; creat-
ing patterns

1,9



Classroom area Material Instructional Use

Manlpulattves
and games

peg boards \

\
fine motor skills, color,
pattern formation.

twister \ color, gross motor coordination,
personal-social

puppets motor coordination, perSonal/
social skills, language and
speech\

picture cards personal /social, language

Art area coloring equipment fine motor skills, creative
expreision, personal-social
skills

adhering materials

paper

scrounge materials

paint

concepts of color, shape, design,
line, size, texture

Water table funnels and tubes fine motor coordination,
properties of water

straws properties of air in water

measuring cups and fine motor coordination, pro -
spoons pertiei of relatiVe size and

amounts, concept of conservation

pouring recepticels

egg beaters

water wheels

(sawas above), increased exper-
iences with water; teach the child
how his reactions and actions can
affect his environment and which
things in the environment remain
constant

food coloring color: increase novelty and ex-
ploration with water'

,

.

soap/detergent'

assorted oljects
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Classroom area Material Instructional Use

1

Sand table measuring cups and
containers

personal/social, role playing,
fine motor, properties of sand,
laws of conservation, laws of

strainers and sifters

shovels and spoons

home made chutes

dramatic play props

gravity

Carpentry hammers

saws

assorted nails

drill and assorted bits

screw driver

assorted wood

take apart objects

fine motor,control, personal/
social, motor planning, problem
solving

Easel paint and brushes fine motor control, eye-hand
coordination, personal/social

rollers

assorted paper

color - color mixing, texture,
motor planning, creativity

hanging rack (same as above), independence
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III. Working with parents

A. Working with parents new demands and new skills acquired as
a result of mainstreaming.

1. In working with the families of special, needs children, a
number of the demands made on teachers directly concerned issues per-
taining Ao a child's handicapping condition. For example

1.1 Discussing with parents a child's already diagnosed
handicap and working out a plan to respond to the child's needs in a way
acceptable to both parents And teachers.

1.2 Taking part in the diagnostic process for a child who
is not developing or behaving normally, but whose special needs have not
Yet been clearly identified.

'1.3 Attending meetings with and coordinating therapeutic
Programs with outside professionals who are involved with the family and
child, such as occupational, physical, and speech therapists.

1.4 Recommending occasional additional testing or referring
child and family to services outside the school.

1.5 Understanding and taking into account, a child's medica-
tions and medical history.

1.6 Discussing extreme behavior problems or significan.
ri,elopmental delays with parents in realistic and helpful ways.

2. Teachers had to become familiar with the state laws re-
garding special needs children. In conjunction with school adminis-
trators and other staff members, they must be able to advise and support
parents, advocate for'children in core evaluation meetings, and complete
relatively technical paperwork.

3. Teachers have to increase their familiarity with the pro-
fessional services available to children with special needs. They also
should he aware of parent-support organizations and other community re-
sources.

4. A number of new skillt were developed or refined as a re-
suit of working with parents of special needs children?



4.1 Increased sensitivity to the issues o'f v)sPitaltz.
children and the needs and,concerns of their, parents.

4.2 Increased sensitivity to the special qualities of
Parents of special needs children -their vulnerabilities about the pro-
blesn'oftheir children their courage and their need for hope and prac-
tical assistance; .their determination to find the best education and
care for their child, their flexibility in trying new. ways to teach their
child as well as their inconsistemiAl in' the-face of a very hart parent-
ing job.

4.3 Increased sensitiVity t1,0 the demands anal hardships,
as well as the joys of parenting,

4.4 Increased sensitivity to the fears and concerns of
parents of normal children whose children attend mainstreamed class-
rooms.

4.5 Greater ability to facilitate dialogue directly be-
een special needs and non-- special needs parents.

5. The -issue of "confidentiality" was clarified, It does not
necessarily mean "secret" (i.e., absolutely no information to he shared
with otherlparents). Rather, ft was taken to mean sharing information
among parents with clarity and openness, while always respecting the
feelings and dignity of special needs parents This policy was made
clear tO all parents, and Consent was 'acquired,

13. Strategies for gaining support for mainstreaming from parents
of children with special needs.

1. In discussions with parents of children with special needs,
it is critical that teachers be honest, open, non-judgmental and under -
standing. It is the task of the teacher to validate the parentss'feelings,
while trying to provide additional context, knowledge and perspettive,

2.- Personal relationships between special needs and non-special
needs children can be fostered if the teacher suggests to parents that
their children might enjoy playing together outside of school. Such con-
tacts can go a great distance toward increasing understanding between
parents.



e;p-e.rific includ,e

1,1 Di-scuss the tg0-,ayinr-S
we I c tia tchars uf roh-soei41 ne,o,as e' in

ctraight forgard manner vitt ll p4t-erit

3.7 Be honest about :the po-s,sibk! 11-tAcv t.'f

but equ4ilY reaSsuring AiKle,k,(and eonyinroe ttnr!1'

3,3 114yit..-e to obwlite the C Or to IFT,ri.. the
classropm, exPeciaIly if they have guest-10ns about ;MrtAr.:14f.specW .-roy:!4!
rs:'hildren, and make Sneself available to talv abut the itheriene;.e after-

1.4 Encoura9e car-pito s that*arli NtIhttrtate4

3. -eate forums'fo'r discussion that Include parents of
cpecial needs 4TT1 special' needs childrtn and that focus not 50 much
r:T1 the exceptionaii ies of special needs children at on the comonalitfe
of all children in a narticul r loPmental stage

1.6 Establish a )ibrary Of baoks for pat-v.:c ar..elliItIren
about handicaps and family experiences with handicappion conditions;

3.7 Provide parents of children with special needwith
the phrases and appropriate explanations that are used to t4lk abOut,
children at school.

C. Strategies for assisting all parents iii acOirinq under:standing
of the issues of mainstreaming

1. The main aao,5,.5 to parents always seems to be through their
children their:goals-and:expectationt for them; Ahtir on parenting.
Issues surrounding them: '-and the ways tfty-pqrceive school as serving ,

those goals,

StrategiCally,Ahe processes fdr.4oMmica :ion around the?
issues, could occur in the following sequence,

LI Upon, acceptanCe.to the school.,: all parents are in
formed that this iS a mainstreamed program, that the Issues of mainstreamin
will be discussed., and that their participation -is neededAn order to,tae,
the p rooram work. Any Questions parents had at this time would he answered.

1,2 In September the teaching staff makes visits to each
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child's home There, in a less hurried, more personal encounter, teacher
and parent can discuss the school program. Time would be taken at this
point to reinforce the school's commitment to mainstreaming and to talk
about what parents can expect to see in the classroom. With special
needs parents, it is important to communicate that some information is
being shared with other parents and to allow them to participate in the
formulation of what they might want communicated about their chfld.

At this point it is important to stress the avail-
ability of the teaching staff to receive all concerns. including those
relating to mainstreaming.

1.3 In the early part of the year, at the first evening
room,meetino, open dialogue on mainstreaming as well as other issues
should be encouraged. It is sometimes useful to show a film or slide-
tape as an impetus to such a discussion. It could also be useful to
solicit in advance the contributions of special needs and non-special
needs parents in describing and discussing their responses to Main-
streaming.

1.4 Throughout the year the teacher must maintain a great
deal of flexibility with regard to indivldual and group issues. Extra
parent conferences or room meetings may have to be scheduled to accommo-
date those needs. Informal communication between parents by recommending
that children play together after school; bringing together parents who
have similar issues concerning their children or who can serve as resources
for each other. Pot luck suppers and informal social meetings for parents
are another way to bring all parents closer together.

1.5 Regular parent conferences should always raise the
issue of respOnses to mainstreaming. Too often it is assumed that if
parents say nothing, they are feeling satisfied and informed, whereas
just tfsc opposite is often true.

1.6 Parent meetings should continue to.occur regularly.
Although mainstreaming will not always be the issue - the commonality
of parental concerns will.

1.7 Some parents will require special attention to help
them express their feelings without being d structive to others. Teachers
can model hpw to do thfs and may have to intervene in group situations.
In the ideal situation,' parents who become comfortable as a group contract
for how specific and how in depth they,want their discussions and relation-
ships to become. However, since this type of situation is difficult to
anticipate, it becomes the responsibility of the teacher to take an issue
onesteo further and carefully analyze the receptivity of the group.
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1.8 This process can not occur unless there exists between
the teacher and parents a trusting relationship concerning each child
and the program as a whole. Parents must feel safe and welcomed in the
classroom - for that is the place in which they will gain the most under-
standing of these issues as they relate to their children. They must
feel that the teachers are not infallible but are dependent on parent
input in order to achieve better solutions, and they must be helped to
see the interconnection between their own growth and the growth of their

. children at home and at school.

D. Considerations in structuring teacher-parent conferences with
parents of children with special needs and parents of children without
special needs.

1. In general, the goals of conferences with parents of special
needs children overlap with the goals of conferences with parents of non-
disabled children. Taese,goals include!

1.1 Establishing a caring dialogue about the child;

1.2 Finding out about the child's behavior at home;

1.3 Sharing observations about the child's behavior at
school;.

at school:
1.4 Expressing any concerns about the child's behavior

1:5 Discussing ways of responding to any problems or
special needs of the child;

1.6 Sharing ways of reinforcing positive growth;

1.7 Expressing caring about the parents' experience at
the school.

2. Nevertheless, some differences exist in the content of
conferences with parents of special needs children. Some of this content
-might include.

proce6res;

the child.

2.1 Discussion of diagnostic and medical information and

2.2 Communication about outside profeSsional services for

2.3 Preparation for core evaluations.

5 o
<_.;
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3. In all parent conferences it is important to be direct
and to state information and concerns as simply as possible. Ample
opportunity should be allowed for parents to express feelings and con-cerns that relate specifically to their child, and the teacher must listen.With parents of speciarneeds children, the teacher may wish to set up
the conference so that the child's tutor or another professional. can alsoattend. Frequently, because of the involvement of outside professionals,
the teacher may have information about the family that did not originatewith the parents. In such a situation, the teacher should either not
act on the information at all, or (s)he should tell the parents the sourceof the knowledge and discuss it with them.

Conferences with parents of special needs children are alsousually more "future-oriented" than other conferences. Parents may in-
dicate greater concern about the child's future schooling and therapeutic
expereinces and will require highly specific information. Finally, theseconferences will frequently be more affective in content than most confer-ences. The conference is sometimes an occasion for parents to confront
difficult issues directly for the first time; the teacher's role in these
situations is to be accepting, supportive and honest. The teacher should
never presume to have more knowledge or skills than he/she actually has.Rather, the teacher can serve an extremely valuable role of liaison .be-
tween the parent and those specialists who are in a better position to pro-vide therapeutic services and valid information about the child's prog-nosis.
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3. Other Direct Services

In addition to the individualized classroom experience,
children with special needs participate in several different forms of
instructional experience. In particular, three instructional options
existed in 1977-78: a) one-to-one tutorial work, b) small teaching
grot s, and c),boime teaching. Some children were involved in more than
one of these arrangements, based on their strengths and needs as well as
on the needs of their families.

a. One-to-one Tutorial Program

The tutorial sessions serve a number of purposes. First,
they provide each child with a one-to-one experience with an adult that
is designed to be warm, accepting, and free from competition with other
children. Second, they provide for additional individualization of
instruction. In some respects the tutorial sessions are "deficit-
oriented" because they focus on the child's handicapping condition and
seek to implement a program of remediation. Nevertheless, as in the
classroom program, the child's limitations are addressed through his
strengths. A third purpose of the tutorials is to extend the activities
of the regular classroom program by teaching the child how to use some
of the core materials of the classroom. A fourth purpose is to serveas
an alternative learning setting free from the distractions and stimulation
of the classroom.

Eleven of the eighc,een special needs children enrolled
throughout the year at Eliot-Pearson received tutorial services. A one-
to-one tutorial arrangement usually involved, a fifteen to forty-five
minute session, meeting from two to five times per week, during class
time. The child would be removed from and returned to the class by a
student tutor who was responsible for observing, informally assessing
and designing an appropriate tutorial program for the chid. These
students,(gradUates and undergraduate students in, the Department of Child
Study) were participants in the Practicum in Special Needs, taught by the
special needs resource teachers. The class met once per week. During this
time students received direct feedback on their work with individual chil-
dren and specific support for future work with their child. The student
tutors were also supervised directly by the special needs resource teachers
several times each semester when working with the children. For children
who only attended school three or four days a week and who could benefit
from more tutoring, special arrangements were made to taxi them in to school
for an hour to an hour and a half on those other days to meet with the
student tutor.

The choice of a child for one -to -one tutoring was baked on
recommendations of the previous special needs resource teacher,
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observation of children and parental input. For second semester,
teacherslrecommendattoms were also part of the decision.

The following charts provide a summary of the work
accomplished wtthin this program. Objectives and outcomes are given
for each child, as well as follow-up.suggestions and general comments.
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OBJECTIVES

To increase 8 's voca-

bulary with books label-

ing household objects,

lotto.

To teach B primary

colors by cutting and

pasting, matching.

To improve B 's diet

by looking, shopping,

talking about food with

Mom,

To improve B's abili-

ty to accept limits by

dealing with issues as

they arose, talking about

feelings, etc.

To increase B's abil-

ity to identify feelings

and verbalize them by

modeling, looking at pic-

tures of people, and

discussion.

Eliot-Pearson Children's School

Summary of Tutorial Work, 1978-79

OUTCOMES FUTURE OEJECTIVES COMMENTS

B has increased his B will learn more B's attendance in school

object names and descrip- and for home tutoring has

tive words as well. been minimal, He attended

Bobby will learn the two days of school from Jan-

function of common ob- uary to April. Since then we

jects. meet with family and atten-

dance has been good, This

obviously affected progress,

naming of objects.

B does not know the

colors consistently.

B's 's diet probably

remains the same.

B has improved some-

what in his, ability to

'accept limits,

B does know how to

state his needs. He can

identify some feelings.

B will learn the pri-

mary colors and be able

to label them Consistent-

ly.

B's family needs lo

learn more about nutri-

tion,

B will continue to ac-

cept limits and begin to

express his feelings ver-

bally,

8 will improve his

ability to identify and

verbalize feelings.

To promote more indepen-

dence in self-help skills

(use of braces, toileting).

To increase his attendance

in school.



B-2

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

To strengthen B's arm B is very strong. He To continue to strengthen

and trunk musculature. tries many gross motor his muscles.

tasks.

To increase B's B goes everyhwere B will continue to

walking with braces freel, and independently. walk using braces and

and walker. walker.

To keep his back straight Progress hard to assess. To continue to keep his

(riot to the left). back straight.
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To improve C's eating

habits by presenting one

bite` pieces of food at a

time.

To develop, C's self-

concept with music, body

puzzles.

OUTCOMES FUTURE OBJECTIVES

C has improved, but

tends to regress to

messing.

C has improved his

self-image.

C needs to develop

use of spoon and fork to

tally and rely less on

fingers.

C needs to further

develop his self-concept.

COMMENTS



E

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES

Eliot-Pearson Children's School
Sunimary of Tutorial Work, 1971-7rJ,

To accomplish successful
separation from mother.

To become spatially ori-
ented in school by walk-
ing along, by leading
others with tactile
clues.

To improve fine motor
skills with large pegs
and boards, large puz-
zles, bristle blocks,
unit blocks.

To increase attention
span for fine motor
tasks.

To improve eating skills
by practice with forks
and spoons. Introduc-
tion of Mike Mulligan
shovel concept and dish.

E is happily ad-
justed to school and
separates easily.

E is oriented to
school. He gets, around
independently.

E has improved.
He can do peg boards,
puzzles, build blocks
competently.

E's attention
span has increased to
about 10-15 minutes
per task.

E has improved
his eating skills.

To introduce E to E able to color
coloring with wired on sheet.
underframe, so increased
tactile experience.

FUTURE OBJECTIVES

To accomplish a successful
separation from Justin,
E's 's twin brother
(placed in separate
classes).

To continue to be comfort-
able and expand spatial
entation to include

outdoors.

E will be intro-
duced to pre-Braille tasks
such as tracking raised
lines, changing lines,
etc.

E . continue to
improve his fine motor
abilities and attention
to fine motor tasks.

E needs continued
help with feeding.

E will continue to
use coloring materials.

(3

COMMENTS



E 2

To introduce Ancepts E die ti:J re-

left-right orientation spond to direction c.,

talking about.direction- left-right Nit: ht

ality with him and intro- tia:.

ducing words..-

To develop his lanyuaqe
strength further throuh

stories and by introduc-

ing objects,

E good lang-

uale is

bulary has ..,,rown.

Vic

Continue left-right ori-

entation. [egin to wor,

on depth.

To work on concepts o

number.

needs to 4rOk

his understanding of. tnr.

function of comon ob-

jects.

needs to Iwo

names of objects found

outdoors,



wAinc re ion

Iri1viti6 spending

Lin in and out of

classroom. :Reading

favorite stories; 'Hdi

in house c,orner.

J.; Peers

rO wi 111

gr4 witr,

tutor as(A,tanc..,

Witn Self

I, To verbali:e feelings

and needs,

tjfl

;ferred solitary play,

!,eeds aa!, inter,etio6

in Ot interaction much

Greater ability to ex-

press foolinclr

4uercs fins consistent,

gentle limit setti:q.

Needs to feel she has son

control in activity choice.

To !oe aHe to play with a Reinforcing positive behavior,

per without adlt dSSIS- ignoring negative 'Hhavior,

tance (accoqlished 2nd

semesLer) ,

To reduce negative beha- (i,eds time to observe beforie

vior in peer interactions Articipatjng.

although much has been

C liminated,

To be less possessive of

materials and space (all

above aconplislled with-

out tutor) Second seines-

ter,



2

OBJECTIVES

2. To develop positive

self-image.

Activities: Use of

mirror to explore

feelings, puppets.

Creative movement

group with tutor

assistance.

3. Self help

To be able to dress

self except shoes.

Activities: zipper

board, Dressy-BesSy',

II. MOkKILLS

A. Gross Motor

1, Body awareness

2, Body control

ACtivities: Ball

playing, sliding,

swinging, climbing,

etc.

B. Fine Motor

1. To develop finger

strength.

2. To develop pincer

grasp,of, pens and

markers.

3, Correct use of

scissors.

OUTCOMES FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

For future continued

work in develop* self-

image and positive peer

interactions.

Improvement in Jf help. Continued improvement in

zipping, snapping, but-

toning, To develop

greater motivation to

dress self.

Very free in gross motor To relax stiff, toddler-

activities:- run, jump, like gait,

climb, swinging, ball
To encourage more free-

playing, rolling.
dom in climbing and

Prefers right hand but To. develop lateral domi-

still.switches, nance,

Still uses War grasp. To devel4 pincer grasp:

Holds scissors with two To develOp proper use of

hands. scissors.

Creative movement work

should be continued to foster

gross motor skills and self

image.



F-3

'4* OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

Activities: cutting,

pasting, drawing,

painting, bead string-

ing, pipe cleaners,

zipper board,

III, COGNITIVE

A. General Knowledge

1, To learn letters of Knows letters in her name To continue work on let-

her name. some of the time, ters of her name.

Actvities: Letter

book, sandpaper let-

ters, plastic letters.

To learn other letters

of the alphabet.

2. To learn basic shape Knows basic shapes. To recognize shapes

names. around the classroom.

Activities: Large

geometric shapes;

lotto; book on shapes,

identifying shapes in

classroom.

3. To learn color names. Knows basic colors.

Activities: Geometric

shapes, coloring book,

crayons..

4. To be able to visually Is able to visually

discriminate colors disciminate shapes

and shapes, and colors.

Activities: Matching

games like concentra-

tion and lotto.

11

To le3rn. ,ther than,pri- Needs structure, firm limits

mary color names, and great deal, of repetition

in creative ways to learn.

72



OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES

B. Behavioral Organiza-

tional Skills

1. To increase attention Needs help attending to

span, task at hand.

Activities: Use of-

sand timer; Quiet en-

vironment; activity

chart.

FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

C. Logical Functions

1. To be able to sort Can sort objects using

objects. two attributes.

2. To develop one to one Can match one to one.

correspondence.

Activities: Large bag

filled with various

items to sort and

match; dolls with

clothes to match,

IV. LANGUAGE

A. Receptive

1. To strengthen auditory Some improvement.

discrimination.

2. To follow two-step Can follow familiar

directions. two-step directions.

Activities: Tape re-

cording, listening to

stories, records,

direction games,

To develop greater

focusing and attending

ability.

To be able to classify

by one attribute.

To be able to demonstrate

one to one correspondence

of five objects.

To follow three-step

directions.

She also learns through

imitation,

F is very reluctant to

speak on many occasions. Her

voice is low, words sometimes

slurred and she will never

repeat something once said.

It is unclear how much she

really understands when spo-

ken to. Will need lots of

support in the language area.



F.5

OBJECTIVES . OUTCOMES

B. Expressive

1. To increase vocabu-

lary,

2, To know words of in-

class songs.

3. To use complete

sentences.

4. To repeat something

she said if not heard

the first time.

Activities: Tape re-

cor ling songs, conver-

sations, letters of

her name, puppet con-

versations.

Minor increase in voca-

bulary.

Knows words to in-class

songs.

Occasionally uses com-

plete sentences.

Will not repeat.

V. PARENT'INVOLVEMENT

Set 'up trusting rela- Nice rapport estab-

tionship, lished..

B. Work on limit-setting Consistent limit-setting

consistency. beginning with both par-

ents.

C. Work on routines of Bedtime routine and

the day. transitions very hard,

D. Work on helping parent Parent feels more

Yb feel like effective competent.

teacher.

,.,...

FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

To decrease monologue

speech and collective

monologue.

To encourage socialized

speech.

To develop more consistent

use of sentences,

To repeat something when

asked to.

To use verbal expression

in addition to extensive

nonverbal expression.,

Continued parent work.

Encouragement in limit

setting.

Designing bedtime

routines.

Designing transition

strategies:

any cancellations hindered

process.

Home tutoring was discontin7

ued due to parents' schedule.

7'



J

Eliot-Pearson Chidlren's School

Summary of Tutorial Work,1978-79

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES FUTURE OBJECTIVES

To improve J's voca- Expressive language is a

bulary with boo! lang- strength fort] and

uage cards, lotto, feely her vocabulary has

box. increased.

To wand J's under- J has learned more

standing of the function functions for common

of objects with games, objects.

discussion.

To improve J' s fine

motor control with puz-

zles, sewing, cut and

paste, blocks, Play-Doh.

To improve the integra-

tion of J 's move-

ments by clapping,

playing two-handed

games.

J's . fine motor

skills have developed

and improved.

is better able to

tise her hands together

and separately.

To improve J 's use J enjoys body move-

of her body through games ment activities and has

of Simon Says, Twister, gained more skills.

bean bag games, creative

movement.

needed help in J has improved, but Continued work, particu-
perceptual motor skills, still lags behind in this larly with materials of
using puzzles, lotto, area. high interest,
1" cubes,

COMMENTS

J need to learn more

descriptive words, and

expand her sentence length.

J should continue to

learn about objects and

their functions, particu-

larly beyond her immedi-

ate environment (include

stores, rivers, etc.).

J needs continued

help in this area.

Continued work with

materials requiring two

hands is needed.

J will need contin-

ued work in this area.



J - 2

OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

J needed to improve J's attention span Continued development.

her attention span with has improved. She leavfs

a choice board, verbal the room less, stays

praise, and activities of with her materials longer

high motivational and accepts limits more

strength. easily.

To achieve toilet train-

ing by working on in-

school in way consistent

with basic approach:

schedule, high praise.

'1s

is trained.

We feel that J will

apply more energy to learnin

in a simpler environment.

a
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N 2

OBJECTIVES 1)1J11,0MES

Paint making, art

activities, puppetry,

cooking, storytelliJg,

measuring each other.

C, With adult

1 To establish trusting ,Established quickly.

relationship with

tutors.

Activities: 'Do not

enter' sign, pictorial

calendar, tutoring

cards, activity sche-

dules.

Activities for social/

personal development:

Hide and seek with in-

struments; bread

sculptures, movement

games, bud games

multitude of art acti-

vities; book for

Nicholas; planting a

seed.

II. COGNITIVE

Behavioral Orgriza-

tional Skills

Jo increase ability to

focus on a task.

In high interest activi-

ties there is a marked

improvement.

FUTURE OBJECTIVES

To develop consistent

(
positive social skills

peer interactions,

To continue abirity to

focus and attend within

classroom environment.

COMMENTS

He is very trusting and

relates well to adults.

Sense of structure and

predictability was

critical-.
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OBJECTIVES OUTCOMES

Eliot-Pearson Children's School

Summary of Tutorial Work, 1977-78

To successfully separate I has successfully

from mother, separated from mother

and attached to teachers.

To increase I 's atten- I attends for appro

tion span for learning priate periods of time

tasks. (up to 15-20 minutes)

To achieve toilet train- I has stopped soiling

ing at home and decrease airiafle. He is trained.

soiling with a behavior

modification plan,

To develop social skill

i.e, increase I 's

impulse control, learn

to identify feelings and

verbalize them.

To develop pre-reading

skills by learning let-

ters in his name, with

stories, lotto, etc.

To develop concepts of

number through games,

manipulations.

f3

own in this

re, an verbalize

his gs although he

occasionally tries to

manipulate adults by

silence.

I has learned the

alphabet and knigs the

letters in his nameT

I can count to 10,

can sedate and sort

within 5.

FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

Continued growth in this I displays more of his

area, specifically hyperactivity at home than

applied to kindergarten in school.

tasks.

Continued work in this

area, particularly to de-

crease his manipulation

of others.

To continue readiness

skills by learni.ag be-

ginning phonics and

developing a sight voca-

bulary of high interest

words (car, Joey, Mom

Dad, etc.) .

Continued development of

concepts of number and

solving simple problems

in readiness for first

grade..



Eliot-Pearson Children's School

Summary of Tutoring Work, 1977-78

L

OBJECTIVES O W )MES FUTURE OBJECTIVES COMMENTS

To increase L 's use L does talk frequent-

of language by: Success- ly now using sentences to

ful adjustment to school, communicate his needs and

not talking for him, dis- thoughts.

cussing his worries about

articulation with him.

To isolate sounds that L's articulation has

are difficult and arrange improved.

play situations where he

would use them.

To increase L's

awareness of visual-

tactile aspects of

sounds by emphasis

only.

L needs continued

support in this area so

he won't regress.

L will need continued

work with articulation of

specific sounds.

L's improvement of L will need continued

articulation is an indi- work in this area with

rect result of this. difficult sounds.

To monitor L's fine L's fine motor skills Continued work as appro-

motor skills through are age adequate. He can priate to his age.

cutting, puzzle's, draw- draw a , + , .

,

ing, etc. He can cut a line, build

a nine-cube tower.



Lliot-Pearson Children's School

Summary of Tutorial Work, 1977-78

M

NECTIVES OUTCOMES

E. PERSONAL/SUCIAL

A. With self

1. To understand own emo- Frequently discusses emo-

tional responses. tional issues.

2. To understand ercLion-

al responses of others,

3, To feel safe.

4. To reduce anxieties

and fears.

All done through con-

sistent clear limits;

discussions; reminders

that she was safe; ap-

propriate explorations

of fears. Puppets,

books and own stories

about feelings.

Feels safe.

Has developed greater

self-confidence.

Shows others what she is

Capable of doing,

FUTURE OBETIVES COMMENTS

To continue to feel con- Consistent limit setting ins

petent and independent. critical.

To have sense of mastery Clarification, modeling and

and control over her en- reinforceient are helpful,

vironment.

5. To be able to make Is able to make transi- Conti(6ued support in

transitions more tions much more easily. making transitions.

easily,

Use of predictable

routines, concrete

references - calendar,

story at beginning and

end of time; warnings

when change was

coming.

{J

Reduce abrupt transitions

anti excessive change, Use

of transition objects is

helpful.
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.b. Small Teaching Groups

The small teachihg groups bring tooether children with
similar abilities in particular areas. These groups mioht concentrate
on language stimulation, fine motor- skills. gross motor abilities. or
movement and Music: They are not exclusively composed of children with
special needs, although their primary objective is to help children in
a small aroup setting acquire competence in an area of weakness.

-It should be noted that teaching aroups are temporary
croups arranoed to meet particular needs. They should be distinouished
from systematic abilitrgrouping,:or tracking. Teaching groups derive
much of.their effevenesS from their potential for individualization.

. Thus. a child with OoOr language skills but highly competent fine motor
abilitie's need not be segregated into a sloWer aroup for all of.his class-
room experience simply because of his language disability.

During 1977 -78 there were five separate small teaching
groups: three creative movement groups and two "making things" groups.
The 'groups met -Wic a week for forty-five minutes to an hour and were
led by the. special needs resource teachers with undergradute-student
support, These aroups consisted of four to six'children. They were
mainstreamed, A total of nine special needs children received services
from the small teaching groups.' Children chosen for these groups were
those. who could. benefit from small group peer interaction plus indivi-
dual antinn, iproblem-solVing skills, gross and fine motor skills.
language development and social/eMotional development were focused
on in the groups. One-creative movement group was offered all year.
Tve.1 other movement groups met second -semester. The making things group
was .given once each semester.

c. Home Teaching

In the fall of 1977-78 the Children's School continued its
prooram of home-based training, or intervention. Althotigh some the
children who received home-based training continued to have tutorial
sessions In school. as well, the home program is desianed.tp be an al-
ternative to in-school tutoring (although still only an accompaniment
of the center-based program). A total of nine special needs children
received home teaching in 1977-78.
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The rationale for the development of tne home-based
(or, more accurately, home-and center-based) prograr emerges largely
from the data concerning early intervention for high-risk an disad-
vantaged children. Numerous studies cite the presence of adequate
opportunity and status for parental activity as the most critical
factor affecting the early development of these at-risk children (cf.,
Bronfenbrener, 1974; Heber et.al., 1972; Karnes et.al., 1970; Skodak
and Skeels, 1970).

Furthermore, research indicates that parent-child, or
home-based intervention my have a catalytic effect on the impact of
group intervention. That is, children involved in a home-based proortr,
are likely to achieve greater or longer lasting gains in the group pro-
gram (cf., Bronfenbrenner, 1974; Gilmer et.al., 1970; Radin, 1969). In
Bronfenbrenner's words,

The evidence indicates that the family is the
most effative and economical system for foster-
ing and sustaining the development of the child.
The evidence indicates further that the involve-
ment of the child's family-as an active partici-
pant is critical to the success of any interven-
tion program. Without such family involvement,
any effects of intervention, at least in the
cognitive sphere, appear to erode fairly rapidly
once the program ends. In contrast, the involve-
ment of the parents as partners in the enterprise
provides an on-going system which can reinforce
the effects of the 7rogram while it is in opera-
tion, and help to sustain them after the program
ends. (1974, p. 55)

With this rationale in mind, the following plan of action has been developed.

a. Selection of children: based on need of parent for
support, ideas and general ass.istance; and on need
of children for more frequent and intense tutoring
than that available in school..

b. Procedural arrangements: takes place in family's
home one hour per week; parent, contracts to do
program with child daily for a minimum of ten minutes
to a maximum of one hour.

c. Personnel: tutors are either special needs resource
teachers or experienced students working under their
supervision.

d. .Program: objectives focus primarily on behavior in
the ome;wtienever possible parental goals and ideas
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weer. s materials. z-resentatior of 1-eh material. o,nx--
`.-unity for child arc carert to '.:se new material.
deneral conversat4on ant cu.stions.

c. Record-keebind! i o,arents and tutor 'Keep records.
either a journal or chart.
Evaluatioh of child chance' develoo7ent of kills as
reported by tutor BDC' classroom teacher.
Evaluation of family' chance' attitude of .parent(s);
consistency of appointments; consistency of program
carried out in Nome; observations in the home; reports
from classroom teachers.

Each of the families and children that received home teeth-
ing differed in many significant respects fro% other families involved
in the home teaching program. However, the elements identified above

----describe the structure of the program in general.

_ In Appendik 2 a sample tutorial-report of a child who re-
ceived tutoring both in school and at home is i-ncluded. Every special
needs child who receiver.: one-to-one tutoring or home teaching has a report
of this type prepared. A copy of the report is given to the parents and
another copy is placed in the child's file. The report gives a compre-
hensive overview of the tutorial arrangements, assessments, remediation
activities and recommendations for further intervention.

A more anecdotal report of the goals, activities and progress
of one child receiving home teaching follows. This report'underlines the
school's efforts to integrate the parent into the instructional process.
It also shows how a parent-based tutorial program can be designed to uti-
lize an individualized exploratory approach to teaching and learning.

Ronnie: A home-teaching report

Ronnie was idehtified as showing some developmental_ lag
in the motor and language areas: In the fall his fine and gross motor
movements were particularly awkward. Since Ronnie's classroom teacher
specialized in music and movement, it was felt that hoMe teaching might
best focus on fine. motor skills, language development and behavioral
concerns raised by his mother.



Ronnie as tJtored by one of the Special 'seeds Resource
Teachers one hour per week for the school rear. At each session the
mother, Ronnie and the Resource Teacher would explore t or three
materials or games tooether in the kitchen. The activities most often
included a fine motor experience coupled with a language or general cog-
nitive focus. Examples of activities include cooking and manipulative
playdoh, peps and boards, stencils of numbers and his name, printing.
a nut and bolt puzzle, sticker pasting) one-inch blocks and collage. 'ion-

messy activities were preferred by the mother and this was respected. '

During the sessions language stimulation was provided through modeling.
discussing the tasks and conversing amongst us.

A major additonal part of our work was general discussion
of the mother's concerns or complication from the school about Ronnie's
classroom experience and difficulties. Topics discussed included toilet
training,'Ronnie's desire and need for a bed instead of a crib, his eat-
ing patterns, limit setting ideas and his behavior in general. The
school also wanted Ronnie to have a neurological evaluation and conver-
sation about this took place in the home as well.

Ronnie made enormous gains during the year. These cannot
be attributed totally to home teaching, of course, but it was clearly a
comfortable format for the mother, and it was enjoyed by all three
participants.

Ronnie'?; language development, as evaluated by the Gesell
and informally, has reached his chronological age. His cognitive skills
are age-adequate as well. Although he still exhibits awkwardness, motori-.
tally he has grown over a year in a year's time. Ronnie-has also grown
socially. He can dress and undress himself in school, he manipulates
buttons, zippers and buckles and can toilet and feed himtelf as well.
Ronnie has learned to express his needs verbally, and his behavior is
generally within his control.

The'objectives of the home teaching program were apparently
met. Ronnie has his own bed now and his mother continues with the activ-
ities on her own. Recent evaluations on the Gesell and McCarthy indicate
exceptional advances in all areas.

d; Problems and prospects for Other Direct Services

The tutoring program as a whole seemed to benefit the
children and their families. Many gains attained in the tutoring sessions
were carried over'into their classroom and home experiences, as reported
by tutors, teachers and parents.



however. a nu7ber of procedural problems were encountered
with one-to-one tutorinc. First children were sometimes reluctant to
leave their classrooms. For some. tutorinc intruded on their time with
their peers. Second, the student tutors felt awkward trying to remove
children when-it was not natural or desired by the child. A third
problem concerned the addition of more adults to the classroom when
the tutors arrived to take their children. Tutors often spent time in
the classroom before tutoring, thus increasing the adult-child ratio
beyond an appropriate level. Children were Dot given the option of
chosiegonot to go to tutoring.

For the small oroups some children did not want to leave
their classrooms either. After trying several sessions those children
were permitted to choose whether or not they wanted to continue in the
group. When children dropped out others were chosq or5elected to come
in their place.

In the home teaching program service to one of the families
had to be discontinued because of lack of time on the part of the parent.
This child ultimately received tutoring work at school only.

These problems will be addressed as follows: Plans for the
future involve a shift from one-to-one in-school tutoring'to.more home
teaching. Home teachers will be students from the Practicum in Special
Needs course as well as the Special Needs Resource Teachers and other
staff from Eliot-Pearson Children's School. When one -to -one tutoring
is indicated, it will primarily take place before or after the child's
class meets. There will be exceptions to this, again based on the needs
of the child, concerns of the families and of the classroom teachert.
The small groups will continue meeting as they.did this year. An expanded
creative movement program is being considered in which the Special Needs
Resource Teacher-or students would .go into the classroom for movement with
any interested children. Plans are to focus on a consistent core of
children involved with the small groups; others will have the option
of participating or not.

Cohtinued coordination with the classroom teachers, students
and families will be done by the Special Needs Resource Teachers to
ensure continuity of the child's program:

4. Supplementary Services

No other supplementary services are provided to children at
Eliot-Pearson other than the tutorial groups and small teaching groups
described above. Several special needs children received additional

-9g
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services outside of school (e.g., physical therapy. speech therapy.
psychotherapy). However, these services were not provided 5y the pro-
ject. In 1977-78, both a speech therapist and a physical therapist con-
sulted with the staff of the school on an as-needed basis.

5. Screening

The Children's School does not perform screening per se. although
some screening is a natural outgrowth of our intake procedures. In oen-
eral. we try to interview children for admission who haVe a good proba-
bility being accepted to the program.

In the case of special needs children most of our intakes
result from referrals from cooperatino aoencies. LEAs or clinics'.. A
oreat deal of diagnostic information isusually made available in the.
course of each of these referrals. Thus, it is possible for us to inter-
view very selectively for the small number of openings we have available
each year. In the spring of .1977 intake was begun" for the school year
1977-78.- More than 50 non-handicapped children were interviewed for the
44 openings for new children (38 children were returning). Of those
interviewed, one child was identified as a child with special needs (learn-
ing disabled, developmentaLlag).

Since 12 special needs children were returning to Uiot-Pearspn
in 1977-78 and only 18 places were available in all. there wa< roomfor,
six new special needs children. More than 15 handicapped children and
their families were interviewed for these slots. The families of those
children who were not accepted were given suggestions as to other programs
in the area. AcceptanCe was based on type and severity of child's handi-
cap, predicted mix with other children already accepted. availability of
age4appropriate classroom, willingness of parents to participate in pro-
gram and geographic location.(Somerville and Medford receive preference).
We received more than 50 requests from parents and referral sources con-
cerning availability of places. Unfortunately, we could consider only a
small number of these requests.

B. 'Slippages in Attainment.

1. None

C. Spinoff Developments

1. Practicum with SOecial Needs Children



For the past three years, the Practicum in Special Needs. CS
192 S. has been offered as a regular course in the Department of Child
Study. It will continue to be'a major element in the Department's special
needs, curriculum.

This course. taught j6intly by. the Special Needs Resource Teachers.
focuses on providing a practicum experience for college students with the
pre-school special needs children enrolled In the School. Each colleoe
student works with one special needs child either in a home teaching
situation or: Within the school.

The course emphasizes the School's deVelopmental approach in working
with special needs children. The child's strengths and interests are
assessed as well as areas of need, and an indiOdual program is develop-
ed. In most cases the tutoring is home-based witty the involvement of the
child's parents.

Topics addressed in the course include inforMal assessment. in-
dividualization,oconsultatiOn with parents limit-setting, and curriculum
development in addition to information onotpecific handicaps. 'Pre-school
programs serving special needs children are reviewed and critiqued.. The
format for. the course includes content and supervision.
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II. PARENT /FAMILY PARTICIPATION

A. Accomplishments

1. Rationale. Parent involvement is an important aspect of .

the Children's ScR56TOrogram for all parents in the school. Families
are pot-required to participate in the classroom, but are often asked
toils. volunteer work in the class and may observe at any time. There
is a Parents Organization which organizes activities for parents. These
activities include fund-raising, educational meetings and staff- parent
social activities. This year the School has provided a number-of ongoing
discussion groups for parents both of handicapped and'ofnon-handitapped
children.

In general, in the case of parents of special needs children, a

number of principles guide the School's actions (cf. Gorham, et al.,
'1975). -first an effort is made to-involve parents as much as possible
in their child's prograM, from evaluation through classroom procedures..
Second, a realistic management plan is made part of the child's initial
assessment, and is then implemented with the help of the teacher and
special needs coordinator. Third, parents-are informed of useful commun-
ity resources and local parents organizations. Fourth, school reports
are written in Clear; understandable, jargon-free language; these reports
are shared with parents during conferences. Fifth, it-is made clear to
parents that no diagnosis is final and unchanging; diagnoses and labels
are useful only to the extent that they facilitate teaching and remediation.
They are subject to alteration as more is learned about the child. Sixth,
the parent is given assistance in thinking of life with this child as an
ongoing, problem-solving process -- as is the case with non-disabled. chil-
dren Finally, the parent is helped to recognize his (miler child's
abilities and assets, as well as the child's disabilities and deficiencies.
What a child can do is as-important as what he.cannotdo.

2. Direct Service. Parents of special needs children receive
direct service from a number of different staff members. The most contin-
uous relaticinship with parents is fostered by the child's teacher. NUmerous
contacts between teachers and parents, have taken place, including short
chats When droppingoff or pickingUp children, telephone contacts, home
visits and conferences between the teacher and both parents. These contacts
serve to inform the teacher of the child's history and adjustment to school,
to share the child's progress with the parents, to plan mutual goals for
the child and to share the parents' fears, concerns and preferences.

All parents at the Children's School are invited to participate
in a variety of activities focusing on their children. Each teacher



arranges two or three evening roc meetings to discuss the classroom
program. Parent-teacher conferences occur twice a year at a minimITI,
although conferences take plate as often as needed. Parents are also
invited to serve as assistants In the classroom.. most parents spend at
least two class sessions per year "parent-helping." Our observation
booths are open to parents. four out of every five days.. In addition. a
number of discussion groups for parents are offered. Each of these
services will be described in the sections that follow.

a. Home Visits. Initial home visits are made by the
Special. Heeds Resource Teacher and usually the classroom teacher either
during the summer prior to school entry or at the beginning of the school
year. The parents and child have alreedy been to the school and have
met the classroom teacher and the Special Heeds Resource Teachers. A
visit lasts approximately one to one and a half hours. Thts is a time
for becoming acquainted, asking and answering questions and sharing
general orientation information.

b. Individual Conferencing. Individual conferences occur
at least twice during the school year. Conferences are held with the
classroom teacher and the Special Needs Resource Teacher, sometimes singly
and sometimes together. mid-year conference is usually led by the
classroom teacher. The of the year conference includes both the
teacher and the Special needs Resource Teacher. Many of the families
request several conferences during the course of the year.

Another source Of contact is frequent phone calls from the class-
room teachers and Special Needs Resource Teachert dealing with particular
issues, or,jUst checking in to find out how things are going. Telephone
calls occur once or twice a month with each family.

c. Coordination of Supplementary Services, Arie, additional
services needed for the speciaT-needs children are arranged or pursued by
the Special Needs Resource Teachers. Services include speech, neurological
and psychological evaluations, confirming that speech therapy is being
provided by the child's LEA as per-the educational plan, and maintaining
ongoing communication with outside therapists or-agencies working with the
child and the family. Families are als'oaccompanied by the Special Needs
Resource Teacher to evaluations when appropriate.

d. Out of School Placement. For children leaving Eliot-
'Pearson, the Special Needs Resource Teachers pursue all possible options
for the child. -The search-begins within the city or town in which-the
family resides. Visits are arranged for the Special Needs Resource _Teachers
and the parents- to see the classroom(s) that the town is suggesting for,
placement. If the placement is appropriate, the classroom and teacher are
written into the child's educational plan, Out of district placements
are also viewed if the town does not seem to have the appropriate services
Or if the parent is interestedin pursuing a private placement.



e. Parent Groups. There art three types of discussion
groups available at the Children's School! guided observation groups.
a supPort group for parents of special needs children and topic-oriented
classroom groups. Guided observation groups occur twice a year and are
'led by the Associate Director. Parents of each of the school's five
groups are invited to observe their child's claisroora on a particular day.
Following an Nour's,observation, the group meets with the Associate Director
to discuss the observation. Topics that arise include the school's philoso-
phy and curritulum, - child interactions, teacher behavior, the
rationale for the integrated program and topics related to child rearing.

The support group for parents of special needs children meets
0-weekly under the guidance of the school's two special needs resource
teachers. This group is the only Parent group in the school that is
restrictedto families of special needs children. The purpose of this
group is to create non-threatening environment in which parents can
express and explore their feelings about being parents of handicapped
children. Issues are approached in a supportive zanner and the group
leaders take extreme care that all individuals participating-in th4,i' group
feel listened to and respected. Although 'problem-solving' in orientation.
the group nevertheless fulfills a therapeutic function as well.

For 1977-78 two support groups were planned! one for the
fall semester and one for the spring. The group's purpose, schedule and
format was discussed with each of the _families during the home visits in
July, 1977. Parents who were interested were asked to commit themselves
to the six sessions either fall or spring, as continuity is considered
very irawfrtant for developing trusting relationships within such a grouP.

The meetingS were scheduled for alternate Tuesday evenings from
7:30 - 9:00 P.M. The Special Needs Teachers co-led the support groups,

The session began with an'activity that would acquaint the
participants with each other, or would help focus on the feelings of the
raiment. As the activity was discussed, concerns from the previous two
weeks, current problems and thoughts Would be expressed and the session
would respond to these and other topics. It wo-open-ended. Occasionally
articles were distributed that related to topiCs discussed.in a session.

During bath the fall and spring we discussed both school-related
concerns and faily-related concerns. School issues included discipline,
carpooling problems, toilet training, scapegoating experience, and growth
seen in the children.

Home-related'issues were the most involving and included the
effects of having a special needs child on the marriage, the need for hope,
negative feelings towards the child, feeling isolated, difficulty



re-defining el.pectations, reactions of others
'Ill.: el 4, death and more. we ;hared l'ary i'trtrd,.0n4 C4n4t/"ttidn1 tr-at

seemed to heiO each member feel less alor.e are*
!,011MII, Some members of the tte,:avV gh,A:

tw**11 T fa-alines spent Ceristmes together.

During the spring semester, !,omr of the farlJies tw_:411t thT.S1'
IM trfing to find piece:meets for their childrin for the tomtn9 soh, ,1

retr. The !ransition from E,liot-Pear:on t ovblic school gas neYer biten
easy: it is a3w4ys diffiC2.41t for parents to letet such t su.PPorti*e
enyfronvent and g to the 1ar9er. OfW h.crth.er vOrld of the puPiic
This proble is comolicated further ',ter the Child hat tpeCial heteit.
This fact. added to tht df i0-paratiOn mate: the trarlsitioe for
ptrents a difficult 14me Or ti1Ae farilles vere experiehIng this
transition the support group's tone often becema argry. angry tt eain
streaming. angry At Eliot-Pearson or angry at their chile, A.nfier it ;?-r.t

of the ,arparation process. Just ts s,:lness and anxiety are.

In 191 -79, the support grow) for ptrents of special needs Chit
dren 1011 be contirwed. It will again be Offered in too seetions, one in
the fall and orb In the spring. One went from each feelly well be re-
4ufred t participate either in the fall or the spring. The school has
come to Pelle-Ye that the groups are so ir9Ortaht arid supportive: for faelIies
that everyone sPoiid have an opPort4nity to perticipate.

A third type of group is the tgOiC-OrleAttud ClaS,SrOOm group or
didactic group, These grjps are open to the parents in a particular
classroom and take place.aeprelimately three tints per year. The groups
are- matnstreamed and led by school steff memheers with occesionti "'guest"
participation. Eitrples of issues dealt with in these evening sessions
are:

a. the transition from three tt, four year old behavior;
plans for future schooling:

c. carry-over of the school prograe,to the rome.
hod. worksp on making toys with ytur Cflildrenl

e. stotration and child-rearing issues.

Frtquently. discussions .1100Ut mainStreAAing ISSues ,.are place In these.
meetings. The school staff has come to prefer this fort over the large
all- school meeting format because of the greater intimacy an4 sense of
-commitment offered by the group of parents froe the sae classrcoe.

3. Adviso Coencil. The member-ship of the prOjeCt Advisory
Council is listed be ow. members of-the cowil are parents in the
Children's School. The selection of this' gruip"of individuals, rather than
a Council chosen largely-frOm outside of the school, pqulation is deliberate,
The Project Otrector and other school staff and Depa t4lent members have
sufficient contacts so that easy access to resources can be Made. The
Advisory Council, on the other hand. is in an excellent position to advise
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4 174!,Setht of Parent Attitudes and Perceptions

An a,ttempt was nadt to St.l.k1 the ,attitlAtf. and Perceptions abovt

tvihstretvin9 of-Parents whose children were enrolled at t Childreh'
School, !i0 SuJ attitvdinal stvdy P' been orovsly ovbilshed, One
asstrotion of early childhood inte.7rated programs-Is that young, children*
re4dily accept or tCtOmmO8te. to diffrtncei a.,ftvng their peers° Parents,
r-oeever, Nay t nOre reSiStant to thA inttgration of naridicapoed children,

tr th4e Presen;stvdy. 4 36ites ovestionnairt *,,ts te.)

neasvrt three dins of-parents' reactions to their childreni's
string experience (see APPerdix 3 for a copy of the coestionna),

These dioersions included their prestnt attltudesstoward mainstrtaninq,
their perceptions of the effects of, the oainstreamed prograal or their r,niIdren
,A the percei*ed effects of the programs on the;eselves as parerts, Item
ere constructed to measure each diaersi n and the resulting Likert-type
vzale was purified using in item tiI. Satisfactory coefficients of
internal consistency were obtained. s'

The Questionnaires were idministered to all 79 fallies of children
enrolled at Eliot-Pearson. Sixteen of the 18 families of handicapped child-
rer,(H) msponded. while 44 of the. 61 fimilies of notv,handicapped children
(NA)%t5P014144.
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III. ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN'S PROGRESS

A. Introduction

Throughout the period of the demonstration project, the development
of assessment procedures for evaluating children's progress was a high
priority. The documentation and evaluation of children's progress in the
open-structure classrooms at Eliot-Pearson is very compleX. These class-
rooms do not lend themselves readily to typical forms of assessment' via
behaviorally-Observable objective. The.program in each classrooM is
highly individualized, non-standard and created by the teaching staff--not
presCribed by a pre-established curriculUm. Personal/social issues--which
arr notoriously diffiCult to document and assess--form a primary focus of
the school's program.

'Thus, a variety of approaches or methodologies were developed,
modified and implemented by the Project. Three approaches to program impact
were utilized: a qualitative approach, a quantitative approach, and a mixed
measurement approach. In this section each of these orientations will'be
descrited, data will be presented, and conclusions drawn. _

The-three. approaches strongly support one another. Indeed, the
mixed multiple measure approach is, by definition, an integration of
qualitative and quantitative methodology. -..It was not until the conclusion
of the third year of- the- project that this design became clear and workable.
Thusi.the discussion of the mixed multiple 'measure approach is less- specific
than the.other two approaches.- In this report this methodology is pre-
sented in a chapter entitled "Asessingthe effectiveness of open classrooths
on .young children. with specIal needs," to. be found in Section 3 below. -

B. Accomplishments

Methodology
/

,

Individual Chit'`'' Progress Reports. In the Eliot-Pearson pro-
gram the organic approaotrjo individualized curriculum development that is
relied upon particularly hinders efforts' at.concurrent documentation'af
classroom performance. in..this approach teachers make instructional deci-
sions based on information acquiredin the teaching learning-profess.
Thus, although. teachers will. usually be able to identify in advance goals
and objectives for working with specific'children, the actual strategies
fqr implementing these objectives may be radically altered once the.teacher
begins to interact with the child. As a. result, most docuMentayon of
child performance must be accomplished retrospectively. Since. teachers
.continually modify their teaching strategies with individual chldren,- this
approach makes quantitative analyses of children's classroom progress,
relatively insignificant. In contrast, retrospective documentation of
.children s classroom behavior serves a qualitative purpose of affording an
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outstanding insight into the actual teaching - learning process.

The goals and subgoals of the mainstreamed classroom program for
handicapped and non-handicapped children at Eliot-Pearson overlap. The
retrospective documentation of children's classroom activities clearly
indicates this. The documentation format in use at Eliot-Pearson includes
the following:

a. Goal :. A general statement revealing assumption concerning
the expected outcomes of the program.

b. Subgoal: Statements written in general terms that relate to
the overall goals.

c. Assessment: Baseline description data that enable the
teacher to set specific outcome objectives.

d. Outcome Objectives: Specific behaviors or.expected results
which the program is to achieve. The achievement of these
behaviors serves as the criterion for the.success of the
classroom experiences or activities.

e. Activities: Experiences that relate to some aspect of
reaching the outcome objective.

f. Record- Keepin Procedures: A means of immediate feedback.
Different objectives may call for *totally different record-
keeping formats.

g. Evaluation: Evidence that the child has/has not achieved
the outcome objective.

h. Next Steps: Further planning closely related to evaluation.
ir

Some examples of subgoals and outcome objectives follow (classroom activities:
will be'discussed.next).: These-examples illustrate how relatively compleX
and abstract concepts (e.g., ego 'development, competence, feelings of self-
worth) can be translated into specific classroom objectives.

'Insert Tab1es-1.3 Here



GOAL Personal/Social Development

SUBGOAL To increase positive interaction with

peers.

To develop the ability to express one's

feelings.

OUTCOME

OBJEC-

TIVES

To help the child acquire a friend

by playing with other children in

the classroom.

. To help child fdel comfortable

in a group setting.

To assist child in developing role

flexibility in relationships.

4. To help child).earn to talk directly

to another child, without using an

adult or non-human (doll) interme-

diary.

5. To teach the child to display ap-

propriate affect with peers.

To enable'dhild to share people

with whoa he has relationships.

To help. child with speech limita-

tions to maki-ufriend.,.

1. To learn to express anger verbally,

eliminating inappropriate affect.

2. To encourage an impassive child to

express verbally appropriate anger.

3. To encourage the verbal expression of

feelings and concerns about sharing.

. To enable a child to express feelings.

spontaneously.

. To _improve a child's vocabulary and

repertoire of feeling-oriented experi-

ences.

6. To encourage the use of specific mate-

rials as creative media, rather than

objects of aggression.

.Selected Outcome Objectives 'Personal/Social Domain



Table 2

Cognitive Development

To increase exploration and mastery

of a broad repertoire of curriculum

experiences.

To iiprove pre-reading and early read-

ing
/
skills.

I

To help child utilize /fantasy

play in order to deal' with' fami-

ly/social interaction.

To engage child ip active scien-

tific investigation.

. To involve child in sand activi-

ties for simple exploration and

purposeful play.

. To involve child in "mesa)," curri-

culum experience.
.

To involve child with areas and

materials he usually avoids.

1. To acquire identity of "a reader."

2. To i rove overall, auditory

crimination.

3. To improve child's understanding

and use of story Sequence.

Selected Outcome Objectives in Cognitive/Developmental Domain



Table 3

GOAL Motor Develop6ent

SUBGOAL To stimulate gross motor development. To improve fine motor abilities.

OUTCOME

OBJEC-

TIVES

To foster mastery of gross motor

skills by decreasing timidity and

increasing involvement.

To teach child to jump from low

step, remaining upright on both

feet.

To teach child to hop, skip, and

To develop a repertoire of produc-

tive outdoor activities.

To encourage body awareness and

smoothness of 'movement through

experience with creative. move-

ment.

1. To help child feel competence and

comfort with fine motor tasks.

2. To teach child to held and use

scissors.

3. To teach 'child who cannot stand un-

supported how to use a hammer.

4. To help child successfully trace

over letters in name.

. To improve child's control for writ-

ing letters.

SeleCted Outcom4bjectives in Motor Development Domain
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In the following charts, these goals, subgoals, and outcome objectives
are utilized in the case of specific children. It should be noted that the

actual' choice of instructional strategies will Tesult from a variety of
classroom features, e.g., the child's'interestS, teacher's interests,
available materials, classroom spatial arrangements, other children present,

etc.

1



Child's Nth Jessica

INDIVIDUAL CHILD OBJECTIVES

Teacher's Name Ann

COAL PERSNAL/SOCIAL COGNITIVE MOTOR

S'JBGOAL

"To foster ego develop-

ment that validate'

Jessica's true feel

ings and capabilities.

To improve math and..

prelath'skills and

interest.

,

Develop fine motor skills

0tTGONE

OBJECTIVES

.

1

!

1

2.

3.

Jessica will be

able to express

her feelings with-

out teasing.

Jessica will be

Ole to admit that

she can't do some-

thing.

JesSica will ask

forhelp from a'

child or adUlt.

Jessica will at-

tend to the de*

tails of her work

instead of dofig.

it carelessly,

just to get it

:done.
,

1..

3.

Jessica will spend

more time with pre-

math materiiis,

.

Jessica will under-

stand concept of

number represen-

tations.

Jessica will under-

stand proportional

and conservation

relationships.

Jessica will under-

stand concept of

addition and

able to add.2 one

:digit lumbers using

objects as props.

.........^....."%r.

Jessica willtbe able to

cut accurately along a

curved line.

1

2. Jessica wilt be able. to

steady her grasp of.,a

writing tool to write

more evenly.

3.. Jessica will be able to

sew two pieces of cloth'

together successfully:

.

,

,



INDIVIDUAL CHILD OBJECTIVES

Child's Name- Jessica, page 2 Teacher's Name Ann

GOAL

SUBCOAL

PERSONAL/SOCIAL COGNITIVE

OPTCOME

OBJECTIVES

Jessica will

accept affection

& regard for her,

as she is.

Jessica will com-

municate without

nonsense phrases

or slang.

Related subgoal

To help Jessica deal

with family expecta-

tions to be a young

adult& a high achie-

ver.

1. raise family con-

sciousness about the

problem.

Develop gross motor - exp

gross motor repertoire.

Jessica will increase

kinds of activities the

explores outside:

a. more climbing

b. running

c. learn to, catch a ball

,Jes5ica will MO more

expressiveness ft

her creative movement.



Child's Name Eddie

INDIVIDUAL CHILD OBJECTIVES

Teacher's Name Ann

COAL PERSONAL/SOCIAL COGNITIVE nOTOR

SUBCOAL

To foster ego identity

as a leader rather

than a follower,

.

To increase ability to

attend in order to

foster mastery of cog-

nitive materials &

skills.

To improve fine motor

coordination

. .

OUTCOME.

OBJECTIVES

1.

2.

3.

Eddie will make

choices indepen-

dent of his .

Mends.

Encourage Eddieis

participation in.

leadership roles

in dramatic play

activities.

Eddie will show

pride in his

achievements and

:abilities.

.

,

.

1.

2.

3.

4.

.

Eddie will play a

lotto game from be

ginning to end.

Eddie will complete

a puzzle.

,

Eddie will do a

drawing with atten-.

tion to details.

,

Eddie. will partici-

pate in more groups

structured to teach

a skill.

1.

2.

,

3.

.../.1. MIINF*Me.... .. ...

Eddie will be able to cut

a straight line.

Eddie will be able to

control

a pencil and improve

accuracy of drawing

ability.

He will learn to use

more complex carpentry

tools - develop skills to

build a multifaceted

project.

.

.

. ..,...\

,



ChilA's -1mr, Chris

GOAL

INDIVIDUAL CHILD OBJECTIVES

PERSOW1/SOCIAL

SUBOOAL

OUTCOME

OBJECTIVES

Chris will be able to

accept his handicap:

without embarassment.

Chris will be. abl

to talk about the

feelings associa-

ted with being,

unable to do some-

thing physical',

'thus reducing the

number of frus-

tration responses.

Chris will react

positively to his

tutoring time

Chris will be mots

aggressive in pee

relationships &

extend .his rela-

tionships beyond

"one best friend"

,.....

Ann

1

COCNIVVE 1 !TOR

To develop lOguage To improve skills that Chris'

skills. disability makes difficult

for him.

.11.1

\

Chris will irprove

word finding

Chris will be able

to sing a. whole

sowwith compre-

hension.

Chris will speak

slower and arti-

culate more clear-

ly.

mow -=,,..........

1. Chris will grab some-

thing handed to his right

hand withIis right hand.

Chris will be able to

run while carrying an

object.

3. Chris will be able to

skip & hop on one foot.

4. Chris will be able to

jam from a 3 foot plat-

form.

5. Chris will be able to

grasp a crayon to write

his name cleaily.

142



Chi 1 th;

COAL 1F71501AL/SOCIAL

To increase feelings

succog, of competency and

self-worth

1,Thacey will apop

preach a task, for

which she has the

ski14, with con-

fidence-rather

OUTCOME than ask an adult

OBJECTIVES to do it for her.

2. Stacey will use

dramatic play ex-

periences to model

an older child or

adult, rather tha

be the baby.

Stacey wdll at

tempt to respond

to questions ask

of her in group

tjne, rather than

say "nothing"(thi

is also related'

,

INDIVIDUAL DILD OBJECTIVES

COCATIVE

To improve expressive

.languagt skills and

foster: appropriate use

Of grammar,

l. Stacey 01 respon

verbally rather

than non-verbzlly

to questions,

Stacey will use

apprdpriate pro-

nouns.

Stacey will use

appropriate verb

forms.

Stacey will, con-

sistently use sem-,

tences, longer than

four words.

Ann

To develop gross motor.

agility and Dositiye feelings

about her body.

T7". tricir*Tt irriotagir
use physical illness to

call attention to her-

self (al though a person-

al-social,10111, it re-

lates to using her body

mon successfully)

2, Stacey will trove ex-

Pressively in a roe-

ment group.

3., Stacey will increase her

repertoire of.outdoor

activities-run. ride

bike,



of

tNUL1dJUL YI.tU OBJECTIVES

e

)tay..y. page.

T ImProve receptive

langua9e comprehtnoon

3.cont. 1, Stacey will follow

to the acquisi- instructions with 1

tion of language more than one petrel

ikills.) 1

=on 2. Stacey will under-

oliECTIvFs 4. Stacey sill stand stand the essence

up for herself of a story told at

when she is 9roup time, 1

teased,

3, Stacey sill sing !

a whole son9w4

all

Ann

r

;;!

! ,
of o .4Of oo tals,.. Mo.- moo ......117.4,141,...,-...-1..ux.-.14...crita,"..Alea--Mv-11,1.

understaqd the

: words,

onn...1.-rers. taro-mom -am: -0 apt, ar.,,,PC.10 .14-rmasus.,-,mown.ets. tu,



To develop ego stren-

gth to .experience

leadershiP without

alWa.yi having to bit

the tenter attenti

L Jamie will be Ole

to listen t othfrsi

in .4 group withOut

tnterrUptin9,

2, Amie wilT not

''exoloden when

something bothers

him-will develop

skills to deal 'dui

conflict.

4

Jamie will take

leadership in

sharinghis weal th-K

of 'knowledge,

Jamie will parti-

cipate in more

group projects,

(like plays) where

101Yla* Cl110 i:11,7T115

To develop identity

a "'reader',

(;toss motor - lo de;f4lop
i

4P identIty =is, 4 CnCttrit

I, Joie will sound . 1,

out words phOtInicm

411t, 2.

2 To increase sight

re:cognition by 25

words,

jop tope

aat 4 ball

5et bas'Aetball /h a

baske.t,

qide 4 2 whey

3, Jamie will be able

to read a wlhole Fine motor ..

book. dependonte

interest

4, Jade s1fl 4rIte

more of his own

stories.

2.

Jamie will be the

to phonetically 33

spell words.

f051:er, in.,

in areas. of

! -

Use a drill in carpentry

Use a sewing machine

Take his owl P,Micint
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'ne complete uocumentation process can he seen in the followini;
Olustration. This example shows how the program planning procedures
described in the previous section are -put into practice., Although the
activities described in this case can be implemented continuously through-
Out the classroom schedule, other examples could be presented that would:
he approori-ate for only a ,r.iecific part of the classroom experience.

T,

Lase Iilustration: oav

a .five-and-one-half-year old boy whose primaryhand-
f:..ippinq condition as been diagnosed as cerebral palsy (assywrical
spastic guadrfparesis),. .jav child whD is cur-
rently medicaticio-t. cohlt'rci ilis'ilctiv) ty level. He has

tendency to per5everate which inhibits his learning and niT.also
_nas il.minor speech impaiment, jay has been at ,Oiot-Pearson- for

10arS1 is extremely likeable and soiially a@,.irt.- H is an -Only

lechl'r: Florence Longhorn

Develoment

To increase positive interations with peers.

ssesment of Behavior: Jay .has been 4aving difficulty ioterating
with his peers

1. as yells if children won't listeh.
Pushes and shoves if igngred.
-Starts to repeat what. he has sal , but gives 4 if children
leave or ignore his

A. Seeks friends by beino overly friendly.
Takes on a dise'ipIinary role with chfldren to oain control..
Ha-s a tantrum if 'friendship fails.

on unreasonably I a friendship has ,1,a'rt,ed.

Refuses to be tutored if it means leaving a potential friend.

°kaeC'04e:

will male a friend.
Otner children will realize his spee.cn limitations and make allow-
ances for this.

2. :ge will be more apprcriate In his approach to friendSbips,

AnproximatA Time Period- Four weeks.. Re-assess at the.e?W of this

fTi-re

Activities:

1. ;each Jay simple woilds to,use when making friends; e.g.., you

bejny frend' I He you.7, Please may I play with your..."



2 Read books to Jay about other children making friends, e.g.,
Will You Be My Friend? and New Boy at School.

3. Explain to other children that Jay has a hard time speaking-,
so they will have to listen extra hard to him.

4 Act as neutral referee in a dispute, interpreting for Jay how
he is feeling and helping .the other child understand what he
is saying.

5. Set up nonthreatening situations where Jay is placed with
another child and can start to relate to the other child, e.g.,
washing the paint pots, pushing another child on a'swing, helping
an injured child with a bandaid.

6, Have tutor arrange for Jay to invite another child to his tutorial
sessions.

7. Pass alOng names of children who would make good friends for Jay
so mother can arrange social visits outside of school.

'8. Show and point out to Jay ways of making friends, e.g.., by
helping, by sharing, by listening.-

RecordKeeping Procedures:

1. Team meeting to report on incidents with Jay--their successes
and failures.

2. Anecdotal records.
3. Meetings with tutor to set up tutoring with a friend.
4. Contacts with mother to keep her up to date on friendships.

Evaluation:

1. There is'an improvement in Jay with respect to his peer relations,
but.this program,needs to be repeated..

2: Tutoring went much better when he worked with another child.
3. Jay has-started to realize his limitations and perhaps will

soon, learn to -live and cope with them.

Next Steps:

1, Repeat program uncil Jay is confident in his ways of dealing with
peers and friendships.

This example gives some indication of the type of classroom activities
that are utilized to implement the outcome objectives. These activities

. are usually open-ended, non-deficit oriented, appropriate to a number of
,specific objectives, and relevant to the child's interests and abilities.
The process' Of retrospective documentation, while limitecrin terms of i,ts
pprmative Assessment value., is however, extremely valuable as a formative
tool for teacher planning and for the establishment of future goals and
objeCtives.

1
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Tutorial Program Outcomes. In Section I, under Other Direct
Service, the one-to-one Tutorial Program was described. Included among
the individual summary charts for each child is a list of objectives and
outcomes. These objectives are generally more specific and concrete than'
those utilized by the classroom teacher.

The charts indicate that a majority of the outcomes established for
each child was achieved. These charts thus represent evidence of children's
progress in the one -to -one tutorial program.

2. Quantitative Methodology

A second approach to evaluating the impact on individual children
of the Eliot-Pearson program-was utilized in 1977-78, Thi's approach was
two-pronged: it involved- the collection of normative data by means of the
McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities and the acquisition of naturalistic
data through use of a classroom observation format. These two instruments
were designed to reflect the expected impacts or outcomes of the program.

The expected impacts are, first, that integrating handicapped and
non-handicapped children in the same pre-school program will result in
improved competencies in social-interactive behaviors as exhibited by the
special needs children, This improved social competence should lead to
increased acceptance of the handicapped children by their peers as repre-
sented by increasing frequency of spontaneous contacts among handicapped
and non-handicapped children which are of longer duration and greater com-
plexity, e.g., reflected in cooperatiire rather than isolated or parallel
play patterns.

A second expected outcome of the program is that the Eliot-Pearson
program will increase the inter-personal, intellectual and motor skills
needed to maximize school success.

The observation format is designed to record competence in inter-
personal relations. Teachers' retrospective reports, as well as documenta-
tion from tutors are utilized as a means for charting children's progress
in intellectual, Motor and personal/social areas. The McCarthy scales also
contribute to this assessment by serving as suMmative validation of these
records of children's progress.. A description of the McCarthy Scales and
the observation measure--their rationale, procedures and results--follow.

2.1 McCarthy Scales

The McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities, MSCA (1972) is a test
used to evaluate the level of cognitive functisbning-of young children ageS
2-1/2 to .8-1/2. It it a standardized norm - referenced test which covers
an age'range_unique to comparable cognitive tests\for early childhood,
Its primary purpose for this study is.summative evaluation.

111
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On the McCarthy Scales, scores are obtained from among eighteen
subtests of mental and motor aoility, which are subdivided into five
scales. These include Verbal (V), Perceptual-Performance (PP), Quantita-
tive (Q), Memory (Merl), and Motor (Mot). A sixth index, General Cognitive
'(GC), is a cumulative score derived from the verbal, perceptual-performance,
and quantitative indices. A scale or standard score with a fixed mean of
50 and a staldard deviation of 10 is converted from the raw score the child
receives for each of the five indices. A similar conversion procedure is
performed for the GC Index, but for this, there is a mean of 100 and a
standard deviation of 16. All scale scores take the child's chronological
age into consideration; thus, the resultant scores, are a reflection of a
level of functioning comparable to a sample of children the same age as the
child being tested.

Reliability information for the McCarthy provides evidence to
support internally consistent and stable scores for all scales and for
all age levels considered on the standaridzation. sample. Split-half
and testlretest reliabilities were used contingent on their apprOpriate
applicability for the individual subtests... Average coefficients ranging
from .79 - .88'were obtained for the five.subscales. The General Cognitive
Index has an average coefficient of .93 indicating'a high reliable estimate
of a child's general level of functioning on this particular test: Validity
information is limited, and a recent study by KaufMan and Kaufman (1977)
suggests that further researc4.on the relationship of the GCI to IQ is in
order.

a) Rationale: The McCarthy Scales was used in a,pre-post
test assessment format to document, the impact of the Eliot-Person program
beyond what could be expected from developmental maturation alone. It was
anticipated that the cognitive-developmental approach in curriculum and
teacher involvement would effect a greater than expected change for the
special needs population:7 A norm-referenced test provides a well-standard-
ized and systematic presentation in the present case because of the diffi-
culty of lotating an adequate control sample for the targettedispecial
needs population. The McCarthy Scales, in additionwas chosen for its
age range of 2-1/2-8-1/2 years. Special needs children in a preschool
population can be represented throughout the skill abilities afforded by
the age levels of this test.

b) Subjects: The population was comprised of 18 children
with special needs and 18 non-handicapped children controlled forsex,
race, and school claSs. The control group reflects the'obvious difficulty
in this type of study, in matching children for handicapping condition and
age.

Testing was scheduled for an October pretest and an April-May
post-test. The examiner attempted to test the entire sample of 36
children of which only 31 children cooperated in receiving both administra-
tions. Seventeen children in the non-handicapped group participated with
one child refusal for both sessions. In the special needs groups fourteen
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children received both tests. A child refusal, a parent refusal, and two
children whO were blind and for whom this test was inappropriate accounted
for the decreased sample.size. Two of these four children were able to be
tested in the spring.but theSe results were not included in the present
data outcomes. The final results presented in this section represent 14,
special needs children (Group I) and 17 non-special needs children (Group
II) who received the fall and spring tests.

c) Results: Results from the MSCA testing include compari-
sons of the major indices.

Mean chronological and mental ages are presented in Table 4 for
both groups. The average chronological age for the October testing was
4 years 5-1/2 months.with.the special needs children approximately 9-1/2
months older than their counterparts. Group I ages ranged from 35 months
te,..81 months (mean=58.5) while Group II ranged from 38 months to 65
months (mean=49 months). The May testing yielded a mean age of 4 years
11-1/2 months across all children with the range of ages reflecting the
6-6-1/2 month time lapse between test administrations.

Gains in mental age are evident across testings for all children.
Group I showed a group average increase of 4.4 months while Group II had
a 10.00 month mean groupagain over time. With an average of 6.3 months
time between testings, the special needs children progressed at a 70%
rate'whichis approximately 3/4 month for, each month of the calendar year.
The non-special needs group showed an average of 1.6 months growth for
each school month.. Thus, Group II progressed at about twice the rate of
Group I.

Across all children, the mean gain in menta age was 7.48 months
for the 6.3 month period of time, indicating a 1.2 mo th growth greater
than anticipated from maturation alone, assuming the e pectation of a
month per month gain.

Insert Table 4 Here

A comparison of scale scores is presented in Table 5, showing means
and standard deviations for the indices by separate group and by the whole
group of children. The motor index mean does not include the two physic-
ally handicapped. children in the special needs. group.

Insert Table 5 Here

Table 6 delineates the descriptive classifications for all scale
indices and the General Cognitive Index, referred to in Table 5.

Insert Table 6 Here

1 51
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Table 4

Mean Chronological and Mental Ages

ALL SUBJECTS SPECIAL NEEDS NON-SPECIAL NEEDS
(N=31)

Pre Post

(N=14)

Pre Post

(N=I7)

Pre Post

Chronological
Age

Mean 53.38 59.64 58.6 65.1 49.1 55.1

S.D. 10:99 11.4 0 12.0 12A 8.1 8.7

Mental

Age

Mean 49.70 57.19 43.7 48.1 54.6 64.6

S.D. 11.87 13 16 10.4 9.5 10.8 10.9
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Table 5/

);,

.4)re-test and Post-tes Means and Standard

Deviationsfp MSCA Indices

r

ACII.SOBJECTS SPECIAL NEEDS NON-SPECIAL NEEDS
iy(N=31) (N=14)- (N =1.7)

Index ,'
4,0

Pre Post Pre Post .. Pre Post

Verbal ,)

Mean 48.35 52.29 37.57 38.92 57.23 63.29

S.D. 14.59 15.90 12 78 11.65 8.99 8.88

Percept.
Perf.

Mean 45.58 47.09 34.78 36.28 54.47 56.00

S.D. 13.56 14.71 10.29 12.48 8.53 9.63

Quant.

47.19 46.42 38.92 35.64 54.00 55.29Mean

S.D. 11.69 14.13 10.12 11.68 8.00 8.84

Gen. Cogn.

Mean 94.22 97.80 75.00 75.50 110.05 116.17

S.D. 23.30 24.95 19.62 17.34 10.75 11.35

Memory

44.48 48.29 35.93 35.71 51.52 58.64Mean

S.D. 11.78 15.25 10.94 11.54 6.82 8!69----/

Motor , (n =291

43.58 42.17

(n=12)

33.00 31.75 51.05 49.53Mean

S.D. 12 06 12.47 8.13 9.80 8.10 8.21

1 3
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Table 6

MSCA Ability Levels*

Scale Index
ut2scriptive

Classification
Corresponding GCI

Range

69 and above Very Superior 130 and above

63 - 68 Superior 120 - 129

57 - 62 Bright Normal 110 - 119

44 - 56 Average 90 - 109

38 - 43 Dull Normal 80 - 89

32 - 37 Borderline 70 - 79

31 and below Deficient 69 and below

*
A. Kaufman & N.. Kaufman, Clinical Evaluation of Young Children in

the McCarthy Scales., New York: Grune & Stratton, 1977, p. 115.
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Paired t-tests were performed on the means obtained by all
the children, comparing pre- and post-testing as displayed in Table 7.
Significance is shown,on the Verbal and Memory Scales with a high degree
of significance indicated on the General Cognitive Index. The Perceptual-
Performance and Motor Scales show a general trend toward meaningful differ-
ential gain, over time. Number ability was the only index that showed a
high resistance to change.

Insert Table 7 Here

Figures 1-6 show the frequency distributions for pre- and post-
test scores by MSCA index presented by group. All figures may be found
in Appendix 4.

2.2 Classroom Observations

An observation instrument developed by High/Scope Educational.
Foundation (Ypsilanti, Michigan) was used to assess the emotional tone and
the social-behavioral-interactions of non-handicapped and handicapped child-
ren and their teachers. The system was specially designed (Ispa and Matz,
1978) for monitoring specific behaviors observable in integrated class -
rooms. This instrument wasselected to.be used at Eliot-Pearson because
of the:similarity between the project's educational philosophy-and that ofi
the High/Scope classroom where it was developed.

a) Format: The format of the system included frequencies
of certain behaviors observed during a twelve minute observation period.
The child observed during free chOice or outdoor activity time, either
of which may have included a small group teacher-directed activity. Formal
class group.meetings were excluded fromthe data collection.

. An occurrence of a behavior was recorded on a single code sheet
containing a checklist of behavioral categories. A behavior was noted if
it occurred once during the initial thirty section segment'of each minute;
the subsequent half minute was ,allocated to record the bebehaviors observed.
The observer used a stopwatch to track the thirty second "observe" and
"record" periods. A specific behavior was not marked more than once for
any thirty second interval...

Except for "facial expression," each category denoted to whom the
behavior was directed or from whom the behavior was received.. These
included any interactions between the target child and ncinhandicapped
classmate (NH), handicapped peer -(H), and teacher (T). A' single. frequency

was recordedfor each interaction with these three 6roups'foreaCh 30
second observation unit.

Inter-observer reliability ratings were performed at randbm
during each observation period of six weeks. The original trained
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Table 7

Paired t-Tests Comparing MSCA Indexes Pre- and Post-test

(N=31)

Scale Index

Mean,
Difference

t
2
-t

1
Probability

T

Value

Verbal -1,93 -2.31 .01*

Perceptual -1.51 -1.37 .09

Performance

Quantitative .77 .67 .25

General -3.58 -2.49 .005*
Cognitive

Memory .-3.80 -2.37 .01
*

Motor (n =29) 1.41 1.18 .12
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observer and another observer collected all the observations. The trained
observer joined the second observer for reliability checks for a total of
thirty observations during each data collection period (Total N = 144
observations per period). Reliabilities ranged from .81 to .98 for all
of the included behaviors,

'b) Description of Behavioral Cate ories: The following is
a list of the behavioral categories as defin`ned by the High/Scope Foundation,
Definition of the behaviors.were followed as closely as possible by
Project LINC staff. A few adjustments were made, however,-and are noted
by an asterisk. The High/Scope instrument originally-included more tate-,
gories; the modified form was used at Eliot- Pearson. A copy of the form
that was used follows.

c) Categories:

FACIAL EXPRESSION: To be rated according to a.7-point-scale: angry
yelling, crying, with tears (1); whimpering, whining, no tears (2);
downcast, frowning (3); neutral, sober (4); brightening, fleeting
smile, and/or-singing (5); broad smile (6); and laughing (7).

The rating to be recorded for each 30- second - interval is to be
indicative of the most intense affect observed. --For example, if
a child frowns-and then cries in'the course of the interval, a "1"
is recorded. If expressions on oppoSite ends of the scale are
observed during any 30-second interval, the average rating is
recorded. Thus, if a child both smiles and whimperings during-an
interval, a-"4" is recorded.

SOCIAL COMPLEXITY OF PLAY: Indicate whether the child is engaged in.
unoccupied behavior (u), in sclitary(s), parallel (p), or
cooperative (c) play or is engaged in an activity with a teacher
(t). Play is to .be categorized according to the following defini-
tions.

Unoccupied: Child is not playing, but occupies himself with glancing
around the room, watching other people, fidgeting with toys or with
his own clothing orbody, following a'teacher around, hanging onto
someoneetc,

*Solitar : ,Gqild plays alone and independently with'toys that are
erent from,those used by children who happen-to be within-

speaking distance. Makes no effort to contact anyone.

*Parallel: Child is engaged in an activity similar to that of other
children near him. There may be conversation either relevant&
irrelevant to the activity, but no attempts to influente each other
behavior.' The child!s principal concern is with the material, not
with relating to other children.

197
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other materials, make ,O,temots to control 'ho
in the pl.ity, All mepber 4re entla.qed in
act.ivity. Nere tiAy be .hvision of iabor, .tSch doe-

whIle with otier ,:.ildren or actual :1f' c;ther

Tetwher; teacher ln the
iartiC 1 ,.? fl th n the
ofthe ,]rou whicK tnp, :n Id

Thi ihclAes in!-:.,tancs when tne chIld
pari!)el 6r Cooperatie Play and a teacer I S ri9ht the
tie no a part Of the group in any way. 'Techer
observing or offerinc °Teasional cements, Mark this PYT
or A/1 for Social Pla:, This will indicate that the cnii
is .enganed ih 2 or T ,Ilnd A teacher is cov:ieOw i 11

*11' !.,,UP1', THAN ONi, TYK OF PLAY OCCURS DURI NG THE 3-SLCOR.0 !NT!MV4:

MARK THE PLAY THAT OCCURRED FOR THE LONGEST PEP:1T,) Or 71n,

*Plavmate: If .the child is in any way joining or Interactlnq with
oticiiildren: mark H (handicapped) Or .H1:1-(nOn-hii0dic'apped;1,, if
more: than one ch'ild iinølvd , mark U or NH or NIITH dependAwl
on who comprises the group.

Conversino: Child is enqaqed in a conversation w'qh ther
or teacher. Both participants speak at least. twice. Responses miv
he gestural. e,o., nodding the head for "Yes."..

Leads: Child's Orders or requests are obeied and/or hC,r example
TOTT6wed. Includes all instances in which tic chi b,-;:come.s a
eader of sorts, wheiherT.C.. so intended. For rAan1Ple, if another

chldsees T.C.,tilifiiTio!TTF67,616-01ione and picks up the
On a second telephone (but does not necessarily repeat verbar
what the target child is saying), "leads" is to be checked v4r.::
Or not the target child had invited the second child to join

Anytim the child makes an order or requestthatjs heededen oe
simple as "Look!" check 'Itiads."-T4hen any Tom of char,Op, tag

is o)served, "leads" is to be marked if the target child iVt,Ya'ted
the aetivity, whether she i-s the 6chaser' or the "chased". unless
the purpose of the chasing is to gain (or retrieve) an object
which the "chased" has In such cases. rrefuses"andior "othfir 4
refuse is to be marked:. The category include TiVSIances :
When tli'e child is being helped without her VavTTiTii asked to he helped.

however, she asks to he hel2e6, and her request is heeded. :-
then "leads" is to be checked as well as "asks help"' and "recO.ves
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'Ur (1er ?,44. C,41'4';C. OW; t tO % ;
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dit.nt, non-SomPliance which is not overtly aggressive, or
qrabbing i)Wily mathf.ali. (°GD Away" is not included in th):,

catt9ory.

.......-

A,1n)sed: -12.hi'10 , the Ob)eO (..1. ler)-cr n"P'S"1 loort'"=ivn
....____,

nOt M,'i.lo4?- AccIdents or hAvinQ,Ateria 's 9raobed away,
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,r IA A so, -tfw, 14

net nc lude poih7inq out a prt./4,.0 or post: if no i7.1

il, given as defined under
. 4 -.i,4nou.aw, 4 446 on social as wher

A l'rrilcher 5,4x, "Try asking hip for it, 'Maybe ha I

to you." : the r.hild iS beino helved eftvfy*hAvinq asked fnr

he .ChA.J ").,e,ttis"

s
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ff,ives affec!_jonl Child snows phyj.ical and/or verbal affection, e.g.,
hugs, holds hands, comforts, says' '1 like you," etc.

cejves-_,ayfec.tion: Child is the recipient of behaviors such as
those listed under "gives affection."

Asks for materials: Child asks for paterials-. Includes statements
,6]qJF-iiT'rrriP-fhe red one," "Give me the tractor." Depending
on tone of request, can be marked "leads" or "orders:"

Gives/shows: Child qivs or shows an object to another person.
Maybe .cheed in conjunction with "orders," "Calls positive
attention,". or "gives help."

,

Receives materials: Child takes materials that have been offered
by another person. this does not include grabbing, or cases in
which a child takes an object not for his own use, but only to
follow through on an order.

Crabs: Child t tess 1,succes_sfully or unSuccessfully) to agnres-
jy take an object out of tne_hands of a person who has not

cftfered it.

rabbed from: Someone attempts to aggressively tike an object out
(.f the child's hands.

12bserves: Child watches someone for at least three consecutive
seconds.

Receives praise: Child iS complimented by another person. Product .

or object oriented. If statement, can be translated into "nice job",
w,e "praise.'

Calls positive attention s7 Child comments oositivelv on own_ _ _ .
activity, accomplishment, appearance, a_bili,ty, possession, shows,
work to teacher (when she or he has not asked to see it), etc.
Includes statements such as "Look." what I made!". etc. 'May

include comparative statements such as "My tower' is bigger than
Lisl"

bjec*.s an: Procedures: Thirty-six children were
fiVTiiCci.-Tarson classrooms t6 be included in the
rVdt.16. All eighteen children designated as special

needs participated in tne study (Group I). Handicaps 'represented
inclwted delayed development, visually-impaired, language difficulty,

al iv and physically handicapped, and learning and behavior problem
chfldren, With such a representation of special needs, it was impossible
tn match or randomly select 'a control pnr.Mation. Thus, the resultant
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second grouping of children (n-18, Group were controlled for sex,
race, classroom, and social class whenever possible. Limitations of the
non-traditional control group are recognized.

The observational data collection occurred coincidently with the
McCarthy evaluations during a six week period in October-November (fall)
and again for six weeks in April-May (spring). Each child was observed
for four twelve-minute units of time for each data session. The children
were listed alphabetically and observed accordingly with the observers
alternating observations for each child when possible. All children
received a total of eight observations for the school year. Onechild
moved outof-state in March and was observed for his Spring data before
his departure.

The observers entered the classrooms with clipboards and stop-
watches and remained within visual and aural proximity of, the observed
child. After initial _curigS.ity from the children, the observers remained
aS, unobtrusive, as pbssible)in the classrooms.

e) Results: Means were calculated for,the four fall and
four spring observations resulting in two scores per child per variable.
Mean frequencies and t -tests were then performed to compare the number of
interactions between the two groups of children and their peers and
teachers. Peers were further subdivided into handicapped and non-handi-
capped children for the variables "Conversation" through "Receives
Praise." For these variables, itwaS necessary to convert the actual
obserVed frequency of behavior between the target child and respective
peer group to an expected frequency. That is, the expected number of
interactions was based on the number of handicapped and non-handicapped
children present that day in class. More specifically, the'expected score
was determined by dividing the number of handicapped (or nonhandicapped)_
children present byAhe total number of children present and multiplying
this fract_om by the observed frequency for that observation. T-tuts.
and frequencies afire also performed on these converted frequencies.

Sixteen of the original twenty-four variables were included in
the data analysis; others were omitted due to the minimal presence of
these behaviors for either:group of children during the observation periods.
Examples of variables not particularly sensitive as defined by High/Scope
and used in the Eliot-Pearson setting include "positive attention," "hurts,"
"abused," and "grabs materials."

Emotional Tone

Minimal 'differentiation was noted across all children between
observation periods on general 'affective .tone as indicated by'facial expres-
sion. All means for either group for fall or spring or for all children
across observations ranged from 4,42 - 4.57 showing a tendency toward
a "neutral" to "bright" expression throughout the year' for all children
regardless of group.

,
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Level of Social Play

The children showed a significant decrease in unoccupied and.
_solitary play with a concomitant increase in cooperative play between fall
and spring; parallel activities remained the same.

Insert Table 8 Here

In particular, the handicapped children showed a significantly higher mean
frequency in October for unoccupied behavior than their counterparts with
more equivalent means in May.. The control group's means showed little
change.

Solitary behavior indicated similar results. Totafktime spent in
solitary activity,signiftcantly decreased, in particular, -for-the-han.di7
capped children; yet their average "means" are somewhat higher than the
non - handicapped group across both observation periods. It is important
to'note that not only were the special needs children spending less time
in solitary activity in the spring, but they were also engaged in signifi-
cantly less time with the teacher during solitary play, t(17) = 2.22,
p < .04.

Total parallel behavior showed equivalent mean frequencies across
all children for the entire year. Without a teacher. nearby, parallel
activity approached significance between-the:two' groups during the Spring,.
t (34) = 1.70, p. < .09.

A significant difference was o served'in\cooperativeactivity for
all 'children, t(35) = 2.12, p <.04, with a tendency towards more teacher
involvement in this level of play over time, t(35) = -1.88, p..< .06.
It was the teacher proximity in particular that contributed to the sig-
nifiance; otherwise, the mean frequencies were very similar.

Due to low frequencies, comparisons on the remaining behavioral
categories yielded very few significant differences on interactions with
teachers, peers, and separate groups of children.

Child-Teacher Interactions

. The only interactions involving teachers that revealed
significance showed the handicapped children receiving more help from the
teachers and receiving more materials from the teachers during both the
fall and spring than the non-handicapped group. The earlier observation
period also indiciated that the special needs group refused and.followed.
the teacher at a significant level. In addition, there was a tendenIcy
for children in Group I (special needs) to converse More with their
teachers during the spring than their counterparts. See Table 9 for
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Table 8

Paired T-Tests Comparing Levels of Play Time 1 - Time 2

(n= 36)

Level of Play
Mean

Difference T-Value Probability

Unoccupied

No teacher '.44 2050 .01

Teacher .03 .17 ,.86

Total .48 1.74 .09

Solitary

No teacher .12 .65 .52

Teacher .44 2.19 .03

Total .58 2.17 .03

Parallel

No teacher -.22 -.87 ,39

Teacher .08 .19 .85

Total -.01 -.03 ,97.

Cooperative

No teacher -.40 -1019 .24

Teacher -.55 -1.88 .06

Total -.96 -2.12 .04
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frequency means, standard deviations, and t-test comparisons.

Insert Table 9 Here

Within group, both the control children and their special needs peers
led the teacher significantly more during the spring, t(17) = -3.20,
p , .005 and t(17) = -3.39, p < .004, respectively. While the non-handi-
capped children ordered their teachers significantly less over-time,.
t = 3.05, p < .007, their handicapped peers tended in the same direction.
Equivalent frequency means were evident over time for theloriable"ask
teacher for help". for Group I yet this group received significantly less
help from the teachers fn the spring, t(174 = 3.01, p < .008. Support for
this finding Suggests that the teachers were encouraging more independence
in the children by the'.end of the school year.

Child -Peer. Interactions

Differential mean frequencies were evident in the fall on only
two variables: the non-handicapped children asked for materials signifi-
cantly more often from peers and were refused more frequently by peers
than their handicapped classmates. By the end of the year, the control
children conversed with peers, led peers, gave materials to peers, and
observed peers at a higher rate than their counterparts. Frequencies
and significance levels are shown in Table 10.

Insert Table 10 Here

Calculations were performed on frequency of interaction with only
handicapped children during both'observation periods resulting in insigni-
ficant mean frequencies. :There were differences.in interactions between
groups. with non-handicapped children, however. (See Table 11.)

Insert Table 11 Here

Throughout the year, special needs children consistently led,
follOwed, and refused their non- handicapped classmates significantly more

. than did the control-group. In the fall,. the non-handicapped peers more'
frequently than the handicapped population requested materials from other
control children while the special needs children tended to converse

emore.with Group II children than. did the non-handicapped group. Level

of conversation did reach significance at the end of the year. The mean
frequency for control children observing their non-handicapped classmates-
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Table 9

Fall Mean Frequencies of Child-Teacher Interactions with T-Tests by Group

Variable
Non-Handicapped

Children
Handicapped

Children p <.05

'Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Conversation 1.25 .89 .85

Leads .50. .53

1.50
.70 .47

Orders .
. 36 .5050 .3939 . 69

.

Follows 1.07 .59 2.04 .86 .000

Refuses .41 .40 1.12 .81 .003

Other Refuses .30
.

Gives Help .12 .31 ..26 :33 .

Asks Help .69 .53 .5i .42
,

Receives Help 1.69 .85 2.90 1.21 .002

Asks Materials .29 .32 . .34 .30

Gives Materials .58 .41 .62 .59
.

Receives Materials .40 .41 .84 .58 .01

Observes 1.12 .70 .90 .77

Receives Praise . .50 .32 .48 ...35 ,

,

Spring Mean Frequencies of Child-Teacher Interactions with T-Tests by Group

Non-Handicapped
Variable Children

Handicapped ,

Children p < .05

Mean- S.D. Mean S.D.

Conversation . .75 .82 1.29 .86 .06-

Leads 1.19 .94. 1.65 1.01

Orders .05 .18 .08 .17

Follows 1.50 1.26 2.08 .89

Refuses .46 .37 , .80 .77
..

,

Other Refuses -- --. -- --

Gives Help . .05 .13 ..11 -.17 ,

Asks Help .43 .45 .53 .56.

Receives.Help 1.11 .96 T.95 .94 .01 .

Asks Materials .13 , .19 .20 .19

Gives Materials .34 .36 .34 .32

Receives Materials .30 .35 .62 .48 .03

Observes 1.30 .86 .84 , ..90

Receives Praise .33 .46 .62 .55
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Table 10

Fall Mean Frequencies of Child-Peer Interaction with T-Tests by Group

Variable
Non-Handicapped

Children
Handicapped

Children p. , 05

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Conversation 4.97 4.57 3.76 5.33
Leads 6.16 4.94 3.54 4.75
Orders 2.37 3.41 2.00 3.71
Follows 5.36 5.12 4.40 4.73
Refuses .68 .69 .68 .61
Other Refuses 1.18 .68 .75 .60 .05
Gives Help .33 .32 .30 .70
Asks Help .07 .11. .05 .13
Receives Help .19 .23 .16 .25'
Asks Materials .34 .36 .08 .14 .O1
Gives Materials .81 .75 .47 .43
Receives Materials .50 .58 .30 .45
Observes 2.77 1.42 2.36 1.30 .

Receives Praise .32 .1.23 .03 .08

Sprint Mean Frequencies of Child-Peer Interactions with T -Tests by Group

Variable
Non-Handic-apped

Children .

Handicapped
Children p. 05

Mean S.D.. Mean S.D.

Conversation 1.29 .83 .68 .71 .025
Leads 2.47 1.32 '1.29 .94 .004
Orde'hs .42 .60 . .19 .30
FollOWsi 1.75 1.01 1.45 1.11
Refuses.. .98 .64 1.0 .62
Other Refuses 1.08 .67 1.22 .68
Gives Help .33 .27 .29 .51
Asks Help .09 .17 .08 . .12
Receives Help .19 .25 .19 .22
Asks Materials . .15 .23 .18 .22
Gives Materials .48 .35 .23 .30 .03
Receives Materials .27 .38. .25 .24
"Observes 3.0 1.4 1.9 1.5 .04
.Receives Praise .04 :17 .01 ..06
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Table 11

Fall Mean Frequencies of Child-Non-Handicapped Peer Interactions with

T-Tests by Group

Variable
Non-Handicapped

Children

Handicapped
Children p. < 05

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Conversation .03 .08 .14 .22 .06

Leads .05 .12 , .22 .27 .02

Orders .02 .06 .05 .09

Follows .04 .10 .18 .22' .02

Refuses .02 '.03 .16 .17 .003

Other Refuses .04 .08 .11 .13 .06

Gives. Help .21 .21. .22 .61

Asks Help .03 .08 .05 .11

Receives Help .10 .17 .12 .19 .01

Asks Materials .23 .25 .07 .12

Gives Materials .42 .41 .33 .39

Receives Materials .33 .42 .20 .35

Observes 1.72 .70 1.50 .88

Receives Praise .06 .21 .01 .04

Spring Mean Frequencies of Child-Non-Handicapped Peer Interactions with

T-TestS by Group

Non-Handicapped
Variable 'Children,

Handicapped
Children p. < 05

Mean' S.D. 'Mean .S.D.

Conversation .02 .04 . .07 .07 .029

Leads .04 .05 .13 10 .003

Orders .004 .01 .03 .03 .06

Follows .04 .05 .17 .13 .002

Refuses .02 .03 .09 .07 .001

Other Refuses .02 .03 .13 .08 , '.000

Gives Help .13 .17 .13 .24

Askslelp .08 .14 .06 .09

Receives help .14 .20 .11 .17

Asks Materials .10 .14 .12 .17

Gives Materials .30 .25 .18 .24

Receives Materials .20 .26 .17 .17

Observes . 1.74 .79 1.17 AO .05

Receives Praise .03 .13 .01 .05
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was significantly higher than with the handicapped children in the spring.

f) Discussion: Very little meaningful information can be
derived from the observations performed this year due to the extremely
low occurrence of almost all of the variables. There is congruence on
this point in viewing the High Scope data (Program Performance Report,
August, 1976, high/Scope Demonstration Preschool Project), in-which their
means are also low in frequency. It is thought that the selected
behavioral categories are not sensitive or appropriate to the needs of an
open education classroom. The variables, as used, are isolated entities
and do not necessarily reflect an interaction pattern. The time sampling
procedure may also have been a contributing factor to such low observed
behaviors; the interrupted method of observing and recording would seeming-'
ly interfere with the breadth of the initial behavioral interaction, and
pattern of behavior. ,

Nevertheless, the findings indicated an evenness of affect for all
children throughout the year. They also show a.significant increase in
cooperacive play. This would seem to indicate the existence of a well-
integrated classroom with children able to interact in a social capacity
with one another and where handicapped children.look no different than
their non-handicapped peers.

The-handicapped children received more help and more materials all
year from the teachers. It is not known whether this was.child-initiated
or tea0er-initiated. Tachers were in proximity more often during.
cooperative play in the spring. It is suggested that,within this parti-
cularcular context, that the special needs children were in need of this
assistance in helping to maintain a cooperative endeavor. Also, in the
spring, the handicapped-group conversed more with their teachers than their
peers. This, too, may have been a' teacher facilitation during cooperative
activity, Irmay just have been that the teachers. were nearby more often
and thus there was 'more of an opportunity to converse.

T6e.finding that the special needs population led their non-
handicapped classmates more often suggests an active involvement on the
part of the control children in participating in the handicapped children's
endeavors. In contrast, Group I also followed Group II more often, suggest-
ing a reciprocal relationship between the two groups of children.

Despite the difficulty in drawing conclusions from the insufficient
data, it seems well documented that the social level of play followed a
coincident path for both groups of children over the'year, suggesting a
socially well-integrated classroom situation. Unfortunately, how much
teachers or,peers were involved in the process of integration cannot be
stated due to the limitations. of the data.
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3. The Mixed Multiple. Measure Approach..

In the following article a descriptive single case methodology is
described and applied in the demonstration program at Eliot-Pearson. Although
the article provides-a broad context concerning the program's theoretical

poSition' and concerning program impact studies in general, it is based on
the data already pi'esented in this section. As such it should be considered
an integration of the project's. assessment efforts, as well as a proposal
for future evaluation studies of developmentally oriented, mainstreamed
open classroom projects.
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Open classrooms are educational settings based on a highly differ,.

entiated or individualized level, of inter ction between teachers and

children. Although popular accounts paint a permissive picture of open

classroOms, open education should not be associated with a maturationist

or laissez-faire view of education'in which the teacher is a passive

facilitator of information and the child controls the learning experience.

Nor should open education be identified with a view that holds that the,

teacher or the curriculum should determine what the child must learn

a priori. Rather, in open classrooms, teachers and children are joint--

contributors to decisions regarding the process and content of learning

(Bussis and Chittenden, -1970; Bussis, Chittenden and Amarel, 1976).

This approach does not entail an explicit.agreement between teacher and

child on every issue of classroom control and decision-making. However,

it does assume that the teacher's decisions regarding pacing,, sequence,

materials and setting will be largely informed by the informaticin generated

by the child in the classroom environment.

The effort to create an environment that is interactive on several..

levels poses problems for the teacher in planning classroom activities,

establishing individualized goals and objectives and creating developmentally
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appropriate curriculum. In, certain respects, the educationa program

for each child in an open classroom is unique. This factor compoendti

the problems of evaluation in open education and poses a c 2e=a. That

is, since open classrooms are so highly individualized, it nay not he

possible to subject them to standard program evaluation efforts; vet

Without .evaluation, the essential interactive character ,of th open

classroom is put in jeopardy and its generalizability is seriously

limited.

In this -chapter we will explore the issues.; that-surround the evaluation
of the effectiveness of open educational ppigrrams for young chtldren. In

particular, we will focus on developmentallyoriented open classrobm,programs.

that enroll young children with special needs. Such programs prelent

methodological challenges that cannot be met by standard evaluatibn

digms. Our purpose is to introduce an alternative approach and to describe

its implementation in a mainstreamed open educational program consistent

wtih developmental principles.

Open Education as a Developmentally Approl.:\iate Setting for Childrenwith Special Needs.

The relevance of open education to children with sPcLa.k needs has

been discussed in other publications (Meisels, 1976, 1978): In general,

the essential variables of an open clasgroom have been described in these

writings as consisting of: 1) a classroom environment'prepared-in accordance

with certain specialized'conditionsl 2) extensive opportunities for child

initiation and activity in the classroom; and 3) teacher acttvir,y and
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or; I ..1 W tin (. i ri : t r t Inv,

it an es!,ential aspect f the tea,Ihng open ,

The ;,!,tential
f discovery (s present at. 111 time.ff)r

Yet , `1000 :.iCOVer!E!';

are t re4 I c e4-': to the S4Jb4_CtJ1e Xercro Of ;Id y A . c!rt,r;

SI 11,10 oCt .ot onf., CO recognize what mi..,,ht ,..,- termed "unaided"

%;tnmedlated d:,overies, such Ali when a child learns ;Ihout the properti(.,f,i

mAgt.,et, the w'r:rk.1ng of an equal-arm.balance, or the mixing of

her !titided dIscoverie.5 1.:ould Include the -teacher finding out who ;an

read, now the clastoom can be roar ranged in create a :::ertain feeling in

one part of the room, or what conceptual problem to standing in the wa','

a learning to add. "Aided" ur mediated dilicoverie51 also abound:

)ne child beIng taught by tle reacher how to read the word"home, and then

maXis14 generalizations about either words with ".-,ilent e's;" or the teacner

-(lIcovertng new use for a classroom material afterwatching chi ldret

It, ani.: talking about it with theta.

Ths, .for the teacher, roe provision of freedom of choice Means that'

the must are examine she choices made by the thild as. well as the

h wich the child chm/ses, This is the only way the teacher can

acquire the information (s)he needs to direct his/her own behavior. If

tbe environment is not 4uflicientli ambfguous or does not conxain a wide

.enough variety of choices, the children will not. he able to make choices,

and the r.acher-will have insuffigient information. As Hawkins (i970

points out, la-cking information, the teacher will not be a. Very good

diagnostician of what the children need. Not being a good 'diagnostician,
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(s)he will be a poor teacher. (S)he will be a poor teacher because (s)he

will not have adequate basis for making hip or her choices: choices of

goals, materials, C.ming, strategy, and attitude.

Teacher-Child Interactions

In open classrooms thPt are developmentally-oriented, teachers actively

intervene in children's learning. -Such intervention can be considered

interactive with the child's needs and abilities to the extent that it

relies on and makes use of information acquired previously by the teacher.

This information forms the framework for the teacher's contribution to
4

the child's activity. Among the data the teacher tries to collect and use

are observations about children's style of conceptualization, their ability

and way of making choices, their peer associations, their family history,

their' cognitive skills and knowle4e, their self-perception, their attitude

toward achievement, their dependence On authorities, their curiosity,

creativity, attitudes, feelings and moods. Some of this information is

acquired /through direct interviewing and questioning; most of it, however(,

0 obtained from careful observation of,the way the child questions and

interacts with the cleF!srcom environment and its inhabitants.

Developmentally-Oriented Classrooms. Thus, open education is an

approach which is based on information acquired by the teacher front the

child's interactions with the physical environment, the environment

determined by other children and the environment created.by r.elationships

'with adults. Educational decision-making., in ConsequenCe, is highly

deliberate, although highly differentiated. Such an'approach is consistent

. with a ,cognitive- developmental view,of education. (see Kohlterg,'1968, 1972;
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fhlberg and Mayer, 1972;KAmii and DeVries, 1977). As stated by }<Anil,.

and.Derman (1971), the cognitiver.developmental view considers teaching

to be

a method that helps the child make his own discoveries by asking the

right question At the right time. The "right" question is in precise

harmony with what the child is thinking abol,' at the moment. The

"right" timing allows him enough time to integrate and consolidate

a new discovery before the next question is introduced (p. 145)..

No teacher can be "right" all!the time with all of the children (s)he is

working with. However,. the developmentally-oriented teacher is seeking

to bring about the acquisition of irreversible structures lin children,

rather than immediate and short-term gains. Such lasting change is depen-

dent on a highly individualized program that focuses on/the specific

needs of individual children and that is informed by a'sce'nd theory of

growth and development.

Open Edu ation and Special Education. It is in this perspective

that developmentally-oriented open classrooms must be viewed when considering

their relevance for children with special needs. In the'past, most hamli-

capped children were enrolled in educational programs that did not focus

on their individuality and their interactive relationships -with animate

and inanimate environments (see Johnson, 149). rk the open classroom,

however, handicapped children are exposed to a setting that fosters and

encourages interactivity. Children are encouraged to manipulate objects

directly, to try new experiences and to reorganize old ones. They are

permitted opportunities to engage in a variety of relationships with
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their peers and to engage in a learning process that is directed but

not wholly determined by their teacher. Activities and experiences in

such classrooms are multiple rather than binary, that is, right or wrong.

Learning is immediate and direct, rather than mediated through rules and

rote explanations. Moreover, where the process and the content of learning

are critical features of the educational approach, as is true of open

classrooms, progress is defined in individual terms rather than through

some specification of a common terminus or objective to be achieved by

each and every child.

The Eliot-Pearson Children's School. This'approach to working with

.handicapped children has been implemented in several programs described

in this book. In this chapter illustrations concerning the impact of

open classrooms on children with special needs will be .drawn from yet,

another program, the Eliot-Pearson Children's School at Tufts 'University.

Eliot-Pearson is an integrated, or mainstreamed, preschool and

_ ---
kindergarten. Approximately twenty l)erEe-nt of the 90 children aged three

to six enrolled in the school are children with mild Or moderate handicaps..

A wide variety of handicapping conditions is represented:in the school
(

population. The program at Eliot-Pearson has been described elsewhere

'(Meisels, 1978) but will befurther clarified in later sections of this

chapter. Principally, it is a program that stresses acivity, experience

and a systematically adaptive role for the child via a iris his/her environ-

ment, peers and teachers.

Educational programs that follow such principles bear some striking

similarities to-each other: similarities, in terms of congruence of objectives,
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implementational strategies, motivational rewards and fundamental theory

of growth and learning. Such an approach supports activities with multiple

objectives and is thus highly appropriate for children who require a variety

of specialized learning experiences and opportunities for expression.

Nevertheless, such an approach is exceedingly difficult to subject to

standard types of evaluation design.

III. Problems in Utilizing Traditional Evaluation Strategies
to Evaluate the Impact of Open Classrooms

The treatment-control 'group paradigm dominates the practice of program

impact evaluation. This approach is based on statistical principles of

experimental design. Typically, one or more experimental or program groups

is compared with a control group or with pre-existing information on a

control condition. Average outcome differences across the groups are

considered by adherents of this model to be an appropriate summary measure

of prOgram impact. This basic strategy is utilized whether one is inliresti-
.

gating a single outcome-,(e.g., ability to'read at a spooified level), or

an extensive array of developmental variables. In the latter case, one

would simply examine a series of mean differences across groups for the

set of outcome variables.

In recent year numerous ethical, social, political, and logistical

problems have been encountered in the many applications of this basic

approach (see Bryk, 1978; Riecken-and Boruch, 1974). These problems are

further, exacerbated by-the highly individualized nature of programming

required in order to Be .responsive to the special neddS of the handicapped

child enrolled in a developmentally- oriented open classroom.

rl
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In the open classroom, the actual sequence of classroom activities

and experiences cannot be defined a priori. Rather, the educational exper-

ience for a particular child, can only be specified in the dynamic inter-

action of the program with the child. Nevertheless, this does not entail
1

that such program activities must by definition be idiosyncratic. Every

teacher operates within a general framework from which individualized

educational programs are derived. That is, in every open classroom there

exists a set of implicit or explicit program objectives. However, the open

classroom teacher has 'no expectation of implementing all of these objectives

with every child nor of implementing them at the same rate or in the

same way. This is particularly true of-children with special needs,

all of whom present such different needs and abilities that no single

curricular sequence and structure could be appropriate,

For example, the program at Eliot-Pearson is drawn from a broad. set

of developmental objectives that fall within four major domains: Personal/

Social, Cross Motor, Fine/Perceptual motol. and Cognitive/Language. Table

1 lists specific objectives within each of these domains.

Insert 'Table 1 Here

.Taken as a whole, these objectives represent the ."macro-structure" of the

Eliot-Pearson program. Different subsets are drawn from these objectives

to meet the needs of individual children. The individual differences be-
.

tween children also determine the type of implementational strategies'
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TABLE 1

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Eliot-Pearson Children's School

PERSONAL/201CM,

1. To develop the ability to express one's feelings.

2. To accomplish successful separation.

3. To develop a sense of independence and self-confidence.

4. To increase impulse-control and ability to accept limits.

5. To increase the level of attention and involvement in activities.

6. To improve the ability to make transitions,
and make selfregulated choices.

7. To develop the ability to feed oneself.

follow classroom routine,

8. To develop the ability .to be generally independent in toileting.

9. To developa positive..self- image.

10. To develop trust relationships with teachers.

11. To' increase the ability to make a friend.

12. To increase positive interactions with peers.,

13. To acquire skills of group participation.

GROSS -MOTOR

1. To develop the ability to hop;

2. To improve body awareness.

3. To develop the ability to throw and catch a ball.

4. To increase coordination and agility:

skip, balance and climb stairs.
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TABLE 1

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES (continued)

Eliot-Pearson Children's School

FINE/PERCEPTUAL MOTOR

1. To develop the ability to cut with scissors and to use drawing implements.

2. To improve skill in writing and printing activities.

3. To develop the ability to discriminate among shapes and figures.

4. To increase the ability to work with manipulative materials, e.g. puzzles.

5. To develop the ability to button, zip, tie and dress oneself.

COGNITIVE/LANGUAGE

1. To increase exploration and mastery .f a broad repertoire of curriculum
experiences.

2. To increase the ability to differentiate between reality and fantasy.

3. To acquire readiness information, e.g. colors, street names, etc.

4. To develop the ability to match, classify and seriate.

5. To improve pre-reading and early reading skills (letter names).

6. To develop the ability to understand number and to perform simple
addition tasks. / 1

7. To develop the ability to understand and follow directions.

8. To acquire auditory memory skills.

9. To stimulate expressive language usage.

10. To improve clarity of speech (articulation, pronunciation).

11. To develop the_ability to name common objects correctly.

12. To learn to use pronouns and prepositions correctly.

13. To develop proper syntax and sentence construction.
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utilized for each objective. The following two cases briefly illustrate

how such a common set of program objectives can be utilized to meet the

needs of children with very different abilities and problems.

Case 1: Becky

Becky is a five year ten month old child enrolled in an Eliot-

Pearson classroom with seventeen other children, aged four and five.

When she entered the program she displayed bizarre expressive language,

inappropriate social'behavior, and an unusual sensitivity to distrac-

tions and irrelevant details in her environment. In addition, Becky

was lacking in confidence in'her gross-motor activities and showed

poor fine-motor coordination when manipulating objects and,when drawing.

In general, Becky tended to perseverate and,to become absorbed in a

fantasy world unless directed and focused by her teacher. Becky

also required constant encouragement to continue to develop cognitive

skills.

A subset of objectives from the set of general program objectives
I

I

was selected for emphasis with Becky. The individual objectives

are shown in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 Here

Case <2: Jonathan

Jonathan is a four year, nine month'old boy, enrolled in an

Eliot-Pearson classroom with eighteen -children, aged four

1. SI.0

and five.



TABLE Jail 1. Becky Objectives

PERSONAL/SOCIAL
GROSS MOTOR

*1. To develop the ability

to express one's

feelings.

2. To accomplish success-

ful separation.

3. To develop a sense of

independence and self-

confidence.

4. To increase impulse-

control and ability

to accept limits.

5, To increase the level

of attention and in-,.

volvement in activi-

ties.

6. To improve the ability

to make transitions,

follow classrooA rou-

tines, and make self-

regulated choices,

9. To develop a positive

self-image,

.10. To develop trust rela-

,

tionships with teachers.

Toincrease the ability'
to make a friend.

12:-To increase positive in-

teractions with poem

13. To acquire skills of

group particiPition.

-77 t: rrespond P rem ObiectivesJisted,in Table 1.

*I, To develop the ability

to hop, skip, balance,

end climb stairs.

2.. To improve body aware-

ness.

4. To increase coordina-

tion and agility.

FINE/PERCEPTUAL MOTOR

*1. To Oevelop the ability

to cut with scissors,

and use writing and

drawing implements,

2.

4,

To improve writing/

printing abilities.

To increase the abili-

ty to work with omni-

pulative materials.

COGNITIYE/LANgUAR

1. To increase exploration

and mastery of a broad

repertoire of curriculum

experiences.

.2, To increase the ability

to differentiate between

fantasy and reality.

3. To acquire readiness in-

formation.

7, To develop the ability

to understand and follow

directions,

8, To. acquire auditory

mory skills,

9, To stimulate expressive.

language,
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Jonathan is physically unable to walk. When he started school,

he was learning to use a walker to maneuver himself about the

classroom.

Jonathan is a slef-assured, even-tempered child who easily

engages himself in play with other children. Initially he needed

assistance in moving his body to a seated, position in a chair.

Gross motor activities constituted an area of heavy emphasis

throughout the year.

Jonathan's fine motor and manipulative skills were age

appropriate but he needed encouragement to engage in printing and

drawing activities. Jonathan also required assistance in the

acquisition of cognitive skills. He did not know the names of

shapes or how to count beyond the number three. He was unable to

perform one-to-one matching tasks or to differentiate between the

smallest and largest object in a group. In the area of language, he

had difficulty naming common objects and using simple prepositions

appropriately. He also had difficulty in articulating certain

consonant blends and needed encouragement to engage in general

conversation.

Objectives that were selected for Jonathan are listed in

Table 3.

Insert Table 3 Here.



PERSONAL/SOCIAL

*7. To develop the ability'

to feed oneself.

8. To develop the ability

to be getrally

independat in toileting.

1,0. To develop trust

relationships with

teacher.

TABLE 3. Case 2: Jonathan - Objectives

C;RuSS NOTOR FINE/PERCEPTUAL KOTOR CORdITIVE/LAti6UAW

"*1. To develop the abiltty

to balance and to

climb: stairs.

2. To improve body

awareness.

3. To develop the

ability to throw

and catch a ball,

4. To increase

coordination and

agility,

*2. To improve

skill on writing

and printing

activities.

3. To develoRcthe

ability to'discrim-

inate among shapes

and figureS.

*Mese numberi correspond to the Proga0 Objectjyes listed in Table

*1. To increase explora-

tion and mastery of

a broad repertoire

of curriculum ex-

experiences.

3. To acouire readiness

informatiOn.

4. To develop the ability

to match, classify,

and senate.

5. To develop pre-reading

and early reading

skills.

6. To.develop the ability

to understand number,

and to perform Simple

addition'tasks

8. Tracouire auditory

Denary

41

9. To stimulate expressive

langtiage usage..

10. To improve clarity if

- speech.

11. To develop the ability P

to name common objects

correctly.

12. To learn to use pro-

nouns and prepositions

correctly. pj9
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These two cases demonstrate how children who exhibit differing needs

and abilities are provided with different, although overlapping, sets of

objectives. These objectives are then utilized in the formation of

appropriate classroOm programs. In general, the individualized character

of the Eliot-Pearson program yields a differentiated profile of emphasis

within the overall set of Program Objectives, Figure 1 lists each of the

Program Objectives and shows its-level of emphasis across the entire

population of eighteen handicapped children enrolled at Eliot-Pearson in

1977-78. Note that only two of the thirty-one Program Objectives were

emphasized with every child.

Insert Figure 1 Here

The highly individualized approach represented in Figure,1 presents

significant problems for the standard treatment-control group paradigm.

That is, even if one were to assume an ideal situation in which there was

substantive program success for each child, as well as reliable and valid

quantitative assessment of these individual gains and a perfectly matched

program and control Igroup, it would still be unlikely that one would

obtain evidence of significant program impact as defined by statistically

significant. mean differences across groups. A highly individualized

program can be, effective without all of its subjects moving in a particular

direction on all dimensions within a single evaluation time frame.

1 0,
41.- L.,1
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Yet, this uniformity constitutes the implicit assumption of all

traditional univariate and multivariate analysis methods.. The large-scale.

investigation of the effectiveness of open classroowa'by Bennett and his

colleagues (1976) is subject to this criticism. In individualized programs

the search for mean differences across groups in a variable-by-variable

fashion is often futile, fbr there_is usually considerably less statistical

power than might appear on the basis of total sample size since each

variable is only relevant for a small subset of cases at any particular

point in time.

. However, the problem of applying'the standard evaluation paradigm

to developmentally-oriented programs is even more complex than that which

is revealed by the insensitivity of the "mean differences across groups"

indicator of program effectiveness. Even if it were possible to measure

short-term gains with perfect validity for each individual on each program

dimension, a problem of interpretation would still exist. That is, in the

absence of a detailed assessment of the needs of the individual, child, and

an account of the program "intentionality" or focus over the recent short

term, it is impossible to place avalue on the outcomes or conclusions

. . yielded by the standard methodology.

For example, two four and a half year old children with special needs,

enrolled in the same preschool program, may participate in standard pro-

gram evaluation activities. For the first child, Case I, the needs assess-

ment determines that the child is strong in the perceptual-motor area, but

weak in gross-Motor functioning. The short-term focus for this child is

in the latter domain. For the second child, Case II, an opposite needs
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assessment and instructional emphasis emerges. The program thus focuses

for the short term on improving perceptual-motor skills. Pretest and post-

test data using the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (McCarthy, 1972)

is collected on each of the children as follows:

Case I (perceptual -motor strong, gross-motor skills weak)

PRETEST POSTTEST

Raw score Index score Raw score Index score

Perceptual
Performance 46

Gross Motor 16

60 47 50

31 32 40.

Case II (Perceptual-motor weak, gross-motor skills strong)

PRETEST POSTTEST

Raw score' Index score Raw score Index.score

Perceptual
Performance 15 30 36 39

Cross Motor 44 63 44 56

Significant progress takes place in the gross-motor domain. for Case I. In

the period of six months the child has gained almost a standard deviation

(s.d. = 10.0) on the index score, The child's perceptual-motor skills

haVe remained steady. The posttest index score of 50 is equivalent to
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average performance of children at this age. Educationally, this would

be considered a successful program experience. Similarly, for Case II

there i;s meaningful progress in the perceptual-motor area, again a gain

of almost a standard deviation, while gross-motor performance remains

adequate for this age.

However, if all that one examines is the individual pre/post index

score gains for the two cases, the results are quite different:'

Perceptual Performance Gross Motor

Case I -10 +9

Case II + 9

Average -0.5 +1.0

As suggested earlier, examination of mean gains indicates no dramatic effects.

Further, while the data on individuals suggest some gains for subjects in

some areas, the aggregate scores do not present a particular pattern. In

fact, these scores reflect pseudo-negative effects (i.e., an individual

short-term "loss" that is of no educational or clinical .significance)

counterbalancing important positive gains that are attributable to deliberate

program activity.

In short, these considerations lead to the inescapable conclusion

that there are important inconsistencies between the basic assumptions of

the treatment control group paradigm.and-the reality of individualized

open classroom experiences for special needs children. Clearly, the

evaluation methods that are utilized must be carefully fitted to the nature
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of. the program under study. For any strategy to be responsive to the

complex -structure of the open classroom it must focus on individual grr)wth--

too much is concealed in average differences. Ftirther-i-it must, examine

individual progress In the full context of the Indtvidual case. information

on individual gains is often uninterpretahle if removed from the context

of the individual needs assessment and the resultant instructional efforts.

11W Towards ,a Sinai -Case Evaluation Strategy

Appropriateness of Single-Case Experimental Methods. Most effective-
__

ness questions for developmentally-oriented open classroom programs take

place. at a micro-level of activity. That is, although there are some

questions that derive directly from the generic structure of the program,

and can be projected 6nto-every individual child (erg., Are handicapped

children interacting with peers as often as nonhandicappPd children? or

Do handicapped children utilize the same strategies for obtaining teacher

attention as their non-disabled peers?) , most cannot. Most questions

concerning effectiveness require an examination of the impact of the

educational Grogram developed in interaction with the specific needs of

an individual handitapped child.

study progra
l

impact in an individual case.

The problem that arises is thus how cd

One alternative. that merits consideration is the N = 1 research

.design methodology. Recent efforts (Hersen and Barlow, 1977;

Krathochwill, 1978) have adVocated more extensive use of this approach In

research on ;cliicaland educational settings. These designs haVe seen

extensive upe in basic research in special. education (see pUkes, 1965;

/
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Baer, Wolf and Riely, 1968; Yates, 1970; Kazdin, 1973; Blackman, 197:1;

Gurilnick, 1973; Edgar and Billingsley, 19741 and White, In press).

There are two main versions in current use: the reversal (ABA

or ABAB)_design and the multiple baseline design. From the per.SpeecIve

of evaluating developmentally.7priented open clansroc,ms, the revA2,1

Is inappropriate since it is highly intrusive' to the instructional proce!-,s,

It requires teachers to alter their interactions with the handicapped

child for'research rather than instructional purposes, and it assumes

that there is no carry-over of the. treatment effect across period reverals.

Multiple baseline designs appear more promising. The multiple base-

line design, involves the successive application of the treatment to a

number of subjects who are being monitored continuously on the deperdent

variable. A treatment effect is inferred if behavior changes occur only

upon application of the eXperimental variable. This approach makes less

intrusive demands on the instructional process, it does not require large

numbers'of subjects, and it does not require a control group of children

excluded from the program. It has been suggested by some (GuralnIck, 1971;

.Wvnne, nfeder and Dakof, 1975) that this approach is particularly well

suited for highly individualized.,progamming in a mainstreaming context.

The difficulties in applying. this approach to evaluating the effective-
.'

ness of' developmentally7oriented, open classroom activities are subtle,

' deriving'from the shared control that characterizes theinstructional

process, and the developmental perspective concerning child growth, which

views functioning as a system of interrelated skills set,in a long-term

framework. -First, the multiple baseline design assumes that the evaluator

1.,!4;)
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Although no single measure in this array muy be Individually strong,

several meatiuya;3 taken together tan Create:e total picture that reliabtry

docUmenta individual child progress over
0:11Ad.de'YeloPs,,

certain pst.terns consistent with this growth.fhould emerge across, the

multiple Measures. One may thinl,r. of this approach as a set of windows,. .

.-.,
_ .

.

.

each provid#g a slightiferent view of the-same phenomenon. In the-
. .

-
next section, an a.r..tUalcase is presented as an illustration of this mixed.

multiple mesaures approach ferassessing child progress.,

,liowever, beyond simple strategies for dOciimenting individual progress,

a descriptive single-ease
methodology must-also consider two other issues:

we:document?
1. To whet do we attribute the progress that

2, le this' documgnt.ed progress meaningful or educationally, sipificane?

We ex.aminethe-causal attribution questiow.first; the second question

is diacusas4 laterilnSection VI.

Attribl4fori,'o,f Effect, It is impossible to obtain absolute causality

in social science.. research. Attached to all of our 'knowledge" is a mea-
,_,

sure cf.. t.mcertaf6c'y reflect-lag the inadequacies of our theories_ and :reearch.

strategies, and the inherent, complexity of the basic social phenomena..
. .

.. ,

.,...

_

_'Even the. perfectly conducted randomized treatment-control group study pro-

videa only probabilistic
evidence abbUt tratment, effectiveness. In

contrast, anecdotal dormentation,of
child progress constitutes weak grounds

on which to make causal.assertions
about prograM impact. Even if the

evidence concerning child progresa is strong, there axistplausible alter-

native explanations for such progress (e.g., a natural growth spurt).

l
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In the deacriptive,study of a single case it is not completely possible
\

to codtiter every alternative explanation of observed progress. It is

useful- co attempt-to catalogue-10 each case the possible explanations,
.

and' to assess troth the perepective of the various participants in the
. .

proceas (e.g., parent, teacher, evaluatota) the subjective likelihood'

of such alcertives. A demand for absolute ..vidence, however, is a

demand for absolute causality (see 'Cronbach, 1975). --

lh focusing on the plausibility of the. Progtain.-impact hypothesis,
-

we pre.;pose to examine che_causal theory of action -apparently operating

, in each case. According to Patton(1978)., such an evaluation. model .

requ:.res that we make explicit the assumed causal relationships in the

'chain or system of 'objectives for the idnividual child, construct a means-

end hierarchy, apeciry the validity assumptIone that link the two.cogether,
i

and identify and collect appropriate data to examine, the "goodness of fit"

in the individual ease.
.P

The actual implementation of this,caUsal theory of action evaluation

mode! raised a number of questions that should be.aske0about each case:

A. Program as Planned

1. From an examination of the individual educational and

available diagnostic date, what would be appropriate

and objectives. 10 this case?

the program ia effective for this child,vnat kinos ot

progress, stated a priori by parents, teachers, program

directors and developers, should we expect to Niitness?

2
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I

3. What kinds of program strategies would constitute reasonable

means towards this end?

Although the information, acquired from the responses to these questions

is insufficient -for the utilization'of a goal-based evaluation model,, the

meaningfulness of any obserVed child progress must be-examined in the con-

text of the recognized special needs of the individual child.- Without

this base of data on the prOgram as planned, it is difficult to make

judgments concerning program effectiveness.

Assessment of Child Progress

4. What evidence is there that the child is making progress?

5. Is the docuMented progress consistent with the assessment

of the child's needs and a priori expectations about progress?

6. What other possible explanations for observed progress are

tenable (e.g., maturation, effects of other programs in which

child may participate, other activities on the parents' part,

etc.)?

We employ here the mixed multiple measures strategy to assist in deter:mina-

-U.-ma-about progress. 'While careful assessment of a priori-goals- (from-

-the data concerning the program'as planned) is emphasized, progress should

be monitored in each of the major developmental areas.

C. Program as Experienced

7. From the teacher's perspective, what is the progriam

intentionality what is it trying to do and why?) as

it actually unfolds over time?
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8. How does an outside observer characterize the child's

experience in the

9. Is there congruence between the program as intended by staff

and. as experienced by the child?

10. To what degree are the experiences of the child a likely

result of direct teacher behaviors, the general structure

of the environment, or chance aspects of 'the setting, not

subjeCt to,controlhy any method or individual?

11. What theoretical base or philosophical assumptions are

required to establish the validity of the linkage between

documented "means" (program as deliVered) and documented

"ends" (assessment of child's progress)?

These questions strike at the core of our investigation of the plausibility

of the causal theory of action for the individual child. Answers to these

questions can establish a basis for forming conclusions 'bout the activities

in which the program has purposefully engaged, and the linkage between

such activities and observed child progress.. A key element'in the

analysis;: is a search for consistency --, in differences in perspectives

between teacher and observer, and in the means-ends linkageS.
1

This set of eleven cuestions does not exhaust all of,the questions
1

that could be addressed in establishing the causal theoiY\ /of action for

an individual' child. This set does, however, serve to i/lustrate several

important features' of the approach:
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. It defines three basic categories of information in developing

the causal theory of action.for an individual case: the diag-
.

nostic/needs assessment,of the child; the description of the

Progral as experienced, by the child; and the assessment of

child progress.

Since the phenomenon under study is dynamic and interactive, our

_research methodology is consistent with these qualities. The

examination of the questions above is carried on in a prospective

-manner, beginning with the child' diagnostic assessment and following

through the child's experiences during the academic year.

This approach has an analytic, or detective-like logic similar to

the modus operandi of evaluation methodology suggested by Scriven

(1976). The evaluator is constantly interacting with the evidence,

drawing on past experiences anesearching the evidence for

plaupibility,of the competing hypotheses.

,As an evaluation strategy it involves a, combination of goal-

- directed and goal-free activities. While the educational plan

for a child constitutes the starting point for the investigation,

the specific content of questions asked-and data collected may

assume a much wider scope. Further, this scope may change over-

time in response to changes in :program intentionality or observed

child progress.

Thuai it should be clear by now that the primary purpose of the re-7
search strategy described above is to develop,procedures for conducting_

an internally valid study of individual cases or 'individual children.
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The traditional quantitative methodological perspective does not focus.

primarily on the question of internal validity, i.e., did the intrveutlpn

produce the observed results? Rather, the focus of the traditional

approach is on issues of external validity: will th'e results of a

intervention generalize to other similar. cases? Since external validity

can rarely be ascertained from the study of a single case, to address

these issues a replication actosseases is .essential. But such replicktton,

depend upon identity of diagnostiC assessment treatment approaches,

other variables that imply a level of controllability and predictability

not found in open classrooms and rarely achieved in prograps'that give

.credence to individual differenced. Such an individual educational prograt,1

is described in the case study whichfollows.

V. -An Application of the Causal Theory Of Action Evaluation Model: Becky.

A. Program as.Planned.

1. Child Objectives, As noted in CaSe 1, Becky is a

five year, ten month' old. girl who displayed unusual language usage, pool

fine and-gross motor skills, inappropriate social'behavior, and a heign,-,eueJ

sensitivity. to distractiOns and de5,ails in her environment when she first

entered Eliot-Tearson. In response to this set of expresSed needs 'Ale'

program objectives presented earlier in Table 2 mere selected. In par-

ticular, several objectives were heavily emphasized with Becky throughout.

the entire year. These inciudedthe ability to express feelings, tc

develop a sense of independence and self-confAdence, to increase level

of attention and involvement in activities,'to iMprove the ability cc,

transitions, ,folipw,classrooM routines and make self-regulated .choiCes,

to increase positive interactions with peers, to acquire skills of group.

Zw5
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_.,participation, to increase body awareness, to develop the ability to cut

with scissors and use writing and drawing implements, to increase the

ability to differentiate between fantasy and reality, to acquire readiness

skills, to acquire auditory memory skills, and to stimulate expressive

language usage.

2. _...uscsc101.__Iscnmeli. Becky was expected tel make progress

during the year, in particular in the personal/social domain. ..Progress would

be noted in sustained attehtional ability, increased ilidependenCewith

1//
appropriate reliance on teachers, increased ability.to share materials

and 'space with other children, greater proficiency, in making transitions,

and increas,ed.ability to participate appropYiatelY with other children during

group activities.

3. Classroom strategies. A variety 'of Strategies Might be

utilized in helping, to ,effect change,for Becky in the personal/social domain.

Since,Becky preferred the dramatic play area, of the classroom where she

Could becote self-absorbed in doll play, her doll could be utilized as a

transition-object to introduce her to other areas of the room. with doll

in hand, the teachers might direct Becky to the fine motor area, for example,

and structure an experience for her frOM-which she could'derive success,

such as an open-ended activity using on' -inch ye ecubes. ,As the ar progrsses,

the tasks can become more structured an longer in duration... -The teachers

should ekpect to maintain,proximity to Becky but to decrease their immediate'

presence with her. However, they will probably continue to be required to

assist her in making trahsitions.
Peers should be encouraged ',\

to use the .same area.of the classroom as Becky occupies, with teacher-directed

2 'Jfk
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Modeling of shared behavior. Eventually, it is hoped that Becky will he

able,,to participate in small group experiences with minimal teacher
_ .

intervention and generally appropriate 15ehWtor-;--

13:: Assessment of Child Progress

4. Evidence of Progress. At the end of the year, Becky's

progress was tabulated by'individual objectives on the following chart.

This chart reflects the totality of the program objectiVes; however,

only certain of these objectives and data points were particularly
,

relevant for Becky.

Insert Table 4 Here

The chart includes seven categories in which-data is collected:through-

out,the year. Objectives considered relevant to assessing progress are

thoe-'Which have more than two -recorded data points. A description-of the

major catogories follows.

The.MSCA, or.McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities (McCarthy', 1972),

Is a formal assessment instrument specifically selected to evaluate 'pognit'ive

functioning in, young children. It was administered in 4 pre/post format.in

the fall and spring.

A formal classroom observational instrument was also utilized in a

pre/post format Coincident with the}4SCA... This pairticulat procedure

counted frequencies of social interaction between/Becky and her classmates

and teachers, as well as frequencies of levels of play (Parton, J932),

during a twelve minute period of time Becky was pbserved fo'Ur times in

2'
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TABLE 4

Evidence of Progress: Becky

RRRR 0
0

'8 a...r12' 3d
Etg,lE ww
d8=2 cg

t
....

_

.In
,,,c%

PERSONAL/SOCIAL

1. Feelings ,.:-,
_

2. .Separation -H-
..

3. Independence t ++.

,4. La 1se-Control , t .+f.
.

. Attention
J.

1 f 1-

6. Transitions 0 + +,,,'

7.. Feedi

B. Toileti

9. Self-ia.e fi. ++ +

10. Trust teachers

_.

14, t 44
.

11. Make friends
S , + + +

12. Deer interactions
.

++
I

13. Group participation 4+ +

GROSS MOTOR--

++1. Hop, tkip, etc. ++ +

2, Bod awareness

3. Throw ball

'4. Coordination +4-

FINE/PERCEPTUAL MOTOR
,

+
.1. Cut and draw
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TABLE 4

Evidence of Progress: Becky (continued)

iicc,

-t
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6
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FINEYPERCEPTUAL MOTOR (con't.)

2211p.'Wldrint o +

3. Shape discrimination

latives + ++

5. Button, zi tie

COGNITIVE/LANGUAGE .

1. Exloration and master.

2. Real it and fantas , + + +

3. Readiness o

4. Match) classify

5. .Pre-readi

6. Understand number
,

. Follow directions +-F +

8. Auditor mew o

9. Expressive lANYAge

. ,10. Clarity of speech

lf. Name objects

12. Use pronouns

13. Proper syntax

Key:Key: Degree of Change

Better than average change
+4. Average change/developed appropriately

Little change/not as much as average child
0 No chanae 2,_)9
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the fall and spring.
Reliabilities were achieved between two observers for

all Categories.

Tutorial was included in Becky's program twice a week to further rein,

force her general skill development. Specific objectives were .chosen that

were appropriate for a one co one setting; a variety of .teaching strategies
was utilized throughout the year. The tutor assessed Becky's change on

specific objectives at.the end of the year. AO independent observer completed
'open -ended clinical

observations. on. Becky four tithes during the year while
Becky was participating

inclass activities TheSe observations yielded

descriptive information-about Becky.'s social interactions, her involvement

with materiala,, her play activities, 'interactions with teachers:, quality

of group participation, and general affective- tene. Judgments were made

from the destriptive data to ba'included onthe matrix-

At At the conclusion of the school year,-teachers completed a, final-roport-

concerning each child'. This constituted-a descriptive narrative which:
-.

assessed each child's development in all major domains.

A developmental. checklist was completed by- the teachers twice during

the year. It incIeded a delineation. of specific objectives in a criterione

referenced format; wits comments about a child's progress'or development .

on relevant objectives.

Finally, time samples were developed on an individualized basis for

a few objectives which Tequir"ed more extensive
.documentation. This procedure

was administered monthly to assess ongoing progress in a specific area. For

example, Becky's 'ability to sustain attention during a manipulative

activity was monitored on a regular basis.
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1-abie ( serrf-iart4es, ilecky's evi dencc:. o!"

individual program obj:±ctive,s sel!:i for er.

degre of chnnZe indicated for-4.,,ach instrm.ent

concerning a specl.!.!,:

scalo_ranging,from "0",(i.e., no change) through "f (i.e., 'oet.t.r

average change). .lank cells in the matrix -appi-:!ar If A par-1:ftular

ment contains no data relevant for -that objectivr!. Tho w-nn So

the Lable provide a gu!=ary-awiessment of all che7viden.:',e or

assessing progress on eaoh indivith 1 -.)bjective. no

rule: for as,se:is4ny, each. data point:. were developed t the' ,.:_ontext of

Greacr attcntion mu.st stIll be d.c.4:-oted to .ir.=-Intiardi:tins .And

,t71 early aricelating thestidectaion rule

5. Comii.;4tency of ilvectations. and

ec Srs e)tpected and progress recor&t:d was ev.14e'nt.- at

1.3renc,..

For examplv, w.iih th obje-ctive, "Bec"Kvis to increase hot l.viI of attntion

-tn;:o t i" '
0,, I .

:observation md ico.to,d that Bg!oky decreasrA !O eT.veti
..,;olitary and parallel play. IaLRI12s. noti.that BockYwa able-to ar

and foc,u,.; on an activ1Cy fbr as long A9 fifty :taute6.;, w.an

firved by re ci .,herver. The final reppr sho,aftd that b.t.

;0..z.e1.-, during litruc3:ured

les!; nd more ability ra suscain her attention afi

f;:ignificantly in hen orttask behavior. All of these cgortei repro

diglee. (.1:change; thus, Be.ky judged to have increased in her

tentIonal 31,/1l. tes, and this wal tdentif ted 4o ArPT4 of need for
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TABLE 5

Program Intentionality: Becky
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PERSMAIJSOdIAL

yes 4 3 2 3 3
1,. Feelings

2. Separation yes 3 ,2- 2 2 3

3. Independence yes 4 2 3 2 3

4. Impulse-control yes 4 2 2 2

.5 Attention yes 4 2 2 4

6. Transitions yes 2 '3 3

7. Feeding no ' .

8. Toileting no

9. Self- image .yes 4 2 3 3 3

lj). Trust teachers yes .4 1 3 3 3

11. '.eke friend's yes 4 3 3 3 3

: Peer.interactions yes 4 3 2 2

group participation yes 4 2 3 3

.GROSSMOTOR
, .

yes1. Hap, skip,- etc.

2. Body .awareness yes 4
_

2 3 3

3. Throw ball no

. ,Coordination yes ..---:-.3T 2 3

FINE/PERCEPTUAL MOTOR

yes. 3 2 4
I. Cut and draw

2. Write and print .yes 2 4 4 4
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TABLE 5

Program Intentionality: Becky (continued)
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no
,

3. Shape discrimination

4.. Kanipulatives yes 3 2 4 4
5, Buttont_zip, tie yes 3 2 .2 2

.COGNITIVy'LAMGUA6E

yes 4 2 3 3
1. Exploration and mastery

.2. Reality and tantasy yes 4 2 4 4'
3. "Readiness yes 3 2 3 4
4. Match classif no

.

5. Pre-reading no

6. Underttand masher no

7, Follow directions yes 3 3 3 2 3"
8. Auditory memory yes 3 2 2 2
9. Expressive language yes

10. Clarity_of speech no

11. !item otgects no

12. Use _pronouns

13. Proper syntax .

2 7
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Insert Table 5 here

This table can be used to summarize the program from the teacher's

perspective. It graphically represents the teacher's theor of action

or the teacher's account of what took place in the classroom during the

course of the year. The format for displaying this information is consis-

tent with the major features of the Eliot-Pearson program. A different

educational approach; or a different evaluation audience, might entail a

different format. The format shown in Table 5 was adopted -as a means of

examining the teacher's judgments concerning the program's accomplishments.

For example, the objectiVe, "to increase the' level of etention and involve-

ment in activities,"
was highly emphasized for Becky. Adults (rating = 4)

were an integral part of helping Becky sustain her attentional level, while

peers (rating = 2) were not an essential component in achieving this objec-

tive for Becky. Physical environment (rating = 3) was less important than

materials (rating = 4), although both of these variables were considered

by Becky's teacher to be critical to the acquisition of her increased

. .attentional abilities. That is, specific meterials were utilized to help

her learn to focus, while the arrangement of the physical environment into

small, contained learning areas facilitated the teacher's work.with Becky.

It-should be-noted that in developing their report on program

"intentionality," Becky's teachers drew heavily on their memories, case

notes and anecdotal records In futureefforts,the quality of the data
etY

.wonid be enhanced if teachers were interviewed periodically throughout the
.

year, rather than simply at the end of the year, .Information gathered from
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several time points would provide valuable data concerning changes in

teacher perspectives over time. In addition, such a strategy could serve

as an ongoing mechanism for resolving apparent inconsistencies (see

question 9 below) between the theory of action as articulated by the

teacher and as viewed by outside observers attempting to characterize the

program's effects as experienced by the child.

8. Outside Observers. The information described above

forms the basis for a retrospective clinical case study. Taken alone, it

constitutes a limited data base for conducting applied research (see

Hersen and Barlow, 1976). It provides one perspective concerning a.

highly interactive. phenomenon. .Thus, information from an outside observer

attempting to view the program as experienced by the child represents a

critical comparison standard. When these data collected by observers..

"blind" to. reported program intentionality - agree with teacher reports,

the validity of the description of the program is greatly enhanced. When

inconsistencies appear, they suggest possible weaknesses in the program's

intended theory of action, and could thus proVe valuable in informing

future program efforts.

Since only four observations of Becky were conducted during the

,

course of the year,fonly limited information was obtained. Nevertheless,

Iwhen combined with the data from the formal observational instrument,. - some

interesting conclusions could be drawnn. For example, the structured

observations of Becky showed, with the attention objective, that she

increased significantly in solitary and parallel play by the end of the

year. The informal open-ended clinical observation also yielded a trend

toWards longer sustained involvement in activities. 14

21
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In short, the observational data are critical to the successful

implementation of the descriptive singe case strategy. In planning

future, evaluation efforts,
greater attention should be focused on

developing procedures for gathering,data on the program as experienced by

the child.

4
9. The Program as Intended and as Experienced. Due to

the limited observational data noted above, judgments concerning the

congruence betWeen the program as described by the teacher ("program

intentionality") and as viewed by outside observers ("program as

experienced by the child"). was also quite restricted. Where observational

data did exist for Becky,
congruence was obtained An most instances. For

example, Becky was encouraged to devote a great deal of time and attention

to utilizing the manipulative materials in the classroom. On virtually

all measures of progress she displayed increased competence, flexibility

and ingenuity' in using blocks', rods, counting cubes, chips, interlocking

puzzles, etc. The clinical observer frequently recorded Becky's successful

experiences with manipulatives, whereas her teacher indicated that increas-

ing Becky's feeling of comfort and competence with these materials was a

critical objective during the school year.

10, Intended.Effects vs. Chance Effects. An overall

review of Becky's status-when she entered Eliot-Pearson, of the program

as planned and presented, and of the observable changes that she demon-

strated indicate a high level of intended effects. SpeCifically, Becky

entered the program at Eliot-Pearson
with difficulty in her language

usage, social behavior, skill development, and attentionai skills.

Coincident with her assessed needs, specific objectives were selected for
, ..v.

her and evaluative information
was collected across a number of data points.



At the end of the year, progress was evident across all major domains.

Becky made progress in the personal/social area as indicated by increased

attentional level, increased independence, increased ability to join

other children in playand in sharing the same space, and increased

ability to participate in small group activities. Gains were not evident

in making transitions in the classroom.

In the motor area, Becky was more aware of her body in space and

better able to plan her bqdy movements. She showed more facility in

manipulating small objects and in using scissors and writing tools. She

did not.show change in buttoning her own clothing, however.

Becky's cognitive and language skills were the least emphasized this

year. Nonetheless progress was indicated on a few objectives. Becky

used more areas of the classrOom, learned color and shape names, followed

two-step directions,,and was more "-appropriate in her conversations. She

showed little or no change-in differentiating reality and fantasy and in

k,

her auditory memory skills.

The program as planned for Becky this year was intentional in its
.

attempt to effect change on specific objectives. Progress was evident for

many objectives whild.others were more resistant to change. A reassessment

of Becky's needs is'in order as well as a scrutiny of teaching strategies

which were.effective with her'this year. In this manner the parameters

of the program which were effective for her will become more apparent.

:

'11. Theoretical Position.' The program "as implemented for

Becky reveals an assessment of-her needs; it also yields an insight into

the basic orientation of the.Eliot-Pearion approach. Personal/social

objectives are afforded great care and great attention. Becky is

219
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assisted in learning how to interact with her social environment -- both

peer and adult. She is also encouraged to interact with 'and explore the

physical environment of the classroom. Indeed, in many instances

.cognitive objectives are utilized'as means to affective ends and actual"

implementational strategies are developed in the teaching - learning

process. This approach thus reflects an emphasis on interactivity at

all.levele of performance and learning as well-as a deliberate attempt

to enhance development through increasing every child's ability to

adapt to a continually challenging learning environment.

VI. Placing a Value on the Effectiveness Data
. ,

The "Standards of Comparison" Issue. We have related in some

:detail a causal theory of action model for evaluating the impact-of open

classrooms on individual children with special needs. From our pilot

experiences with this approach we are convinced-that it is quite possible.

to make statements with a high degree of certainty about program impact

on an indiliidual child. Nevertheless, we still must confront the

standards -of- comparison issue. That is, "Are the results obtained with

some particular child at Eliot-Pearson better than would have occurred

in some alternative program?"

Ideally, it. would be desirable to have data on how the child in

question would have progressed under each of the alternative treatments

possible. Thus, the treatment control group paradigm "solves"-the-.

standards of comparison problem bycreating a randomly assigned group

that receives no services. Because of ethical considerations and recent

legal mandate's that provide an appropriate education for all children,

__it, is imposSible to'propose a no services" group as the standard, since,
2,20-



in principle, every handicapped child should receive some services

somewhere.
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This consideration also greatly limits the utility of the

multiple baseline deeignNsinde it too requires "non- treated ". cases.

In general, the only reasonable standard for judging the progress

of an Eliot-Pearson child is against the progress of children with

'similar needs and a similar educational plan in other eligible service,

placements. Extensive logistical difficulties arise when attempting

to establish valid comparison bases. of this kind. For example, at

Eliot-Pearson the group of special needs children represents a diverse

array of diagnostic assessments and handicapping condition's including

Down's Syndrome, hearing impairment, cerebral palsy,, blindness, learning

disability, developmental delay, emotional disturbance, etc, "Essentially,

the program is delivering eighteen highly individualized. programs, each

with its own goals, objectives and implementational strategies. -Even

where objectives are the same across children, they may still require a

different comparison standard since the developmental restrictions and

expectations imposed by different handicapping conditions may be quite

different.

In short, this situation implies a need for different standards of

comparison for each child where the choice of an appropriate standard is

based on an identification of important developmental features of the child.

These developmental standards do not currently exist, and it is likely

that numerous difficulties would be encountered in any effort of this

kind. To develop such quantitative standards would require the establish-

ment of an extensive data bank of special needs cases. DiagnostiC assess-

ment, program description, and child progress data would have to be

Ancluded. It would require a standardized reporting of information, and

2.)
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taxonomic procedures for accumulating similar cases would also have to be

developed. In addition, it would require new strategies for analyzing

these data bases similar to the shorttime series methods being

:developed by Strenio, Weisberg, and Bryk (1918) and by .Goodrich (1978).

It is not clear that such standards will ever .be developed.

The problems are further compounded by the fact that different

programs and approaches MA'-.Value very different short-term goals and

objectiyes. For example, an open classroom program might lave short-

term goals for a specific handicapped child that could be quite different

frOm those of a program loi:! a more behavioral persuasion. These

alternative programs simply define "progress" differently in the shOrt

term. Comparisons across these kinds of programs cannot be reducedito

an empirical decision rule since the issue in question is either'a theory,

or in the absence of theory, a set of values. Lacking,the theoretical

base to resolve such questions, this type of comparison question becomes

a matter of personal choice. The beat that can be achieved is a careful

description of the differences across programs in terms of their causal

theories of action in similar cases; the differential- patterns of progress

that emerge from each of these prOgrams would also have to be articulated.

Such analyses could prove very useful-to individual teachers and parents

confronting child placement and personal'value decisions; :However,

such information cannot be 'used by evaluators to decide that a particular.

program type is "better" or "worse" than some, other program.

At the. core.of the standards of comparison issue is the question of
1

whether the observed child progress is educationally meaningful. The
..

traditional treatment Control group approach; even when perfectly

, /. .

implemented,. does not directly provide. nformation of this sort. Rather,

'22°-di.,
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this approach substitutes statistical significance (e.g., a significant

t statistic associated with a mean difference between two groups) of an

estimated effect for the educational signifcance of any measured program

effect. When such studies attempt to assess the educational significance

of the intervention they invoke essentially arbitrary standards (see

Carver, 1978); For example, in the recently Completed Follow ThroUgh

evaluation, the evaluators defined mean difference between groups of one-

quarter of a atandardAeviation on a normed,test as "educationally

significant" (Stebbins, et. al., 1977). This is an arbitrary criterion

with no establlshed theoretical base.,

'Thus, in the absence of a theoretically grounded longitudinal

data bank of the type suggested above, decisions about the meaningful-

ness of individual progress should be ;based on individual clinical

judgment.- Clearly, in some cases there will be overwhelming agreement,

In other cases, however, there may be substantial disagreements stemming

largelyfrom very different individual value frameworks. It is

important to realize that this situation is not greatly different from

that of the well implemented treatment control group.study;. The

continuing debates and the persistence of different points of view

regardless of the results reported in a particular study or the quality

of the methodology utilized attests to this inherent ambiguity. In

proposing a descriptive single-case methodolOgy, we have simply, focused

on the "meaningfulness question." The treatment control group approach,

with all, of its quantitative machinations, simply sidesteps the

important question -- "Does it really matter enough to act on the informa-

tion?" This is the key policy or action isaue.

2 0
%.) _f_
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Usefulness of Program Effectiveness Data. The approach presented

in this chapter suggests the need for a reexamination of the rationale
for program impact evaluation. One rationale that becomes apparent
is the use of program effectivenean data in the management of information

concerning individual children. Open classrooms based on developmental

principles require a form of ongoing
evaluation that assists teachers

in making sense of what their pupils are Corking on, and that informs

'them of some of the effects of their own behavior. The method cOmmonly

used in open classrooms to achieve
these purposes is that'of informal,

naturalistic description. The open classroom teacher, as reported

in the literature (see, for example, Brown and Precious, 1968),

.constantly "jots" down.pertinent information about the child and his/

her activities: There informal records presuMably comprise the child's

evalUation. There are several problems with this "method," problems

that might conceivably be eliminated by the descriptive single-case

approach presented in this chapter.

The first problem is that of information overload'. Naturalistic-

phenomenological records are descriptions of behavior unbiased with
4

respect to content: everything the child does is included in the records.

Of course, it is impossible for a teacher to mark down or remember more

than a fraction of what each of his/her students does every day. But

this fraction mounts up. The records of'25 to 30 'children can become

immense within a few mOntha. As they grow in length the information they

contain becomes increasingly difficult to use and to assimilate._ There-
fore, as. the information

accumulates, teachers' perceptions become more
rigid and inflexible. Theit categories for assimilating this information
cannot keep pace with the increase ln information; their view of their
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pupils is thus one of gradually reconcilfng new behavior :o_old

patterns of perception. Their behavior becomes steretyped, loses

its diagnostic and interpretive function and instead o veluarin

on-going changes.in learning, their informal reports begin to resemble

lists of behavioral outcomes.

1 n other ,words, as the teacher's records of informal obser.va-

tions concerning each child grow,. it becomes increasingly .2.ifficult zo

follow-the effects of the complex of previous interventions and explcrl-

tiens, The resulting lists of behaviors are low on information. Given

the interactive qualities of teacher decision-making in open classrooms,

and the requirements of individualization for children with special

needs, as the teachers' information about their pupils becomes limited,

the learning experience for those children correspondingly narrows.

The descriptive study of individual children that is out-lined above can

be utilized as an informatiOn.management system to guide the implementa-

tion of the diagnostic-prescriptive process in open classrooms. Such a

,systegi will not encounter the problems of "information overload" because

it is designed to integrate and organize large quantities of disparate

data concerning teacher intentions and children's experiences. Whether

this potential use is realized is principally a matter of whether or

not teachers and .program directors find the data generated by the mixed

multiple measure strategy useful. enough to warrant the requited

contribution of .their time to data collection efforts.

A second use of the effectiveness data generated by the individual

case studies affects parents of special needs children. if descriptions

of educational programs of other children similar to their oWn were made



available-to parents, it could help.

different caulal theories of action of various programs ant

present more clearly the likely outcomes associated with each

altermative. Thia should lead parents to 4 more informed chalce

concerning program placement)) forPletr special needs c,hil.c.ften,'.

4rC ccumulated over time they pr,!:ivide sm

opportunity for building a knowledge base concerning the e.ffectiveneas

special education programming and educational alternatives in

general. Although it is not pose,ibIt to M614.k direct.inferences for

future practice from any single individual case report, red ion

'acroas similar cases would certainly provide such a beats- In-order

to accomplish this task it ta nec f),try to develop procedures for

systematically accuMulating the case)) and for summarizing acrwia the

descriptive evidence. It would be desirable to ;xtilize A methUtiol,ogy

that combines the concretenyna of th e. indivitlual cases with eHofts

aimed at building general prO#4M theories Of acttom. The qualitative,

data analytic method (see, for-example,enzin, 19M; and Schatzmon and

trauas, 19.73) seen i best suited for this purpose.

nn:: Summary and Conclusions

Traditionally, the.treatment control group paradigm has been

utilized in the evaluation of program impact, in this chapter however,

we have argued that this approach does not address the fundsmentar tenets

of an open classroom which embodies a developrsental perspective. An

alternative to standard experimental design. is presented1 and 'ica applica-

tion and relevance to open classroom settings is discussed.
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examination of all of the evidence that it is possible to collect. While

statistical methods can play an important role in helping_ to evaluate the

evidence, they do not dictate a rigid research sequence that must be

r

pursued.

We have sketched out and illustrated an approach to implementing

ehese,ideae. This framework was developed in an attempt to assess the

effectiveness of the developmentally-oriented program at the Eliot-

Pearson Children's School. It is offered as a tentative first step.

hOpe that by presenting it'here we might stimulate further thought on

the basic issues of evaluation and encourage the continued use and

refinement of this approach.

We

In our experience this approach provided an accurate perspective

concerning the impact on special needs children of the developmentally-

oriented open educational program at .Eliot-Pearson. It helped'us to

identify. some successful teaching strategies,as well as aspects of the

children's devel4ment that required greater attention, consideration,
y

and pianning. Fill ly-,--T was useful in generating'information that

enabled each potential user teachers, program directors, parents,

anti othareProfeasionals to address the reef valuation westion, "has

the ,program made a meaningful conitibution to the lives of children ?"

2?j"
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IV. INSERVICE TRAINING AND EVALUATION OF TEACHING STAFF

A. AccompliShments

I: Inservice Training

Inservice training for Project staff takes place during regularly
scheduled staff meetings. The entire full-time staff meets every
Wednesday from 2:00 5:00 P.M. Staff meetings serve typical administra
tive purposes, but also afford opportunities for communication among the
staff as a whole and for staff development and training.

On alternating weeks the school's consulting,psychiatrist, Dr.
Samuel J. Braun, is present from 3:00.- 5:00. Case conferences and
presentations are made when he is present. In 1977-78, Dr. Braun was
present at nine staff meetings. Case presentations were frequently extended
to include discussions of general issues implied by a given child or family
situation. Examples of these issues include retardation, alcoholism,
elective mutism, separation, hyperactivity, the effects of medication,
talking with parents about handicaps,,terminal illness and death, "super
,heroes," etc.

On alternate weeks, the 3:00 to 5:00 period is reserved for dis-
cussion of related issues, workshops, films, etc. Typical topics and
activities covered during this time period included:

a. The history and responsibilities of the BEH fundihg at
the Children's School;

b. Discussion of evaluations: Gesell, WPPSI, StanfOrd-Binet;
c. Film: Like Other People;
d. Film: People First;
e. Discussiohof defect vs. developmental theories of

retardation;
f. Hospitalization;.
g. Discussion and videotape of Gesell evaluation;
h. Informal assessment workshop;
i. Documenting children's classroom progress;
J. Discussion of research on mainstreaming project;
k, Discussion about home- teaching;
1. Strategies for working with parents on mainstreaming;
m. Workshop on motoric training;

Workshop on music;
o. Discussion of organic curriculum;

Further discussion of talking with children and parents
about.handicapps;.

q. Talking about our feelings about handicaps.

In addition to weekly meetings, the staff meets as a whole for
three days in-January following winter vacation'. During these three days.
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the effectiveness of the entire program is evaluated in depth. In 1978-79
opportunities for evaluation and reflection will be instituted in the
school calendar on an approximate six-week schedule.

Finally, during the fall of 1977 the School was fortunate to have
Mrs. Frances P. Hawkins spend two days observing and meeting with staff
members. Mrs.. Hawkins is associated with the Mountain View Center for
Environmental Education at the University of Colorado, Boulder. She pro-
vided extremely valuable remarks and insights concerning the program in
general and our approach to mainstreaming in particular.

2. Staff Evaluation

The teaching staff at the Children's School is highly experienced.
In 1977-78 the mean number of years of teaching 'experience represented by
the staff was 5.0 years. Accordingly, teachers are expected to perform in
an exemplary fashion in the classroom. ln order to provide feedback to
thestaffconcerning their Classroom teaching, an evaluation form, entitled
"Criteria for feedback," was developed and used in 1977-78 (See Appendix 5).

The purpose of the form, as stated on its cover. page, is to provide
teachers with feedback to be able to identify areas of their Work which
meet expectations, exceed expectations and that are in need of development.
The evaluation is not summative. Rather, it is intended to assist teachers
in maintaining strengths and developing new areas of competence.

In 1977 -78 the forMs.were filled out in .December as a self-report,
by individual teachers, and by the Project Director and:Associate Director
of the school. A meeting was held in which responses were compared and a
"contract" about next steps was. agreed upon. The forms were filled out
again in February, after there had been an opportunity for the contract
to be implemented.- and next steps_were
again agreed upon.: This approach to evaluation was considered successful
by all participants and"will be continued.

B. Slippages

None

2 J il
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V. TRAINING FOR PERSONNEL FRO OTHER PROGRAMS

A. Accomplishments

1.- Department of Child Stud Training Grant

T98.

The Department of Child Study w s awarded a Part D training grant
from BEH co-terminus with this project's ward, Nine trainees were
enrolled in the Masters level program beg nning in July, 1977. In coopera-
tion with the Train.ing Project Director, ea h trainee chose a placement
experience within the School during the sum r.

2, Other Students

'A total of 65 students received training or direct classroom
experience in the project. They can be classified as follows:

Experience Number of Students

student teathing
graduate assistant
BEH trainees-
tutors
field work placement
work-study students
yolUnteers.

10

3

7

16

19

3

7

65

The level of exposure in this group ranges from a one-day per week volunteer
to a graduate assistant who commits 20 hours per week in the classroom plus
additional time for preparation. Numerous other students utilize the
school as an observation site to satisfy other course requirements (see
Section VI).

During the course of the three years, nearly 200 students
received training'of this type.

3. Dissemination Sites

In the section that follows (Dissemination and Training) extensive
documentation of the Project's dissemination/training activities is pro-
vided. This section should be referred to in order to determine the over-
all impact of Project LINC's training activities.

B. ,Slippages in Attainment

None.

2



VI. DISSEMINATION AND TRAINING

Accompli.shments

l, Dissemination

199.

The primary function of dissemination activities for Project
LINO has been the development of awareness among a variety of audiences
about one option in mainstreaming young mild to moderately handicapped
children: the Eliot-Pearson demonstration model, A secondary purpose
has been to encourage the adoption by these audiences of as many elements.
of the demonstration model as appropriate.

As a result of exposure to the model a number of specific and
significant changes were anticipated, The projected changes varied with
the audience. However, in each case, increased general awareness and
familiarization with our approach to mainstreaming young children with
special' educational needs were expected.

Dissemination activities will be described in terms of specific
areas. These areas are (a) observers;-(b) demonstration; (c) ,workshops;
.(d)' regional and state information'sharing; (e) presentations; (f) print
materials; (9) training manual; and (h) media.

(a) Observers: Each classroom at Eliot-Pearson is equipped
with a two-way vision observation booth. Each booth holds approximately
l6-18,people. During the three year demonstration phase Eliot- Pearson
has had approximately 4,500 registered visitors. This-figure includes
Tufts students.and non.Jufts-observerS''. :Many Tufts students make
multiple observations. Numbers areiribt,aVailable for that group. _In
addition, visitors'occasionallnegleci tO'register. The combined figure
of non - registrants and multiple visit students would probably ,inflate the
4,500 figure significantly.

The range. of visitors at Eliot-Pearson includes visitors from
Universities, preschool and'daycare facilfties,.bospitals, regional public
school,s, visitors from out- f-state and loreigovsitors (including
observers from England, Aus ralia and South America).

(0' Demonstration:- Demonstration activities have been
designed to expose audiences to the Eliot-Pearson model, as well as to
provide an opportunity for discussion. Demonstration activities include:
observation in classrooms, viewing -of one of the three Project slidetapes,
followed by a discussibn period'shared with the Project Director, Asso-
ciateDirector or. Dissemination Coordinator. This session is designed to
raise issues and to proVide information germane to the concerns of the

2



visitors. Specifit discussion topics have included: individualizin9
curriculum in the integrated classroom, services for parents, modifying
classroom space, classroom management issues, etc.

From 197-1978, demonstration activities have been carried out
with a number or groups that visited Eliot;-Pearson including groups from
Head Start, public schools and in many instances, visitors from out of
state.

(t) Workshops: Dissemination Workshops have been designed
to provide specific content information about a particular aspect of the
demonstration model at the Children's School. Topics vary according to
the needs of the audience. Over the three year periOd topics have included
mainstream awareness, informal assessment.in integrated classrooms, early
childhood formal assessment, adapting regular classroom materials for
children with special needs,:. and models for inservice training about
-,mainstreaming. Workshop audiences were primarily public school kinder-
garten teachers; but also included, private preschool groups and Head
Start.

Project LINC staff have provided workshops over the last three
years for a. variety of instate and out of state audiences, Some of these
include:

1976: Early Childhood Conference, Portland, Maine. Children's
School Associate Director, Dorothea B. Marsden presented the mainstreaming
model developed at Eliot-Pearson.

1976-78: Boston Association for the Education of Young Children.
workshops were conducted by three Children's School Staff' Members:. Sarah

Fujiwara, Special Needs Resource Teacher; Roberta,Pasternack, Special
Needs Resource Teacher; Arthur'Sills, Head Teacher. The.Workshops addressed
mainstream awareness issues, materials adaptation and creative movement.

all -cases the Children`s School was cited as a demonstration model.

March and April 1977: Project LINC was a Co-sponsor of .a .major
series of state-wide conferences entitled Educational Options for Young

"Children with Special Needs. The conferences were sponsored. by-the
-Massachusetts Department of Mental Health (89 -313 grant) in collabdration.
with the Eliot-PearsOn Children's School. The conference was designed to
assist the-Department of MentalAlealthlin-the-transfer-of-the-,Community
Clinical NurserySchoolS to the State Department of Education. .

Since 1957, the Department of Mental Health (DMH) spontored
Community Clinical ..Nursery Schoolt for speCial needs children, ages three
to seven. More than.five hundred children were served in these schools
in 1976-77. As of June, 1977 the educational responsibility for these
children was assumed by the local public schools. Educational Options
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for Young Children with Speciai Needs afforded an opportunity for OM,
the public schools and others engaged in' preschool educat-On to exam in
the educational requirements of the preschooler and to -consider the
hest ways to serve.these children.

Representatives.of'parent groups yda
care centers, Head. Start centers, private nursery schools, and public
schools, joined experienced public and private school personnel and OMH
teachers irl discussing these. issues and examining the methods and
materials of pilot programs.

The conferences were held at four sites throughout the state of
Massachusetts including Tufts University. More than five hundred parents,teachers and other professionals attended the conferences. Each workshop/
conference day included a keynote address and two presentations of pilotprograms: Dr. Samuel Meisels, LINC Project Director, gave one of these

.presentations, His talk focussed On the Children's School and included
a showing of the slide-tape, "Teachers Talk About Mainstreaming." In
the afternoon six two-hour. workshopS were presented. Two of the workshops
were given by LINC. staff- members.. One was designed to aid administrators,
in public schoOl'systems, private preschools, Head.Start and daycare
fatilities to provide inservice training for their own staff around issues
involved in mainstreaming. A second workshop dealt with. the adaptation
of curriculum materials in integrated classrooms. In general, the confer-
ences were very-well-received. Evaluation summaries indicated that the
LINC presentations were considered among the, best in each conference.

November, 1977: Three workshops were held for New England,.
Symposia For Children, They were conducted by LINC's Dissemination
Coordinator. .The Workshop foti included Consultation Strategies, Inserv-,ice Training. in Mainstreaming and Parent Support: The.Children's School
demonstration model and Project LINC dissemination activities were dis-cussed. Two Project slidetapes: "Teachers Talk About Mainstreaming", and_
"Parents Talk'About.Mainstreaming" were included in these workshops. The
audience included administrators and teachers from public schools,HeadStart and daycare centers as well as parents.' Conference evaluations
indicated the Nor'kshops were very well received.

February, 1978: A workshop for teachers in Head Start (Cambridge,
MaSsachusetts) waS.conducted by Head Teacher.Arthur..Silis, The focus was
Mainstreaming-Awareness and the slidetape, "Teachers Talk About Main-
streaming" was shown..

February, 1978: Malden Public Schools Title I Project Workshop
on Mainstreaming was 'conducted by Dissemination Assistant Rose. Shapiro.The workshop was. well received.

March, 1978: Two workshop presentations were made'at a State
Conference on Early Childhood Special Education in Machias, Maine.
Special 'Needs Resource Teacher Sarah Fujiwara led a workshop on curriculum



adaptm.lon for thg Mainsr a

individualized. Plannin9.

March 1978: 11NC DisSemioation Coordinator contributed T.O

conference fOr second and third 'year Eirst Chance projects soiwn:ord by-

the TechnicWAsis.tance Develoment Service (T405) of the Onii,,fgr5ity.of

North Carolina. The three day conferonce. Marand had
focus issues. in dissemination for second andh.t.hird year projects. LINC's

contribution focused on identifyiho audiences and developing appropridte.
training. The conference wasrepreated in )978 in ti4st Lonsthl:

Michigan for the second group of projects. P.roJectLINC

this conference as well

March, 19781 SpecialNeee Resource Teacher, Sarah FOiwara
two workshops 767M'assachusetts Head Start which focused on intorno"
assessment orocedres for the. malnstrOmed classroom, Partid.p4nts

included Head Start teachers, Educational Gbordinat-ors.,'and HandicaP
Goordinators.

. Marchl_1978: P.coject LING Director, Samuel Meisels, participated

in a smaTT:group consultation. meeting held at TADS headquarters in Ghapel

itifl,Aorth Carolina, The topic was °Program Evaluation,' Dr, Meisels

presented a lecture concerning the assessment of individual .chi.N ProOrins
in demonstrAtion programs. The evaluation strategy .in us at thTi Chilren"
School'w discussed and analy2ed.

!.)..pril' 1978: a presentation focusing on Mainstream ChallengeTs

Dissemination'gIstant Rose K. Shapiro worked with members of the Tufts

New England. Me l'Center Department of Continuing Education.

( Special Needs Resouree'Teacher,.Saran fu1iwra ied

two workshops wgch focuseVon.Wormal assessment in mainstream:pro-

grams. The audience was made up of teachers, eduction.coordinatOrs and
handicap coordinators representing Massachusetts Head Start programs.
.TheseiworkshOps.represent another facet of-,Project LING involvement with
Massachusetts Head. Start and were organized with-the Massachusetts

Regional Access ProjetC(RAP). . .

o.

May, 1978: LING Dissemination Ass ant Rose K. Shapiro,-con-

ducted,a)workshop for educational and,soCial.seril'tv.stafrps of
Massachusetts Associated Day. Care; the'yorRshopvfocussed on Challenges- of

Mainstreaming. . .

(d) Regional and State Information'Shrinq: From 1975-1978

Project 'LING has participatedinseveral-Ainds -6T1711:0*ation'sharig'
and/or planning with Regional and State ,a0ncies'invol'ved ifi services or

young childrenyith special educational needs. .
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or year., toe Project has been a participating member of the
Advisory Boar" of the New England/Head Start Regional Access Project (-RAP).
Tne RAP acts as an information clearing house for Head Start projects
requesting assitance developiog or refilving thclir mainstreamed programs.
Throughout the second and third demonstration years, Project LING has
conducted a variety of demonstration and long.term training activities as
a result or' RAP collaboration. i"rom July 1976-June 1977 Project LINC
conducted Demonlitration Activities fOr six RAP-identified Head ttart
centers in Massachusets: Arlington, Brockton, Brookline, Newton,
Watertown and Waltham. !.n colloboration with the RAP, a .five -town Head
Start ...ollaborative (Communities United: Arlington, Brookline, Newton,
Watertown. WalthApij was identified for longterm training and support
during 1976-1971 .-(e next section: Dissemination. Training). From
September 1977 - june.1978 Project LIK,undertook longterm training and
supp.ort with Lynn Head Start. In additib'l a variety of workshops (see
Section 3 were conducted for Head Start gra -ees in. conjunction with L1NC
invoivemenith toe RAP.

in 197-7P, LINC has worked closely with the hassachusetts Early
Childhood Project. The Early Childhood Project is a joint projert'uf the
Massachusetts Department of Education, Division of Special Education and
the Bureau of Education foi' Handicapped. Directed by .Charlene Imhoff,
the Early. Childhood Project has spearheaded a number of efforts to provide
inservice education for teachers and administrators involved in the educa-
tion of young handicapped children. Project LINC participated over the
course of 1977 with the Early. Childhood Project in planning for longtenii
tote-wi.de.inservice.training for early childhood personnel involved in

maintreaming.

LINC Project Director, Samuel J. Meisels, developed and conducted
an extensive series of nine flull-dayregiona) conferences on Early Child-
hood Identification and Screening in 1978 that were sponsored by the

.

Early Childhood Project. The booklet, A Guide to Early Childhood Develop-
vental Screening, by Dr. Meisels, was developed as a result of these
(.51*TeTW Section Eli.

.

Presentat.ion. Project LINC personnel made a number of
preseetati , to professfFnals in the fields of early childhood education
and s,pecial education throughout'theAemonstration years

June, 1976: American Association for Mental Deficiency (Chicago,
1.13innis).. Presentation in a session entitled, "integrated School
Environments for Young Handicapped Children: What Are They Like?' How
Can We Improve Them?" LINC Proect Director Samuel J. Meisels discussed
"EValuating Clii ldren's Progress in Open-Structlired, Mainstreamed Pre-
S4:..hooi Programs."

October, 1976: New England Head Start Director's Conference
(burifngton, Vermont-T. Presentation by Project Director on the LINC
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demonstration model with special ;focus on potential applications for Head

Start centers.

December, 1976: Wheelock College (Boston)., Project Director

showed slide-tape, Teachers Talk About Mainstreaming, and discussed issues
and implications, of mainstream programs.

Januarx, 1977: Northeast Learning Regional Resource Center Con-

ference Cambrid-ge). A presentation focusing,on pre- and in-service
training for early childhood personnel was made by the Project Director
and Dissemination Coordinator.

r.
Feb ary, 1977: College of Education, Cleveland State Univer''sity.

The keynote address for this conference was contributed by LINC Project
Director. It focused on the challenges of mainstreaming with young

children.

March and April, 1977: Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
and Tufts UniveisityconferenCes on Educational Optionsfor young' Children
with Special Needs. LINC personnel collaborated on planning, contribbted
two workshops and, in addition, LINC's Project Director addressed each 'of
the four conferences on the issue of mainstreaming in a private preschool
with open classrooms. The presentation focused on the demonstration model
developed at the Eliot-Pearson Children's School.

Apri12,1977: Council for Exceptional Children National Conference

(Atlanta, Georgia). Project Director was a contributor to a symposium on
service and training In early childhood centers.

May, 1977: LINC1Pi-oject,Director delivered a presentation on the

Eliot- Pearson demonstration model and showed the Project-developed slide-
tape "Teachers Talk About Mainstreaming" at Crewe and Alsager College,
Alsager, England. The presentation was delivered as part of a Tiffts

University site visit.

May and June, 1977: Massachusetts Department of Education Division

of Special Education, niTY Childhood Project. Conferences on Early Child-
hood Developmental Screening and Identtfication- LINC's Project Director
'developed these nine day-long conferences which were supported by funds
from BEN (see Section 4).

June, 1977: National Association for Education of Young Children.
Special conference, on mainstreaming (Winston-Salem, North Carolina). The

keynote speaker was LINC Project-Director who discussed "First Steps in
Mainstreaming." The slide-tape "Teachers Talk-about Mainstreaming" was

shown and the E-P demonstration model was discussed extensively.

dull,e1921: TADSAational Conference for State Directors of Early
ChildhooaImpleMentatibn Grants (Madison, Wisconsin). 'A major address on
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mainstreaming by the Project Director included showing and discussing the
slide-tape "Teachers Talk About Mainstreaming."

July, 1977: Presentation was made by LINC Project Director and
Dissemination TEOTdinator at the National Teachers Corps convention in
Washington, D.C. The focus of the presentation wasthe.LINC Demonstra-
tion Model (Eliot-Pearson Children's School) and models-for inservice
training developed by LINE as a part of dissemination activities. The
slidetape, "Teachers Talk About Mainstreaming" was used as a part of this
conference presentation-

. (f) Print'Materials:. Print materials include brochures and
pamphlets describing the Project, its demonstration model and/or its
service capacity. Additional'print materials include papers authored by
the Project DireCtor and his colleagues.

In 1976-78 the Project developed three small brochures/pamphlets.
One pamphlet describes the demonstration model and personnel. A second
pamphlet describes dissemination services. The third pamphlet describes
Parent-Family Participation services of the demonstration model. (See
Appendix .6 for examples of each.)

A collaborative effort in print material .between the Department
of Mental Health, Media, Resource Center and Project LINC resulted in
a booklet entitled First Steps in Mainstreaming: some questions and
answers written by the ProjectDirector. This publication has received
substantial state wide and national distribution. Made available in
March of 1977, more than four thousand copies had been sold or distri-
buted. As part. of LINC dissemination services, three hundred-fifty copies
were sent to professionals, organizations and parent groups concerned with
young children'with special needs. The text of the booklet was reprinted
in the November, 1977 issue of Young Children. Reprints ofthis article
distributed by National-Association for the Education of 'YoungChildren
(NAEYC) between February 1978 and NoVember 1978 include United Cerebral
Palsy of Pennsylvania for distribution.to 600 families and Capilano
College, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada for student classroom use.

A collaborative effort in print materials between Project LINC and
the Massachusetts Department of EdUcation, Division of Special Education,
Early Childhood Project has resulted in the first of a series of Early
Childhood Publications under-the direction of Charlene B. Imhoff, Director
of the Early Childhood Project. Authored by LINC's Project Director, the
field trial edition of A Guide to Early Childhood Developmental .Screenina
has received a considerable state-wide attention and ,use. A-revised
edition of this guide by Dr. Meisels will be publish0 in'November 1978
by the National Association for the'Education of Young,Children (NAEYC).

A- book-- edlted by LINC.Project Director, Samuel J. Meisels
'entitled Special Education and Development: Perspective on Young Children
With Special Needs has been accepted for publication by Un'iyersity Park.
PresS (Baltimore). The book represents a scholarly effort,to provide

2 ,



perspecitve to issues related to the education of young children with
special needs. Chapters have been contributed by the Project Director,
Dissemination Coordinator, and Evaluation Coordinator. Tufts University
faculty members contributing include: David Elkind,Chairman, Department
of Child Study and Anita Olds, also of the Department of Child Study.
Other chapters will be authored by Lillian Weber, George Hein, Murray
Levine, Bernard Banet, Rebecca Crowin, Anthony Bryk, Peter Knobloch ,and
Ellen 'Thrnes. It will be published in May, 1979.

Other print materials include.papers authored by the Project
Director and his colleagues. Examples include "Open education and the
integration of young children with special needs" (in Early Intervention
and the Integration of Handica.ed and Non-handicaseed Children, edited
by M. J. Guralnic , pub is el ey University 'ark Press ; Piagetian impli-
cations of integrating the normal and handicapped preschool child"
(Proceedings of the Sixth Interdisciplinary Conference on Piagetian Theory
and the Helping Professions, University of Southern California, 1977);
and with S. J. Friedland, "Mainstreaming the young emotionally disturbed
child: rationale and restraints" (Behavior Disorders, May, 1978).

(g) Training Manual: A 400-page training manual, entitled
Mainstream Challenges, reflects model components developed in the demon-
stration program at the Eliot-Pearson Children's School, Tufts University.
Modifications and refinements were made during field testining in dissemina-
tion'sites during the years 1976-1978.

The manual underwent extensive revision during the developmental
phase described above. It has,been reviewed in depth by many teachers
and other earl childhood professionals° The current field trial edition
of the manual ill be revised again based on outreach training activities
(funded by B eau of Education for the Handicapped) in the years 1978-1981:

Mainstream Challenges is designed to be used either by teachers
working alone or by teachers working in conjunction with the Project. The
manual is designed for teachers in regular pre-school and kindergarten
classrooms working with children from three to six years of age and for
trainers of these teachers.

The manual consists of six content areas of information that are
inter-related and provide/knowledge essential to classrbom teachers
engaged in implementing an integrated, developbentally-orfented classroom,
program. The six content areas include:'

1. Mainstream challenges
2. Organizing space and groupings in the mainstream classroom
3, Adapting curriculumin the mainstream classroom
4. Informal assessment and record keeping
5, Behavior management
6. 'Parent participation and parent support
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Each Of the ,six content areas is. a self-contained unit lasting
approximately six weeks. Each contains:

1. Written reading material related to the specific content
area.

2. In-class consultation materials and activities for regular
(4) meetings between paired teachers or trainer and teacher.

3. Workshop materials and activities appropriate to the content
area. Workshops conclude the six week content area (Topic.
Area) and provide the opportunity for expanding content
information as well as sharing of challenge and ideas.

A copy of the field trial edition of the manual accompanies this
report, or may be obtained from the Project.

(h) Media: Media included the use of slide-tapes, public
television, newspapers, and newsletters of professional organizations,
First Chance Projects% etc.

Media were utilized throughout the last three years for the pur-
pose of awareness/orientation and also for training.

Three slide-tapes have been produced. The first slide-tape
"Teachers Talk .about Mainstreaming," has been used extensively in 1976-78.In addition to being a part of orientation visits and training strategies,
the slide -tape' was requested for use in both national and regional profes-
sional conference presentations made by the Project Director. Three copiesof the slide-tape were purchased and more than twenty groups and individ-
uals rented it for showing to large audiences..

The second slidetape "Parents Talk about Mai- ,ffling" was pro-
duced under subcontract with the Commonwealth Mental h,alth Foundation
utilizing personnel from the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health,
Media Resource Center. This slide-tape includes. discussions of main-
streaming by parents of handicapped and non-handicapped children,

Slide -take three. "Where Differehces are Respected,." was completedin 1978. The slide-tape-focuses on the relationship between a developmental
view of young children and mainstream programming. Appropriate audiences,
for this slide-tape, include parents, teachers and administrators.

Project LINC and the Eliot-Pearson Demonstration Model Were men-tioned in a number of professional newsletters in 1977-78, including the
newsletter of Project Main Stream and of the Early Childhood Project of
the Education Commission of the States. Attention was also focused upon
the Project Director's booklet First Steps in Mainstreaming and the

2/1
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slide-tapp "Teachers Talk about-Mainstreaming."

Two Boston-area television appearances 'by Project LINC Director
were made in the years 1975-1977. In each case the presentation focus
was the Children's School as a demonstration model for mainstreaming
young handicapped children. In January, 1978 the Project Director and
Dissemination Coordinator discussed the demonstration project and
strategies for inservice training on a local Boston televition talk show.

2. Training.

Demonstration training activities developed by Project LINC for
long term training had three objectives:

(1) Providing new knowledge for trainees in selected topic
areas related to mainstreaming (e.g.: Individualization, space utiliza-
tion, informal assessment, parent support, etc.).

(2) Developing new.skills,in trainees related to each topic
area (e.g. how to individualize curriculum, when to evaluate progress in
a child, how to handle a diffiCult,parent conference, etc.).

(3) Creating lastin_g*change in trainee classrooms through
longterm systematic training and support strategies.

Training was preceded by an initial needs.assessment reflecting
both the training goals ofthe Project (LINO...and the particular needs
of the target site. The needs assessment procedures included:

a) Site AdministratOrassessment of strengths and weaknesses
in teacher-trainees and their classrooms;

b) Site Specialist assessment of the same areas;

c) Teacher - trainee self- report of the same areas;

d) LINC observation of classrooms and informal classroom
evaluation.-

LINCs longterm'training and support services included training and
support services to each site Sit e4personnel who were involved included
classroom teaching staff, specialists.and, in some cases, administrators.

The project deliberately chose to make longterm comprehensive
training and support commitments to a few sites rather than engage in
short term involvement with many sites.. This strategy was selected to
ensure the development of more mainstreamed classrooms capable of effectively
delivering systematic educational services to young children with special
needs.
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Two longterm training and support populations were serviced by the
Project from January-June, 1977, (sites I and II) and two sites were
serviced September 1977-June 1978 (sites III and IV).

Site I: Four kindergarten teachers in three elementary schools
(within dTiFge urban public school system (Somerville, Massachusetts) were
trained. The four targeted teachers in Site I were selected by their
individual building principals and by the school system based screening
project representative responsible for in-service workshops. Identifica-
tion of trainees was made prior to involvement by LINC training staff.'
Site I represents the only training audience for whom no pretraining
screening of potential participants was made.

The Site I teachers ranged in experience from over twenty years
to only three or four years of teaching. Each teacher described herself
in a pretraining questionnaire as feeling comfortable with her teaching
methods (for example: curriculum breadth, space organization, individual-
ization and informal assessment techniques).

Site II: Trainees were three teachers in a five-town Head Start
collaborative (Communities United). Each teacher headed the program in
the identified center and taught a single class of approximately twenty
'children.

The three targeted teachers were selected for longterm training
jointly by the Administrative Director of the collaborative, the collabora-
tive's Educational Coordinator and Project LINC's Dissemination Coordinator.
Criteria for selection included: general breadth of classroom curriculum,
space organization observed degree of individualized programming and
stated desire to participate in training.

All Site. II teachers had been head teachers with the'4program for
several years. Their backgrounds in early education varied. However, in
pretraining interviews none of the teachers stated that she felt presently
"comfortable" with her classroom (curriculum breadth, space organization,
etc.).

Pretraining information from Site II's Director as. well as class-
room observation by Project staff yielded the following observations.: -

curriculum fell into the arts and craft area for the most part, rationale
for activities was generally lacking; informal assessment and individual-
ization of programming was absent. In addition, all three teachers felt
that mainstreaming was "a good idea" but would require much more classroom
assistance and specialist support than currently available to them.

Site Trainees were eleven kindergarten teachers from a large
urban public school system (Malden, Massachusetts). Pre-training needs
assessment indicated interest in training. Very little individualization
and few curriculum adaptations for integrated teaching were observed. Prior
to training these.teachers indicated a. general awareness of what mainstream-
ing refers to and a desire to improve services to children. The teachers'

2
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experience ranged from more than twenty years to a first year teacher.

In Site III building principals whose kindergarten teachers were
.

participating in training with Project LINC were included in two kinds

of training procedures.(described below). In general the administrators

were proud of their kindergarten teachers and their abilities. They under-

stood what mainstreaming is about and welcomed the additional teacher

training. In all cases administrators were willing to participate in
training for themselves a' well.

Site IV: Trainees were the Head Teachers from six classrooms in

an urban Head Start Center, (Lynn, Massachusetts). The teachers were a

cohesive team who had worked together for a number of years. Their aware-

ness of mainstreaming issues was good and they were eager for training.

Curriculum in the classroom generally lackel multiple instructional
objectives and the teachers indicated a desire to develop these specific

skills.

In training sites I-IV Project LINC had two types of objectives:

The first focused on Skill Training. The content areas included the

following:

a) Mainstream Challenges: What are they?

Who can be mainstreamed?

) Individualizing Curriculum: What does it mean?

How is it done?

c) Informal Assessment: Program planning and evaluation;
how to use assessment information in everyday curricu-
lum; record keeping procedures.

d) Supporting and colltborating with parents: Why do it?

How to do it.

Each content was addressed through three kinds of training experi-

ences (see Training Procedures below).

The second goal identified for training Concerned-issues of social

policy. The Project assumed that successful skill-training presupposed'
that the trainee's attitudes would be consistent with the philosophical
underpinnings of mainstreaming. For example,_trainees should optimally
agree that it is indeed possible and also appropriate' that young children
with special educational needs be mainstreamed into regular classrooms.
Potential trainees should also 'agree that handicapped youngsters (as is

the case with .non-handicapped peers) are composites of strengths as well

as weaknesses. An additional attitudinal issue concerned the role of

parents in the educational process.

2
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Throughout training, LINC focused on providing a forum for examining
attitudes and creating opportunities'for positive experiences that Would ,assist in modifying pretraining attitudes in these areas, It was hypo-thesized that modifications in attitude would permit skill-acquisition totake place. As a result, the teacher should feel and perform more compe-tently in her classroom.

Three training procedures were utilized with all four sites. Thefirst constituted written materials that posed questions and provided
orienting information for a content area'(e.g.:. Individualization). Thewritten materials were then discussedduring each trainee's weekly one hour
consultation meeting with LINC staff personnel. Amplification of the
topic area was provided at monthly half-day Workshops. During the workshop,
trainees- discussed the content area.more thoroughly and shared thallenges
they were meeting in their own classrooms. The Project utilized casehistdries in each workshop which demonstrated alternative strategies fordealing with classroom issues and provided participating teachers with
opportunities to share problem solving strategies. At theend of eachworkshop teachers were given an. individual support activity related tothe workshop topic area. The activity was designed to be carried out inthe teacher's classroom. These activities were later discussed with
Project personnel in individual consultations. When-the next content areapaper was receive& by the teachers, the training cycle.began again.,

In training site III two additional training strategies were em-ployed. The first, Administrator Seminars, was meetings with all eleven'
elementary building principals, and the school system Assistant Superin-
tendent for Elementary Education. The focus of these meetings was issues
in mainstreaming of particular relevance to administrators. Topicsincluded; providing additional classroom assistance; developing inter-
agency cooperation; support systems for parents. The seminars served to
raise issues and provide a forum for discussion.

A second training strategy unique to Site III was local school
meetin s. Occurring regularly during the, and support periods,
t ese meetings were attended by the building principal, participating
classroom teacher, involved specialists-and a LINC staff member. Thefocus of .the meetings differed with each building. The purpose of these
meetings was to identify and pursue issues of concern or importance to
individual schools. Topics reflected family populations being serviced,
staffing patterns within the school, etc.

Evaluations of. the Project's training efforts with demonstration
training sites I and II had three foci:

a) Participating teacher evaluation of Project .LINC
training, strategies and content;

) Change over time in participating teacher ability
to use skills acquired from training;

2t
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c) Project LINC evaluation of training.

Evaluation: Sites I and II

The original 1976-77 training group size was small (seven) inss

these sites. In addition only 70% of the participants returned post-

training evaluation materials. For these reasons only informal observa-
tions can be reported about trainee reaction to the LINC program ("a"
below) and the increased ability over time of teachers to use training
acquired skills ("b" beloW).

(a) Participating Teacher Evaluation of Training. Through-
out the program trainees were asked to complete short evaluation forms
after each in-class consultation and following each workshop, (see

Appendix'6). Taken together, responses concerning consultation over the
training period indicated this strategy was both useful and important to

the trainees. Evaluation of consultation from post-training question-
naires also indicated this strategy was successful.

Participatinq teachers rated as "helpful" the following training
elements: on-going post-workshop evaluations.; papers presented prior to
workshops; inclusion of both demonstration and practice in the workshops;
workshop assignment, carried out in claSsroom and discussed with consultant:
The only consistent negative response received from post-workshop ques-
tionnaires focused on the length of time allotted for workshops. Partici-

pating teachers found 2-1/2-3 hours not sufficient.

Post-training questions focusing on training strategies yielded

similar results: participating teachers found written materials,-con-
sultation workshops, case histories and follow-up'activities to be both
effective and important training strategies.

Participating teacher evaluation of program content through the
post-training questionnaire indicated that teachers felt all content

,areas important. They indicated that sufficient information was provided

in all areas except space evaluation.

(b) Change Over. Time in Participating Teachers. Actual

changes in teather behaviors as a result of,training indicated that all
responding teachers would be individualizing curriculumin their class-
room more the next year. A majority of teachers indicated that they
planned to broaden their curriculum and to encourage more parent involve-

ment. Space r organization and use of informal assessment techniques
were seen by t chers as two areas that were not affected by LINC training.)'The teachers generally indicated their pre-training skills in these areas
were more adequate, would not change and further, "could not change because

of the system they were in."
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(c) Project LINC Evaluation of Training. Based on
observation by LINC staff and self-report from participating teachers,
it appeared that the use of three training delivery strategies (written,
consultation, and workshop) was successful. Each strategy for training
complemented the others. The coordination of these strategies provided
a strong avenue for skill acquisition.

For example, one Site I teacher initially spoke consistently of
identified children's "problems" or "handicaps." She did not spontan-
eously address herself to strengths. After. reading the content area writ-.
ten material related to the dangers of a deficit orientation, this teacher
showed a strong positive response to the task of identifying the strengths
of children in her class. After several weeks of support for and practice
in the use of strengths in the service of weaknesses this teacher began to
use this approach in her classroom planning.

Evaluation of training content (based on-post-training evaluation)
indicated that topics such as mainstreaming, individualization skills. and
developing a broad-based curriculum were well received by teachers.
Teachers acquired in these areas demonstrable skills which should remain
over time. On the other hand the areas of parent involvement and informal
assessment were seen by the teachers as not falling within the jurisdic-
tion of their classroom.. In both sttes, system-wide policy about parent
involvement existed. In addition, decisions about assessment were made
at the administrative level. Participating teachers clearly.indicated
they felt bound by, system policy decisions in these two areas.

On balance,. LINC's.longterm training of teachers in SttesI and II
was successful; teachers who began by lining kindergarten desks in rows
generally ended training.with tables grouped by interest area. One
teacher planned to develop home remediation activity suggestions to help
strengthen her bond with parents.

Evaluation: Sites III and IV

Training in sites. III and IV was the same as in sites I and II tut
included the administrator seminars discussed earlier.- The four evalua-
tion foci utilized with sites I and II were repeated in 1977-78 training
(sites III & IV).

(a) Participating Teacher Evaluation of Training:
Teachers in sites III and IV found the use of written materials, consulta-
tions_and workshops to be effective strategies. .Trainer response to
selected areas was positive. Site III teachers requested additional
workshop time and more materials related to the parent support topic area.
The aspect these teachers fotused on was assisting single parent families..
Site IV teachers also requested.additional information .about parent support.
However, these teachers faced. difficulties in.encouraging parent utilization
of community supports (well baby clinics, community mental health clinic,
etc.) and requested mechanical help from LINC in this effort.

2
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As a result of site III and IV requests the field trial edition of
the project training manual reflects a more comprehensive focus on
parent issues and provides specific techniques not included previously.

(b) Change Over Time in Participating Teachers. Actual

changes in teacher behavior over the training and support periods were
encouraging. Most teachers in site III were individualizing more at the
close of training and were utilizing small groupings as a part of their
teaching strategies. Space reorganization and the broadening of curriculum
occurred to varying degrees in most site II classrooms. In several
instances Site III teachers began to involve other teachers in their'
building in discussion of planning for individual children.

Site IV teachers all showed increases in their ability to individ-
ualize curriculum. The observation skills ofsit2 IV teachers shoWed
marked improvement by.the end.of training as did teacher ability to utilize
observations to help clarify program goals for individual children. In

several cases site'IV teachers were especially creative at developing
informal assessment and record keeping procedures to improve their
planning for children with special needs. Space reorganization and
increased curriculum flexibility were visible in differing degrees in par-
ticipating teacher'classrooms..--

(c) Project LINC Evaluation of.Training. A number of
gains canbe sited for site III kindergarten teachers. By and large the
teachers identify special needs children less frequently as "problems"
and are more apt,to spontaneously loOk for individual strengths.. Most
site III teachers madegains in specific content areas included in train-
ing., In all cases site III teachers demonstrated an-increase-in self-
esteem and sense of themselves as legitimate professionals within their
public-school system. A result of this attitude shift in teachers
was their request to be more actively involved in system inservice training
plans and to have kindergarten teacher concerns reflected in those inserv--
ice topics. .

Site III administrators were also involved in LINC training
through administrator seminars and.regularly scheduled building meetings.
Administrators play a prominent role in formal and informal support for
changes in teacher's classrooms. The project administrator training
component in site III attempted to increase awareness of issue in main-
streaming (through administrator seminars) and to increase participation
in challenges teachers face when beginning to teach a mainstream classroom
(building meetings attempted to meet this objective).

Based on post-seminar written evaluations and informal assessment
of building meetings it was the judgement of the Project that the admini-
strator component of training was not nearly so successful as the teacher
Component. Several mitigating factors appear to have influenced this
result.-
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1. Principals attending administrator seminars appeared to have
difficulty focusing on the LINC presentation. They view the sessions as
an opportunity to air issues and grievances with the system's superin-
tendent for elementary education who was present for each session.,

2. The planned focus of LINC training efforts with administrators
was informational. Our strategy was to clarify issues in mainstream
programming and to identify participating teacher's concerns in each
building. Active participation by principals in solving problems and
assisting in program change was not an expectation specified by LINC
prior to training. This contributed to the principals' apparent view
of themselves as participant observers in a training project that really
involved their teachers and LINC. The Project assumed that concerns high-
lighted by teachers in building meetings would encourage administrator
participation in seeking solutions to those concerns. However, groundwork
for this administrative role was not clearly laid.

3. In addition to not, specifying an active commitment to change
on the part of principals, the Project also neglected to show how change
on their part could be beneficial to the administrators. The innovation
(mainstreaming) was related to the classroom and the teacher. The rela-
tionship between .classroom function and building administrator policy-
making was not clearly enough detailed. In other words, the principals'
were not oriented to consider mainstream innovations' in terms of their
own needs. Each of these variables has been considered in planning for
following services to be delivered to this population.

Site IV teachers increased skills in a number of specified areas.
First, they demonstrated improved ability to define short and longterm
goals for special needs children and to look for child strengths more spon-
taneously. Second, teachers integrated training content related to space
organization, behavior managemenl, and informal assessment into their
existing programs. Third, teachers concentrated heavily on working closely
with parents and developed their skills in the area of parent support and
parent participation.

On balance the 1976-78 demonstration training efforts of Project
LINC have been successful. All but one site (Site 1) have received consid-
erable followup contact with the Project and sites II and III have extended
the original training focus to include parents'(site II) and administrators
(site III).

. B. Slippage in Attainment

None.

C. Spinoff Developments

Although numerous spinoffs occurred in Training Sites, as detailed
above, we wish to note one spinoff of considerable significance to Project



LINC. In May, 1978 we were notified that the Project woui
from BEH for three years of outreach activities. The abtr
Outreach is included in Appendix 7.
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VII. COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

A. Accomplishments

-1. Local public schools.

The School maintains active and productive links with
several LEA's. Children from eight different cities have been referred
to Eliot-Pearson for a mainstreamed experience. Staff from the School
are available to work with local personnel and one or two School staff
members attend the Core Evaluation of every Eliot-Pearson child.

2. .Clinics and mental health' agencies.

Many of the School.'s referrals come directly from clinics
such as Tufts-New England Medical Center Department of Pediatrics and
Department of Child.Psychiatry, the Developmental Evaluation Clinic at
,Children's hospital, the .Cambridge-Somerville .Mental.Health and Retarda-
tion Center And-the Cambridge Developmental Clinic. Relationships with
these organizations are excellent. The Clinical Director of the Cambridge-
.Somerville Pre-School Uhit is the consulting psychiatrist to the school.

3; State Educational Agencies.-

As documented in Section VI, the Project had extensive con-
tacts with the State Department of Educationi Division of Special Education,
and the State Department of Mental Health:

B.- Slippages in. Attainment

None
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VIII. CONTINUATION

A. Accomplishments

1. Staffino and Funding

The model demonstration program at Eliot-Pearson has received
a commitment of permanent continuation from Tufts University. A letter
from the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences is attached; In this
letter Dean Hariestan indicates that he is prepared to comMit the University
to funding two new positions a Special Needs Resource TeaCher and an
Assistant Teacher. This represents a financial commitment Of approximatel-y
.$18.000 plus corrolaries (16.5%) annually.

Currently, the school is staffed by personnel who fill the
following positions:

Director
Associate Director
Special Needs Resource Teachers - 2 (BEH funded)
Psythiatric Consultant (part-time)
Head Teachers - 2
Assistant Teachers - (one BEH - funded)
Graduate Assistants --3
Secretaries 2 (one BEH-funded)

In addition. the Project is served by a
and a fullItime'Evaluation Coordinator.
pletely funded.by BEH.

,

full-time Dissefiination Coordinator
Both of these/positions are com-

/

All positions funded directly by Tufts are permanent (non-tenure)
positions and will be continued. With the,addition'of a special needs re-
source teacher and another assistant teacher to the permanent staff. the
school is now assured of being able to continue its mainstreamina proaram
indefinitely.

2. Number of Children To Be Served

The Children's School is currently serving eighteen children
with special needs. Next year the school will also enroll eiahteen special
needs children. There will be.no change in age (approximately two-and-a-
half to six). handicapping conditions(mixed) or severity, (mild and moderate).

3. Location of Services

The mainstreamed program Will-continue as a regular part of
the Eliot-Pearson Children's School. No changes in.the_proaram whatso-
ever are contemplated.



OFFICE OF THE DEAN

November 15, 1977

219. ,

TUFTS UNIVERSITY MEDFORD. MASSACHUSETTS 02155

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Asst. Prof. Samuel Meisels.
Department of Child'Study
Eliot Pearson

Dear Sam:

'Thank you for.yOur letter of NOvermber 1st,_ , which I have reviewed
with Professor Pitcher. I am pleased to advise you the the University
is prepared to commit funds for the two pOsitions you described; namely,
a Special Needs Resource Teacher and one Assistant Teacher.

It should be-understood that this commitment is not tied to any
specific person or persons and should not be so construed. Rather, we
would expect open recruiting for the positions from among appropriately
qualified professionals.'

Good luck with the grant proposal.

BWH:dc

cc:' Professor Evelyn Pitcher

Sincerely,

,Bernard W. Harleston.
Dean, Faculty of Arts and Sciences

13.
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B. Slippages in Attainment

None

2
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'PENDIX 1. OBSERVER'S REPORT

MARTHA

A notice in the observation booth at-the-lab. school requests

224.

NO TALKING. Aside from the fact that visitor conversation might

disturb the children, the silence rule seems a good idea.

I don't think I will want to be distracted by whispered asides

as we watch and listen to these 3-year-olds. We're in a dark

area behind two layers of fine netting throughwhich we can

easily hear,the children without being seen. rlainstreaming,

we were told in the orientation, is a current emphasis in the

program, and each class has several handicapped children in It.

Already I've spottedAmy, a child with Dorm's ;Syndrome. Who else?

I wonder. But suddenly it doesn't matter who else; it doeSn't

seem important.- There's magic in the air, and I need to find out whys

My eyes travel over the physical environment. The large.
i

. ,room has an elevated platform at one end, reached by a 'ladder-like

stairway, and a smaller. platform at the other end. In between

are a large carpeted area, a good-,sized house area, plus areas

for water, sand, clay,:and paint the trappings of the

well-provisioned pre-school. In the carpeted area an expenSive7

looking giant tinker toy is in the process'of becoming some,sort

of giant construction. I can't give It a name but I. bet the

children could. They've been there, intent and purposeful,

for a good while, and I get a feeling if I asVpi them what it

was. they were making, get one of those.marirlous,. long,

iunbelieving looks that kids give you when you ask a silly qUestiOn.

2
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. .1 notice the young man working with those children. I notice
he's encouraging them to do their thing, not suggesting ways
to .do his. That's why they're sticking, I think -- the "giant"
is theirs.

Amy is in the playhouse, but house play doesn't seem to be
strictly territorial in this classroom, for I notice Joanne

and Jennifer high in the loft engaging in house play of A'.
different kind. Joanne, head tossing, blond 'Curls dancing,
an I've-got-the-world-by-the-tail look in her eyes, descends
the ladder,

,7

"We need the shoes," she announces, and, followed by Jennifer,

marches. purposefully to the..house,corner. There they find
just what they need, two pairs of bright, shiny, gold, Cinderella
slippers, with high high heels, and, at least '.six sizes. too big
for 'them. They grab them, no word to Amy, and make off.

and this is when I first notice Martha, because Martha sees this,

senses Amy's distress and moves in. Martha is the teacher in
charge, our notes tell us. Amy, In distress, has crawled. into

a tiny private, space in the playhouse.

"I,, don't think Amy liked what you did." says Martha firmly

to Joanne and Jennifer. "You should ask if you need something

from the house." Joanne and Jennifer, their spoils clutched

tightly in their hands, look across silently. ""You must go

and talk to Amy, you've made'her very unhappy.-'.' No move, just

alshoe-clutching silence. Martha's arm: is now firmly around

Joanne's shoulders, and it propels her back to..the house area
and ..to Amy.; Martha continues to reflect AmylAiunhappineasback

H.
!
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to Joanne. jbanne resists physically, but Marthaists.
Jennifer, half playfully, half seriously, is trying to pull

Joanne away from Martha's arm. "I see you want to rescue

Joanne says Martha. "You'd both like.to be rescued, but

Amy's unhappy and We have to do soMething about it.. When we

want something another child has, we "should ask for it,

A y's'all teary because you didn't ask, you just took it'."

Joanne is still now, unresisting but silent. 'Martha continues.

to.put her thoughts into words that both Amy and Joanne can

understand. She seems'to know that both Amy .and Joanne ,are

'1 don't hear her press for an expressed apology,

even if she is hoping for it.. Perhaps she's prepared .to settle

fora sharpened- awareness instead. I think of_the many times

aults demand of a.child, often angrily, "Say You' re sorry!"

What does "I'm sorrymean to a child under thOse circutstam.:es?

Martha's way makes so much more sense.- Soon Amy emerges,

better now. I'm sure Martha's words provided the comfort she

needed. And Joanne and Jennifer? .No resentment there.

SomeWhat chastened perhaps. Ceitatnly more aware of Amy's feelings.

The Incident makes me more conscious .of Martha. She-talks

a. lot, frequently describing and reflecting back to the children

her observations. She's really good with words and occasionally

tosses a jUlcy morsel. upwards to the booth, inviting us to
I

enjoy the children as she.dOeb. There's no condesCenSlon in

1.her Words. Her 3-year-olds are engaging in sex7ious

.and .her wOrds signal to them that she knows thh. The 'cup is
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empty and the bottle is full," she is saying two laughing
faces at the water table. "Now the cup is.full and the bottle
is half empty." "NOw you're filling the bottle from the cup.
Now, the bottle is full again." So their inve tigations gain
importance from her interest and obsvations, and her words
help, them to develop concepts of full and empty . I think of1 I

the endlead arguments about the place of play an school,. and

the hard:line that adults tend to draw betwee workhnd.play.
1 glance:again at the two laughing faces play- orking With

water, and I have a feeling that Martha and he childrren have
that problem squared away!

Inanother part of the room I notice seve al children at
a table. A young woman (a student, I think) 1 with them as
they work with clay, beating, pounding, rollin

Moldixig -- with more vigor than artistry. I notice how aware
she is of their emerging fantasies as they mov from clay to

"cooking," to "cookies," to "parties," to "dre s up," and on
and on. Her words and actions validate the ch ldren's fantasies

enriching both their language and their play. I reflect on
the Importance of her input. In no way, does s e attempt to

take,Over and direct, I have a feeling that t e children know
this and welcome her into their private play, ensing the

squeezing,

value to them of her interest.

;It's. near to recess time on this bright, unny March day.
'OUtstde see the challenging physical enviro ent.. I wonderr

4:

how the morning will end. I find myself think ng of akaleidoscope

,and the magical way the colors change and intoendlesslY

2c.-
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different arrangements. There has been a kal idoscor;kc quality

to the morning's activities, a flow of people and events, groups
forming and reforming, spontaneous interactions that 'seem fresh

Iand authentic. Martha now is over by the window, sitting in the
iplayhouse. "It's such a lovely day," she remarks, tl no one

In particular, PI can see the grass as well as the sriow. Does
anyone want to go outside for a while?" A few childrien respond

immediately. Others are too engrossed to hear. "No Mark

is onthe-slide," she says, "he's having Such run. Perhaps
you'd just like to smell .'.tat good air." A feW more drift

1

over. to dress.

A couple of children are still engrossed frith the water
play, and there's Jennifer and Joanne again,. 'hey're in the

house area where Martha is sitting, but her wods do'hot persuade
them. They're too busy. cooking with the clay.? Suddenly I am.

aware of the young teacher who had been working with the builders.

On his way outside he stOps by-the playhouse. "Do you need

any help?" I hear him say. Jennifer's nispons. is immediate,

startling in its frank simplicity: havehave tip do it ourselves

beCause it's so hardt" He. nods understandingly and moves on.

"We-.have to do it ourselves -- because it's so hard," I think.

"It's a lovely day and. I'm over here talking up a storm,".

',says_Martha to one of her colleagues. But it btopc, there, with
talking I mean. Joanne and Jennifer have impottant things to do

Anside.-- so be it! "You know," says Martha t them,."tOday"we're
j' breaking,a rule. There is a 'place for clay, anc it's not in the

2 4.)
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house, but today you are using it in the house, but lust today.
Sometimes we can break rules. I suppose." No reply,-but again,
my feeling that they have.,heard that they know it is a special
day, that-.Martha has let them break a rule. Earlier in the day
a confrontation -- now A special privilege...

Coincidence? I wonder.
Joanne has to be one of the most take-cha ge 3-year-olds

I've ever. observed. She's organizing this gre t bake. Pies,
cakes, cookies -- all get.slammed into.the/sto e. "Let's get
babies," says Jennifer. They go over and sele' t two dolls
which they:immediately undress. Jennif/r findS a plastic
face Mask which-she struggles-to'fit o er her doll's face.

/
"That's.for hospital guys," says Joanne firmly. Jennifer

ignores her and continues to struggle. "We're in home," says
Joanne..

"I'm a nurse," saysVennifer.

"Okay," says Joanne, cleverly swinging with it. "Let's_
play !hospitals. The hoSpiial's over here." S e pulls Jennifer
out Of the house'and into an adjacent area. his can be the

hospital. That's the. house." They_Put both dells on the bench.
net d X-ray them, but yOu have to hold them:d wn still."

She pulls two large, arch-shaped bloCks from a box and pinions
her doll firmly to the bench. .Jennifer follow suit. "If you
have an operation, says Joanne, "they hold yo down like this."

"I know," says Jennifer,

She won't forget, even if she didn't know I think..

Suddenly Joanne snatches up her .doll and oundly spanks it
long and hard on its, bottoms then sinking tot e floor she cuddles

2('-



it close, rocking slowly as she does, eyes clo

to explain .that suddenhurting or that soulful

230

ed. No words

loving.

Another gem for us to store away!

In comes 4ann'from playing outside. She bunces over to

"Get out, this As a hospital! Get out, 4cA outl"
; IRaised voices attract Martha's attention. "Perhaps yo-,1

Ineed a nurse in y'Our hospital," she says.

"We're the nurses," Joanne replies, indignant.

"Well, how about a social workez: -- whatever she would ,do

or a :idOctor?"

"Okay, she can be the doctor.",
: .

Martha goes off, to return seconds late with a qallstio
- . !

stethoscope which she drops onto Jean's lap. J.esn's attention

to her new vocation is absolute. She listens* long and hard

to.each dolls bellY.rolling her eyes andbreathing deeply.

The arrival of Joanne's mother brings to an end t:-; twenty
.

i . -

minutes of 'pure-joy for those of us behind thelscreen.

"Gotyour coughdrops, Joanne?"

them all."

1"You have?"

.1"Yes, and I don't have a cough any.more.,

It seems tome there are many unpleasant thing* a's well Rs'
coughs 'that children can loSe in this rooth many gco-1 thing!:

i

they an gain.
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Observing Vartha's classroom I 'ISecome aware again of that
vital balance .between freedom and constraint that the skillful
teac'her maintainsr a structure within which children feel secure
enough to reach out, to accept challenges, to take risks,

to investigate to try things out, and in the N"rocess to cros

new frontiers of learning, knowing that outside themselves is
the protective strength of a wise and understaridlng adult.
Thank youpNartha.

Rosemary Amington
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Ths reort written Jointly by :3cott's home and school tutor:'.
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Name: Sol-A

Hirth: 10/20/71
Are Ncw: 5.5 years

T'ITOR iirTORT

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
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leport Jate: 5/2t,/77
Tutors: Debbie t-eddin..-

Pat Cur. iru
amervisor: Sarah Fu:Awarr

Famil.:), Constellation and Some Environment:
Scott lives with his parents,

, and two older
siblin s, Steven, age 10, and Stacey, age 7. Steven is developing normally:Scott and Stacey are both special needs students at Eliot-:'earson.

The family lives in a third-floor apartment on a quiet
!Ytreet. Their apartment is well kept-up and comfortable, and in-cludes some beautiful wood furniture handmade by Mr. . Some modift-c-tions to the physical environment have been necess,lry due to Scott.'s hy-peractivity; for example, the knobs,on the stove have been removed so thatonly an adult can light the burners.he enjoy going out for din-

ner tollether, as well-as taking day trips and weekend outings. tr.
shifted his work schedule from nights t9,..4ays several months ago, whichpromises to give the family even more time together.

Referral Source ,_History of Problem, and Previous Evaluation:
Scott came to Eliot- Pearson in the fall'of '767i.757171e recommendationn' Cambridge-Somerville ,,dental Health Center (Preschool Unit), where he h=dbeen attending summer school. During the semester he was ttored twi-e-a wiek in schol and once a week at hoMe. A tutorinr. report was writen inDecember of '76. This follow-up report (5/20/77) is submitted with, the in-tent to discuss an.i expand upon Scott's development, over-the spring semes-ter. oth home (Pat) and school.),26bie)'observations will bQ .refered towhere pertin,,nt.
Scott has been diagnose, -as hyperactive with delayed speech and ling

nary! .(June '751-Cam./Som.-Preschool Unit report; 11/22/76--.M.G:H. report),
'and mentally retarder (June '76--Cam./Som. P.U.). Scott has been.taking
medication for hispyperactivity, in the form of 7-8 mg. of Ritalin
He also has a driftig left eye which seems to be functioning normally atthis time, with 20/20-vision.

N

. TrTORIr%1_,

Description of Class:
Scot is a four day mainstreamed class under the direction of Art

-f!gn, class Meets daily from 1:T)-300 in tho afterrdofwit the excention of ';ielnes.!ay. The class age varies 1-Aet;A, en -;-4 y.-?ars,
with Scott as the oldest of the 2a students. There are 4 snecill needs
chillr.n 'n the cr

Scott i s 7.1s1111ytf.nsported to school by taxi The 'ay beg ins with..meeting, when the children choose their first aCtivity from a meeting boxset up with materials from each area of the class. On tutoring: days Scottreceives a tutoring card,- and chooses an activity from the box to save forhis return to class. Playtime lasts between hours. Cieanup'folLows,
and. the children again gather together for quiet reading and music. Theythen outside to play, until-story -time, after, which they go home.'bn
days with bad weather, inside play and music is extended, with creative-movement a fLvorte activity.

2 '*,)...,
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-Tutorial Arrangements:
Scott is tutored .at home (Pat) and.in school (Debbie). 'n school

he tutoring takes. place twice a week, on Tuesday and Friday afternoons.
After Scott receives his tutoring card at meeting,we go i.mediitely tc
the class office.to replace the card on our bullein board and pick up
the tutoring bag, I hav prepared. This bag contains sever21 choices ol
mat, -ials for Scott' to pick from once we begin our sessior:s. Last semes-
ter .,coat was tutored either in the class office or under the str,cture
in the room. This proved to be highly distracting, so this semester the
sessions have been held in the .Child Study Department testing room. Be-
fore alaSs begins I set it up for Scott by removing any extra or tempting

bmaterials, and place the first task to be done on the' table. When this
activity is completed, Scott then chooses another from the tutoring bag.
Sessions last anywhere from 2045 minutes, after which we- pick up and-re-
'turn to class. Scott usually has chosen his first class activity from the
box at meeting, so he knows what is expected of him upon re-:Joini7g the
class. I usually stay in the class for most or all of the remaninv day,
:is it ,;ives me e chance to do further work Scott and hj's prs.

-Home tutoring has been going on since the end-of October '76. The
-ions are held once a week fot an hour-, and_include ScotL, Pat, and Mrs.

. Mr. took part in these sessions too, until he went on
a da:/ shift at work, in January. The materials brought tb the session----
were left ftr a weHc,and the parents,, usually Mrs. , used th_4-m
ether d-A.ly or or alternate days for 30-45 'minutes. Due -)-ar.. overwhelm-
ing .numb r of duties at the end of the term (looking for sch ols for next
year, taking Scott to be tested, etc.), Mrs. Thad increasing diff-
4cul-f: in following through with the home tutoring, and it was terminated
in Fetruary.

ASSESSMENT OF PRESENT FUNCTIONIP:IC.

Description of Child:
Scott is a slight, brown-eyed chil with-blond hair wholalthckUgh

older than his classmates, is of siMi r phySiOal' build. He is active and
obserVa).t. Scott is easily distracte form. individual activities if there
is any visual and /or auditory stimuatiOn 1,;oing on around him. ne is quite
verbal, and likes to-ask-questions about anything that interests him.
:times and singing are two of Scott's favorite activities, and he has been.
showin_a great deal of enthusiasm in his gross motor achievements,Tsuch
as somersau-lting. He is- a. mild-mannered child, rarely aggressive, and easy
to get aLongwith.

Speech, Language, and Communication:.

a. Verbal Pecentive:
! Scott has madeistrong pri9gress in his verbal receptive skills. His

attention span has increased 'noticeably and With this therefias been an
opportunity to advance both his listening and understanding abilities. A
Favorite activity of Scott's is -music. He is quick to learn new songs and
verses,. responding Ao patterns and tempos within the music accurately.
Scott gave one song, "Hush Little Baby," his own words because they sound-
ed more appropriate to him than the way I first sang it ("Hush little baby
don't you cry...' vs. the original 'Hush little baby, don't say a word...")

Cire activity that we repeated for 3-4 weeks involVed me giving verbal.
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Llur3 to Scott while he searched the room for 4 small paper letters
i. had

aped onto the walls. Each session focused on a different letter of his
eme, with the end results being taken home for display on his bedroom
Loor. Scott had to find the. letters, "S" for example, and glue them onto
. large paper "S" which I had prepared earlier..hints as to how man,/ more
.et ers he needed to find, or what color letter he should try t() spot next
Lemstrated tht .7cott understood and enjoyed tnis hide-and-seek method--
e respondedaccurately to my verbal signals.

Scott can respond well to simple 2-part commands, but has di.ficulty
eacting appropriatel to more sophisticated ones. His knowlege of common
t:ects and their-labels is limited, which affects his ability to respod
;(.) complicated orders. He is able to sit thr,,ugh longer periods o- tire,
nd car listen to a story in group time with a -lini:aam of iistractability.
)ften Art starts the day by drawing Scott's tutoring card from the.metin
)ox,,-nd PnoUncing that he has P. card for "someone who's T:ae begins withhe letter This is Scott's cue o receive his card, and he ever .'isses it.

Verbal LZpressive:
Scott's speech is -somewhat difficult to understand. He uses' incomplete

entencesoand talks rapidly. When speaking to other children, he often
Leeds an adult to help translate. Like his sister Stacey, who is an influ-
ntial role model ftor him, Scott tends to refer to himself as "me" rather
han."I" when speaking-",e 'open this.", "Me make Stacey something.", "Me
ake it hoMe." Through word games and songs Scott is encouraged to correct
his ("Do you know:thejiqUin games
.sing the letters 'of. his name ( "I see a blue.'S'. Can you give :)e the blue
S'?".) while involving. him in' the repetition of proper phrases,are fun,
asy tasks that we often, begin tutoring sessions with.

Scott enjoys music and is an eager participant in singin. His_ favorite
ongsj_nclude "Aiken Drum, "' "The VLuffin Man, " "Jingle Bells," "Hush Little
aby," and "The Hokey-Pokey.-"-I often bring the guitar .to our sessions, and
t was during one of them that Scott madeUp his own' verse to "Hush
aby."

A spontaneous dramatic play session during tutbrini- one'day ied to
t.l.ccessful series of verbal, imaginative play-actdng. experiences which
d.aced Scott, in the varied.roles of firefdghtelr-iitchdigger, and lady-in-
dstress. Uping the one-way mirror in the testing room, we acted out scenes
,hiIe watching our reflections in thq glass. .Scott was immediately respon-
j:ve to this. activity and used a .great deal of Coherent, spontaneous lang-
agetO expreSs_himSelf.'

Scottis inclined to repeat certain activities if he is familiar AAh
hem; often this is accompanied by excited, repetitive questions or phrases
ike "Why?" Whenever I brought the guitar to tutoring Scott knew that it
as saved for our last activity, but during the preceeding tasks he would
onsistantly )sk if-I actually had the 'guitar in the case, or if it was' ,,dme to pray it

I

yit.Firm, easy to understand guidelines need to be estab7estab-ished such cases, so that his questions are answered but not allowed
o dominte the entire. session-.

Scott can.carry,on/a simple conversation, but cannot answer questions
evolving memory ("What did you do this Weekend, Scott?"),

Towards the latter half of the semester Scott began verbalizing feel-:
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more. ;;e took several walks to the. ball field across the-wa:i. As we
went there often were tractors and trucks working, nearby. Scott was fasci
nated but frightened by the large, noisy vehicles. He would start to yen--
t;re near them, only to run behind me with a firm:"I.scared" when they
came. closer. Scott asked many questions about them and'enjoyed watching
them from safe distances. Our dramatic play sessions in the tutorin room
were, in unrt, a resultof these outside experiences. They helped Scott
to act out, verbalize, and becoMe familiar with much feelings as fear and.
excitement.

c. Non Verbal:
This semester it has been'a sub-goal pf mine to help.Scott verbalize

his feelings and desires. he does not act out when frustrated. Often the
only way one can-tell he has.been hurt or bullied is by actually viewing
the incident-itselfhe. wili not seek adult intervention or-strike hack
at theaggressor. He shys away from negative encounters with his peers
and if, for example, another child throws sand in his lace Scott will re-
act passively, almost as though he is .not aware of the eat at ail.' At;
:,ther times Scott subtly asserts himself. This is most noticeable in fam-
iliar situations, such as group time,-when.Scott is sharing my lap with
another child. He will quietly but firmly edge the other child off my:
lap by. pushing himself further into the middle. Encouraging him to v,--
balize.his desire, and settling on a solution (each child sitting on a
separate leg) are good models for Scott.

If he is-disinterested or unable to deal with a situation Scott will
"blank out" with a vacant stare and, again, needs an attentive adult to
help him focus back on the activity. Physical interaction with SCott--hold-
ing his face between my-hands or bodily pointing him in the appropriate
direction - -are helpful means of refocusing his attentiOn.

Scott will also grab for food or drink at the snack table instead of
asking to, have it passed to him. Adult modeling is also beneficial here.

Coordination:

a. Gross. motor: ,

Almajorgoal has been to involve.Scott in gross Motor-activitie
. He

exhibits poop motor planning when running, kicking, and tumbling. T-
strengthen these skills Scott is learning to somersault, balance o a lOwl
jeam; manipulate'a bail-With his hands and feet, and run with his hands
held by his side, not flailing in the air.

Art began somersaulting activities in clas, and I continued with
them in tutoring' sessions Scott first- 1-earned to lie across a low board
Supported by 2 blocks. Gradually he tucked his head under and brought his'feet oven his head to complete a rough somersault, As he became more adept
at this, Scott was encouraged to a:ttempt..a similar tumbling motion without
the support of.a board. He. has been .steadily improving on this. Scott also
learned'to ballance on ,the board, first bY kneeling and pulling himselfinto a standing.positipn,_then. bypassing the need to kneel.and.stepping
'Up onto the board in one-COntinuous motion. He can walk:the length of the
board and .jump off, but hS- refuses. to reverse directions. As he walks I.instruct him to "put one foot in front of the other," 'Which helps 'Scott to
focus on, his movements. He likes tp have me count to lc) when he reaches
the end, before, jumping off into the "water"

With the Warmer weather;-ScOtt and I, moved outside topiay catch,
kickball, and Chase. Holding hands and facing each other, we.would spin-

,.

2fr)4-'
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around quickly as I drew attention to the movement of his feet. he needs
to bP made aware of what all parts of his'body are claim,: at a given time,
so th,.t his coordination is smooth and.continuous. :IeenjoyS -rast-p7.cpd
*,arses of catch and kickball, especially wher he is being ch-sed with the
ball. After such, activities Scott is usually very excited, arJJ needs-an
-ampl'e transition time to calm him back down.

Scott doeS not show any" marked foot preference yet. When climbing
stairs he leads with his left foot, while going .down st=irs hp [avors his
right. he enjoys climbing the structures inside and outside of class, -nd
recently mastered the rope cEielibing ladder attached to the outside slide.

b. Fine motor:
Scott's fine motor coordination needs improvement. He is adept at

such tasks as placing pegs into peg-boards, manipulating puzzles, string-
ing:beads, and playing games like lotto. He :"anhandle a stapler, scissors
and.tape, but awkwardly. Scott has not shown hand preference.yet, so his
drawing. and writing skills are weak. He has c..,7Titulty tracing both free-
hand and inset figures. He can write only a few. letters of his name (0,T,
C), but is able to identify all of them. Scott can hammer and saw, but-
needs adult supervision as he sometimes uses materials inampropriately.
He may attempt to ha mer into the carpentry table or saw wood that is not
secure in the vise. Scott is able to join into songs with hand movements,.
provieing he knowa the words. We often spend timeir tutoring practicing
"Where is Thumbiin," "This Is The Way We Wash Our Face and several oth-
ers,_ using the. one-way mirror to reflect our movements.

c. l'erceptu-1 motor :
Through' various gross and fine motor activities Scott's ye-hand a:.;id

eyeOfoot coordination is reinforced. His balancing, walking on the board,
and ball. slaying abiLitites serve to strengthen thr,se areas. Telling him
to "put one foot in front of the other" when he is walking 'on the board is
a helpful, verbal cue for Scott to focus on his movement. Tossing; : lan..e

rubber ball back and forth, with increasing distance between us, brings
attention to Scott's eye-hand coordination.- He is able to do this when
the distance is short and action fast-paced. Scott has been getting lots
of Praise from the adults around. him for his motor achievements-His -prie
in these acc'ompliahments is reflectedin his mounting desire to continue
practicing these activities.

At cleanup tine.Scott is an active participant, able ta.match and
sort mate!ials such as blocks, and replace them ire .the proper spaces..
ause-pf his. Undetermined haAdedneas, Scott has di1Ticulty With some fine

m ,tor pecept.ual tasks like tracing. He enjoys drawYi-ig.tAd coloring, ar.d
in home tutoring these skills are reinforced too. 1'

Cognitive i_;evelopment and Skills: .

Scott's hyperactivity and tendency .to be easily districted have made
'_.i.tneessary to spend a great deal of time helping him to focus or his .

interactinns with people and materials. One method used to help, increaae
his attention span involves a 5-minute sand glass, set uo at the -ctivity
he is-partibipating in and stressing the minimum amount of timejie has to
reMPAn in th.t certain area (5 minutes), This reduces excesive'movement
between areas while at the same ti-e forcing Scott to focus on a p,'rticular
task, Within several. weeks Scott adapted.to th s, rd cowl rem7in in an
area withflut needing the tier. The average time he ca sta.: focuse v-r:ps
between 5-t5 mInAte.s.
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With this increase in attention span it was easier to work with
Scott in other cognitive areas. He' knows and can label, a square, circle,
amd triangle. He is especially competant at .lotto games which call for
matching geometric shapes. Scott is also familiar with all the basic obi:-
ors and the letters in his name. He does not know the alphabet well enough
to identify or label all the letters, but he can sing the alphabet song
with the class and name many of the letters in the process. In our tutor-
ing sessions, the hide-and-seek game with letters in his name was good for
reinforcing letters and colors, as well as pre-counting skills; there were
always four letters to find and the amount left on the wall after each
"discovery" to figure out.

Scott has good visual discrimination. He can sort and classif :; objects
well, applying-his sense of humor to the task When he tries to fool me with
mis-catagorized examples of, for instance, pictures of food a d pictures
of toys.

.

Puzzles with faces of people on them are fun tasks to do for reinforc-
ing knowledge of body parts. These puizles !,re made of rectangular card -
board strips, with each strip having a different part of'the face on it.
Th?re are four such puzzles in 2111 a woman, man, baby, and full view of
a young boy on roller skates. Scott can identify all the facial parts, al-.
'though he does not always place them in proper sequence. ShOwing him the
order that these parts ,tome on our own faces helps to further emphasize
this.. Scott enjoys mixing the parts together, so that the "Frandmother"
would have the baby's chin, etc. We also traced the part of Scott's body,
cut out the four main prts (arms, legs, torso and head), and mounted them
on the tutoring room wall. .. . . .

Over the semester 1 have also been concerned with how Scott uses ma-
terials. As I mentioned earlier, he can handle a stapler and roll of tape
apprOpriately, but he does not always focus on the material he is trying;
to staple or'tape, instead he becomes preoccupied with the function of the
tool. This can lead to him stapling paper that is not properly positioned
under the stapler, or taping materials without Making sure the two sec-
tions.to be joined are both held by the tape. He will repeatedly attempt
to work at the task in this way until an adult helps him to stop, examine
the situation, and discusses alternative suggestions with hirri

The uses and labels of common objects have beeh.stressed for Scott
too, so thathe can improve his.verbal skills as well as learn the proper
use of materials. Prepositions like under, over,Iin, out,,behind, and on
top' of are appropriately resnonded to by Scott i cues (pointing, designa-
ting with one's eyes, and giving verbal hints) re given as ..:ell. He can
distiLguish between most and least when given 2 pile's to choose from, and
will_ successfully order sizes from biggest to Smallest. .

---3.

2 ,
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General Behaviors
a. Solution to everyday problems:

When faced with a frustrating or challenging problem Scott usually
attempts to deal with.it by repeating familiar measures, even if these
actions are unproductive. He needslan adult's supervision when such an
occasion arises, so that alternatives can be discussed. Scott rarely
turns to his peers for help, but he does,take-ean interest in their act-
ions and is willing to partake of similar activites once he has observ-
ed them. The increased attention given Scott by the different adults in-
side and outside of class.has heightened his enthusiasm and success in
various skills. A reduction of distracting materials and chOices at a
given area have also served to place Scott in an environment that is
easy for him to deal, with. As a result, he is more capable of handling
small challenges and decisions. He can apply past experiences and obSer-
vations to other tasks. An example of this is Scott's manipulation of
materials when he debided to make a locket like the One I often wear to
school. Initially I helped him to trace, cut'and fold'the paper he chose
to use. I then asked him, how he wanted to keep it shut, and after examin-
ing my necklace, he decided upon a small piece of tape, which.he folded
so that-it could be easily peeled back to open the locket. Finally, Scott
colored a picture inside, and we wrote hia name on the outside as
so that the locket was as realistic as possible.

12o Self-help:
Scott is a neat child, who's self-help skills are good. he avoids

getting very messy, but does not shun activities that involve a moderate
amount of messiness. Scott can wash up when he needs to, and can toilet
himself when remkbited by an adult to use the facilitieS. He rarely wets
his pants in school now. He Can reftve :11(1 put on his own coat, and enjoys
zipping the zipper if an adult has startq,d. it for him. Scott can buttonwell too.

c. Personal- social Development:
At the beginning of the year Scott.had'a difficult time separating,

but this situation is now under cOntroL 'He still brings' an object from
home 'each day, which is usually a: Snoopy doll car toy. Whatever the objeCt;
Scott knows that it must remain in his cubby until the end of class. He
is agteeable to thiS, and there have been.noproblems with separation
thiS semest r.

Scott nows.the names of most of his classmates, and has been increas
ingly able to spend time with.a few Of them at an activity, such as the
water table, for over,-7 minutes at a time. He tends.to exhibit mostly
parallel and solitary play, so-effort is made to draw other children into'
activities, like cooking, where cooperative play is emphasized. .notherfUr thing to do is lotto, whcih helps Scott, and other children, to prac-,tic taking turns while working towards a common goal.

Our tutoring sessions were always centered around just the two of us,but upon return to class we occasic_ially invited one other child into theclass office for a song on the.guitar or to experiment with a tape recorer: Scott exhibited mild signs of possessiveness- when other children dmanded too.much of my attention, so I made sure that the'two of us did
have our designated time alone each day,

Scott also needs help in self-control areas. He will impulsively
scribble in'a book or write andglue on a table. Much of this can be con-
rected by simply bringing is attention to these a.ctivities-and suggesting
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aporopri. ways to use, and riot use materialq. F.t group time Scott is
also prone to speak out while another is talking, or to want to flip the
pages in '1 book randomly as others are listening to a story. Remaining
close to him and emphasizing-what he needs to do ("You need to listen
now, Scott. We will look at the otherjpictures after the story is over.")
j.F. helpful in keeping his attention properly focused.

Scott plays well in the classroom and is beginning to single out sev
etal children as favorites. He seeks Stacey's company when the two classes
"re out together on the play yard. Scott is usually a follower when Yt
comes to joining and initiating activities. His speech is somewhat diffi-
cult. for other Children-to understand, so it is helpful to have an adult
nearby heady to assist and encourage his verbal interaction.

Tutorial Experiences:
a. Setting:

Tutoring sessions in school are held at the start of the da:; and in
the same office. Variations 'on this occur only when the weather is nice
enough to spend the time outdoors. Predictability and routine are vital.
They.allow Scott tofeel as comfortable and in control of'the situation
as possible. Each session lasts about 20-45 minutes, and Scott has the
option of terminating it when we have finished with out three tasks.

Home tutoring took place. at the kitchen table in the home.
it involve'd Scott, his mother). and Pat. (See Tutoring Arrangements for more
details)

b. Goals, lv'athods, and Materials Used:
School goals for Scott this semester include fine and gross motor

development, body awareness, increasing his attention span and ability to
focus, use of proper pronouns and prepositionst strengthening of peer in-
teraction, and taking turns. Within thses broad catagories are smaller
sub-goals which were emphasized in individual,sessiOns. Examples of these
sub-goals include tracing shapes, the proper execution Ofa somersault,
identifying the parts of the body, being able to remain in one area for a
specific amoulit'of time, playing word games and songs, and wcrking in
small groups doing sharing activities such as cooking and lotto.

Methods and materl'..als used in school center' around the principle.
that Scott needs a routinized, well-established-order to his day. From
the start, when he receives his tutoring card and picks up the tutoring
bag, Scott knows *hat is expected. A single task is introduced at 2' time
to avoid confusion. This has already been set up for him before he enters
the tutoring room, and 'he'begins with it right away. Scott is always in
motion, so the activities chbsen are ones which allow for freedom of move-
ment: He enjoys manipulating materials, so for each task there is some-
thing that must be glued, stapled, or put together- is some way. Raw mat-
erials like paper, glue, crayons and marker's are always in,the bag. I also
include a g-ame or puzzle' of some sort. Each session ends with either
dramatic. play or the guitar. Eye-contact or gentle physical contact will
bring Scott's attention back to the task At hand' if he: becOmes,distracted.
Caution must be taken to remove any extraneous attradvtions, 'such as the
testing room supply cabinet (I turn it'arbund to face the wall and block
the door.trom-opening) or else Scott- may find it more appealing "than his
tutoring activity. Modelin appropriate verbal and physical actions'for.
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him also help Scott to express himself in a meaningful way.

Goals and methods used at'home for Scott fall into three catagories;
improved fine motor coordination, ability to recognize some letters, and
improved. Language. skills.

To improve Scott's fine motor ability, manipulatiVe materials such
as peg-board and pegs, Constructo-straws, shape and object tracing, and
stringing beads were used.

-For learning letter recognit.ion, we began with shape matching r.d

naming, then progressed to sorting, matching, and naming the letters of
Scott's name. We used sandpaper cut-outs of letters, matching plastic
letters to outlines, sorti,ng letters into boxes, touching P letter and
finding it's match, tracing 'a stencil of Scott s name, sequencing plastic
letters in Scott's'name, and printing letter shapes with pair.t and play-
dough.

Under language skills, we began with naming objects, using games like
lotto. We then moved on to learning verbs of action, again using lotto,
and a set of photographs, "Faces of Chilthen." We also began work on pre -
positions - -on, in, beside, behind-, in front of, and. under--using games
which required Scott to place or locate objects according to verbal in-
structions. Finally, in coordination with Scott's school tutor (Debbie),
we began encouraging and reinforcing the use of "I" as subject instead
of "me." His mother also exposed Scott to language experiences such as taking
him on walks, or weekend trips, and talking about them. She also reads to
'him frequently.

c. Learning.Style:
'Scott functions best in.an uncluttered, simplified setting.; He will

repeat a task over and over (see use of materials under Cognitive Devel-
opment) unless guided differently. He also, because of his hyperactivity,
may...mOve from activity to activity in a haphazard fashion, and needs to
be limited in some way, with the Sand glass timer for example. He seems
to be happiest when in a one-to-one relationship with an adult, and does
not hesitPte to ask for help. This semester he his become more proficient
in several areas,Lgross motor and group participation for instance, and
he tends to show ;greater enthusiasm in reper,ting these skills.

// At home, Scott learns best with activities which are short, visuPlly
interesting, fairly self-explanatory, and imrolving, hit physically. When
filtering occurs at home Scott is not usually visibly distractible, altholnh
he may be auditorily distracted by outside noises. He is generally inter-
ested in the material and enjoys tutoring. He is able to sit at the table
for about 30 Minutes.

d. Evaluation of Progress Towards oals:-
Scott has made visible achievements in gross motor,. cognitive, and

social skills. This is largely due to efforts made to improve his -overall
attention span and focusing ability. With these accomplishments it WaS
.easier and more rewarding to work on the basic skills mentioned above.
This semester ,seems to have been very short and broken up with many vaca-
tions, so some valuable time was lost along the way. Yet Scott seems-to
have emerged from this term ,a very happy, more competent child, which is
the most important outcome of our time together. All of these skill areas
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eed contieeeo reinforcement, especially nis Laneilaae skills. eavina in-
put from the home and class tutors, as well as the Eliot-tear pe eaff
at, : hi Descents, has enaLied Scott to receive coresistet atte!
reeise for his efforts. 'lilts in itself is a ma:,,or easen roy the c eoa-rees

efiected in cott's behavior.

Sn home tutor ine .:cote showed a preference for fine motel' activities,
and could sit filling-a peg-board with pegs three or four times in succes-
sion without beinp. bored. 1 {e can nbw trace a recognizPble shepe from an
inset, obviously attempting to follow the contours, where before this was
1:1re:ely uncoetrolled unolanned motion. Scott ean eew ,ateh eel ,.ort 211

the Letters in hie) rmme, as wells as some others ( A,13,E,ll ). file see pl-ce
Let'. era in his Herne in the proper sequence. He can reconize

as we :1 as some others (Barbara. Al, Staney, Steven, Ysags , end Art). ue
can usully--75 of the tune--currectly name S,C,O.T, and A.

.;cott can correctly identify a 1 d-ge number of common eb, aa. He
can familier ections, such as jumping, running, eatiee;, aed Cock-
ier:. ee can follow Deepositioned commands correctly ';(,)% of to time. Scott
also knows to reelace "me" with "T" wnen challena-ed; but :3t1 ;1
ueee "1" spoetaneoasly.

e. euture Concre t ;oats:
Scott's school progress adequately reflects a need for continued

rl,ieterceeet arel support in all- areas mentioned 'd)ove. He is becoming
more, confident socially, and with the thought in mind that he wilt be
switchina schools' after the summer, I recommend that his laegua,,e id

soCial skills remain a priority. Scott needs a good deal of fine motor
practice, especially in tracing and similar pre-writing exerciseN. A
follow through on dramatic play and singing will further reinforce the
enogress Scott has made in his verbal expressive abilities. Emphasis
on verbalizing his feelings is needed too, as that erea was not fully
developed this semester. Outside play this summer will be perfect for
continued gross !rotor activities, which Scott seems to enjoy and rely
on forreIeasing enerLty.

Goals that have emerged from home tutoring and should,be stressed
ie the future ieciede letter recognition and motor planeing. ,^erhaps
L'cott could learn one or two favorite words and the letters in. them.
r'ollowing an obstacle course would help develop 'gross motor Pl.-ening.
pie should use ,aeau-e-e experiences such as talkie:- into a t-pe recorder,
jar diceetLea stories,- to share experieeces and relte them .eeebally.

Sumary and ieco-smendationst
This has 1 ew. a very g-,00d.semester for Scott, as he has had a great

-ie;iL of atte!ItLon, praise and reinTorcemeet. from conce'rned idults around'
him. Scott functions well in a mainstreamed class if care is taken to
provide him with a suitable environment. By suitable'I mean a setting
that is minimally distracting, both visually and auditors4iy, In'the tu-
torinP, room for example, I draw the shades over, the mirror until we are
going to use it. Only one'task is visible at. a. time, and the door is snut
to keep out unnecessary, noise. Scott looks forward to etch tutoring ses
sion. his, enthusiasya is vital if he is to enjoy and benefit "from these
learning experiences.

2c
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Home tutorinR is a valuable and enjoyable experience :t' Scott.
family dyramics allow for it, rs. should continue to work w:th
Scot,. using her own good uhderstnndirp: of Scott's strenths ard Jeficits.
Rld her owi ood dens for ,ctivities, 7-is well as the sKills she h-s
lerred this year.

In co'iclusio., Scott needs to continue on a multi-instructive orn-
ram plan if possible. His verb 1, m6tor, cognitive and social ski:s
improvirA gradu-,11y, but must be consistently rei:.forced in th, future tn
assur steady .levelopment.

.1
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L: I \L. F RBI 1- \I

[hot children s

direr 1;0,1 I.110( -Petl!:*1
Departri:CrIt chriii

April 1. 117;=;'.

flear Parent.

As part of our final phase of evaluation for ou4; .-,ainstreaminy

prooram this year. we are reauestinn that every parent fill out the

enclosed questionnaire. The purpose of this form is to yain a better

understandino of parental :attitudes concrninn the mainstream process..

p.,rtir.ul.rly as it has been experienced at Eliot-earson this past ye'ilr.

Your participation and cooperation is necessary so that we 11,1 e an

accurate representation of the effects of this prooram. Pleasc, rc!furn

tha nuestionnaire to the school office by 1.1c/ I. Thank you for

help end your cooperation..

Sirco-e V.

// k
Samuel J..

Director

Medford, Massachusetts oz.15.,

your



EL OT-PEARSON CHILDREN'S SCHOOL
Tufts University

105 College Avenue
Medford. Mass. 02155

628-5000 X 294

Parent Questionnaire on 0n Mainstreaming

1. Today's Date

2-, Child's Name*

3. Name of person filling out this Questionnaire*

How old is your child?

245.

How many years has your child attended this school?

6. Approximately how many times have you observed your child's class
this year?

7. How many times have you been a parent-helper in your child's class-
room this year?

Has your child participated
Please list (examples: phys

n ,any other programs this past year?
cal therapy. gymnastics. play group)

(There is room on the final page for additional commen

We are asking you. to indicate your child's nameand yotir name in
order for us to know who has or has not completed a questionnaire.
After you have turned in the questionWre. releOnt information
will be coded and this identifying cover sheet will be discarded.
Your right to confidentiality and anonymity will be respected..



PARUT DUESTIONNAIRE

ON MAINSTREAMING

Instructions: For each s

246.

nt. circle one of the five responses.

Attitudes About Mainstreaming

1. I think that it is a mod idea to
integrate or mainstream children
with special needs into reoular
pre-school classes.

I feel more positive about main
,streaming as a result of my child's
experience in the program this year.

I was unfamiliar with the concept
of mainstreaming before I applied
to this school.

4. Even OQW I do not feel that I know
very much about mainstreaming.

-I think there is no reason for
schools to be involved in:main-
streaming exe,:ept to comply
with the law.

-6. I think that mainstreaming
places too many demands on
teachers.

I feel that even children with
severe mental.:. physical, and/or
emotional handicaps should have
an opportunity to participate
in regular school programs.
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8. I think that mainstreaming does
not alter the Quality of education
available in a classroom.

If I had it to do over. I would
choose a mainstreamed program for
my child.

10. I think that mainstreaming pro-
motes an understanding of what
it is like to have a handicap
in children who do not have

khandicaps.-

I befieve that children will grow
up with an increased appreciation
of differences among_ people as a
result of this kind of school
'experience:

-II. Attitudes About The Effects of
Mainstreaming On One's Own Child

12. fly child's mental, physical, and
emotional development has increased
even more than I expected as a resul
of being in the prooram this year.

13. I feel that the teachers have
adapted the program to meet my
child's needs.

14. I believe that my child's
interest in finding out about
the world and explorino,new
thinas has increased this year.

15. I think that my child's overall
mental abilities (for example
problem-solving skills. know-
ledoe of cause and effect, ability
to express Oneself.in language)

\ have increased this year.
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16. I am concerned that my child is
not getting all the skills that
he/she needs to succeed in school
once ho/she leaves here.

17. I feel that my child's teacher
is not distributing his/her
time fairly among all-of the
children as a result of the main-
streamed program.

18. I feel that my child's capacity for
self-understanding has increased
this year.

19. -I believe that my child has
become more self-directed
this year.

248.

20. I feel that my child thinks of
himself/herself as being very
different from the other children
in the class..

21. I. feel that my child has not
profited from sharing a class-
room with children who are
different from him/her.

22. I think that my child has learned
more about himself/herself as a
result of contact with children.
Who are different .from him/her.

23. I feel that my. child's exper-
ience at school has been gener-
ally a happy one.

24. I think that there are enough
materials and activities in. the
classroom to chaliengeevery child.

25. I believe that my child is re-
ceiving enough individual
attention at school.



26. I feel that my child has re-
ceived as good an experience
this year in amainstv4eamed pro-
("ram as he/she would have received
in a non-mainstreamed program.

27. I feel that my child has received
a better experience this year in
a mainstreamed program than he/
she would have received in a non-
mainstreamed program

Attitudes About Oneself As A
Result of The Mainstreamed PrograM

28. Having my child in this school has
helped me become more comfortable
with children who are very differ-
ent from my own child.

29: Having my child in the school
this year has helped me get a
better idea of his/her strengths
and weaknesses.

I have a reasonably good idea of
what my child's capabilities will
be 10 years from now.

31. Having my child in this school
has elven me increased confidence
about his/her future.

32.. Having my child in school this
year has helped me learn how to
handle him/her when he/she gets
angry. stubborn. wild, mad. sad.
etc.

33. I do not think of my child as being
very different overall from the
other children in the class.

249.



34. In general I feel that the
similaritIes outweigh the
differences among all the children
In my child's classroom.

35. The experience my chlld has had
in school this year has not made me
feel better about myself as a parent

36. 1 Feel that there Is someone at
school to whom I can turn when i am
confused or when I have uet1ons
about my child.

50.

4) c W Oi

Please use this space (and reverse sIde If needed) for any additional
comments yäu wish to maker

tI

/
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Th2 questions in the next section are included to help us better under5tand

how our mainstream pronram has serviced both parents and children.

1. Did you talk to your child about the special needs children in his/her

classroom this year?

Yes NO

2. If there was a discussion. when was the first time you remember talking

to your child?

Before school started
Early Fall
Mid Year
Recently

As the year has progressed. has your child commented on the special

needs children in the class?

Once/week

Give Examples:

Once month Once /semester Never

4. If s/he had questions, _ere.you able to answer them?

Yes No

Did you have your own questions about nainstreamino

Yes
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6. Did you your nue itions answered?

Yes No Doesn't apply

61ye Examples of Dues ns:

If so. what was your source of information to answer these Questions?

Classroom teacher

Special needs teacher

Administrator

Other parents

Class meetinos

Special nroup meetinns

Booklet received in
in mail in Sept.

No source

Other (Please list)

What was particularly helpful to you this year in understan

mainstreaming?

What would you like to be done differently?



Iliot-Pear-A1 5(hool
Linder Ow di,ectiwy raf Eltot-Peary,n

I irparfutrif ;11/a )ni3y

Dear

S

Apri l 8. 197E3

Since your child left Eliot-Pearson we have been continuing
our program of tntegrating, or mainstreaming special needs children

into all of our classrooms. This year the Federal orant that enabled
us to begin the mainstreaming program comes to an end. Tortunately,
Tufts has committed itself to adding two new staff positions, so we
will be able to continue to mainstream.

At this point I am in the process of compiling a final report
for the U.S. Bureau of Education for the Handlcappped and for Tufts

UniVersity. I need your help to complete the report by filling out

the enclosed Questionnaire. The Questionnaire is designed to find

out what kinds of educational experiences your child has had since
leaving Eliot-Pearson and how your child has generally been developing

since then. It also asks you to comment on your impressions of th4
Eliot-Pearson experience in general. The information you share will

be important in helping us to evaluate our program and to make necess

changes for the future.

Thank you for your help and cooperation. Please call me if there

are uny queStiOnS. I would like you to try to return the Questionnaire

by May 1.

Medford, Massachusetts 02155
617-6213-5000

Sincerely,

SaMuel J.

Director

ls. Ed.D.
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Special, school servires T,,,mvided for yellir
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Gro92'

in' Seoul ar Class
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I f your chi d is presently in a private s hool. are there pl,ans to

have him/her enter po,b1 ic school ?

if so, when?

No DOerArl' t App
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SINCE LEAVIN ELIOT- PEARSON:

think my chid has improved in his /hei
overall 'cognitive abilities (example:
prbblem-solving skills. knowledge of

`.cause-effect).

16. I believe my-child has made progress
in learnino to read (example: knows
letter sounds. reads simple words

17. I believe my child has *proved in the
area Of arithmetic (example: simple
addition. counting beyond 20).

feel my child has made progress in
itiwski115.teXample: writing
gle letteridritinn simple words)

I believe_my child has improved in his/her
fine motor development lexample! using
scissors. buttoning shirt).

257.

2 0. My child's overall physical development
has increased (example: riding a bike.
thrawing/catchin9 a ball).

21. I feel my child has increased in his
her ability to develop friendships
with children'in school.

. My child likes going to school.

My child seers to feel good about hi
herself when in school.-

24. My child has made continued progress in
learning socially appropriate behavior..

25. My child's attention span seems to be
improving (exaMple: plays with algame for
longer periods of time than before



SINCE
,

EL T-PEARSON:-

26. I feel that the teachers have adapted
the program to meet my child's needs.

27. My child's school experience has
uenerally been a wood one.

3. My child's present teacher(s) keep
'me, well informed of my child's. school
life.

29 I feel comfortable talking to.my child's
present teacher(s) about home and school
issues involvino my child.

258.

SA

SA-

SA

A

A

30. Do-you feel your child's- experience at El lot-Pearson was a opod;fbunda-

tion for providincl skills (social-connitive. physical) to prepare him/

he r.for his/her next phase of education?

31. Discuss' the strennth 1 of the mainstreaming prooram at Eliot-Pearson.
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32. Discuss the weaknesses of the lainstreamino program at El _arson.

What would you like to see changed in the Eliot - Pearson program?

34. Would you send your child to Eliot-Pearson if you had the opportunity

to do it over?

Yes Maybe.

Please explain:



Appendix 4, Figures Relating to Assess ment of Children's Progress

Figure I Distribution of MCA Verbal Index Rte -Test Scores
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Figure la. Distribution of MSCA Verbal Index Post-Test Scores
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Figure 2. Distribution of MSCA Perceptual - Performance Index Pre -Test Scores
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Figure a. Distribution of MCA Perceptual-Performance Index Post-Test Scores
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.Figure Distribution of M- CA Quantitative I dex Pr -Test Scores
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Figure Distribution of MSCA Quantitative Index os -Test Score
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Figure Distribution of MCA .General CogrOive Index Pre-Test Scores
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Figure 4a. Distribution of MCA General Co nitive Index Post-Test Scores
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APPENDIX 5. STAFF EVALUATION

KLIOT-PEARSON CHILDREN'S SCHOOL

TUFTS UNIVERSITY

CRITERtA FO MUCK

rbe purpose of this fir is to provide you with feedback a that you will be able to id-

entry a r,eas of yciur vork 4t tliot-Pearson that meet e pectationa, exceed eNpectstions and that

are Ln aced of development, You should understand that the overall evalo tion generated b this

for is not final or suwative. Father, it is intended to assist you in mainta ging your

strengths and developing r area f conpetence. Hence, this foci represents but one aspect

f a process cf growth and developtient. Other aspects include developing a contract for o tiqg

op certain specified g agreeing on a plan for support and assistance. and filling out

this fret agal at a later rdate.

No one is expected to tie'c1 all aspects cf this job in a uPifort ognaar. Each of us has

strengths and weaknesses. We are seeking, in g -eral, a balanced net of abilities. Above all

value gro h and honest goal-directed effort.

We expect the stages of the evaluation to be as follow

December:

January:

FebruAry:

db et form filled out by you a self- evaluation well a

tP a Weting we compare our responses and establish a contract 'II-

utniag what will be done by you, by us, and when,

act is iierite&

Late

Februal ci. forts are filled out once mote

vairnct la amended or continued,



Clarintoonlin

1. Ability to keep children physically
veil, cared for, safe and in control,
of themselves.

2. Ability to appreciate, enjoy, and
res ect children.

Ability to respond to and he auppor-
ttve al children's affective needa

4 Ability to ludividualim instruction
for a 'ec1f le children_

&tea of
Swot th

Needs

eve lop-

[tent

onsments

4a. Sensitivity to the needs of spee-
ial needs children.

nottglitfulneis about the intetra
tin of handtca i. d children,

4c. Ability to geurate and state desr
instructional objectives concer-
ning socio-entotional, cognitive
and mbtor

Attention to process as well as pro-
duct in the classreom,

Ability to plan cutriceiluoi organ-

7. Detionetratton o1 understandlng
of child development and its rei
tovaPi to classroom 1- -nin

312



Ability to create a suitable physical

environstot that enhances children's

development,

Ability to create a supportive and

flexible classroom routine,

Ability to conduct meaningful

and cohesive whole grcp e

iencea.

er-

Needs

Develop- Counts

tent

II. Ability to anticipate and manage

out-of-classroom responsibilities

related to parents, children and

students,

w°1141114111MLI

Ability to be supportive of

arent's needs.

la. Sensitivity to the specialized

needs of parents of

ed children,

Ability to be constructive ,coneer-

fling problem areas pertaining to

their child:

. Willingness to

ueral o

4 Willingness to

a

communicate Tres

sad

be responsive to a

rnts ideas

Area of

Strength OK

and desirept



---------
5 Ability to demonstrate concern

snd a- reciation

Area of

Strength

Needs

Develop-

Pent

6. Professionalism concerning a

_
family's privacy,

Working

Ability to establish meaning-

ful goals with students and

assistants.

Commitment to presqrving time

for individual and team etin s,

2a, Ability to be constructive, an-

alytical and reflective concer

ning the student and assistant's

fence.

2b. Ability to communicate child

development principles and

issues in appropriate situa-

tions.

Awareness of necessity of modeIing

axe!. lary teaching skills to students

and assistants,

Willingness to work within a team

conce t,

Awareness of the necessity of

students' participation in class

time and in classroom tannin

3



D

Ares of

Strength OK

Needs

Dvelop-

ment

nts

Oltingneas to comAunicate re

411rly with onpervihre and to

complete progress tepoft on

todErts

rqtrarn SS a An le

OilitY to &p1' prod4cr1ve and

ocIDerative toterDersonal skills

ylth other nildtenrs School staff

k s aa with be mot facul

APilltY to Werstaad the school's

3. WillIrigness to pursue effeettve and

appupriate co,-.uoicattop channels

vithin the school sod department as

vhol

tre4ted, the oPen edocatioa frate-

rgOoale for the we

k and th eainstr IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Oper000 to receiviig and trfl

partihg feedbok to or from

-- othet-teachers, stait, special

needs persoonel and

tratorsi

a4minta-

4. Witlingnesa to identify and to dull

bleo-solvi a citode".

0111tognesa to respond to the r s

ntailed the BEV r

5, qtlItogn to oeetinga, be

fleAble about thale Athin remon and

wpiraci_t u froo outside e
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APPENDIX S. TRAINING MATERIALS

Project LrIC
IN INTEGRATPD C SP( )(It_

Eliot-Pearson Children's School
Tufts University

DISSEMINATION SERVICES
_ROJECT LINC

ect LidC is desk-,-led to provide tra &_supportservices
of several, kinds to Early Childhood educstors in public school
systems, private preschool, daycare. and ;lead Start programs. These

services are desi,ned to meet the-needs of administrators, specialists
and classroom teachers workin,, in a mainstreamed setting

Th:1 Eliot-Pearson Children's School at Tufts University is the
Demonstration Model, for Project LINC's dissemination services. Eliot-

Pearson Children's School is a private e-preachoel sad kindergarten
that integrates children with a wide variety
handicapping conditions into open classrooms.

ild and moderate

Project LINC's Dissemination Servides are designed to meet
needs of individual audience's, For example, a-dissemination site
may request assistance l* developing the mainstreaming. skills of
roular classroom teachers who are not working in open classroom
settings. It is the philosophical and operational disposition of
the project that mainstreaming may take place in awidevariety
of classroom structures. :It iS- thus possible to provide services
around the issue 'of mainstreaming without altering-the integrity
of a site's oduCational philosophy.

In a similar fashion, Project LINC may he requested to provi
nssistanceAn working with parents and in developing' parent support
systems. Uhile there are commonalities among gored parent programs,
there, are also individual differences in policy from one site to
another. -Project LINC's training and support efforts ate tailored
to ildividual policy.

Trainlor, anti support services currently available from Project
LTW: include-
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Demonstration Services

Tho Eliot-Pearson Children's School is designed to permit

direct observation of classrooMS. A visit to the demonstration

model includes observation in classrooms and discussion of elements

of tie program. In addition visitors may view and discuss a slide

tape entitled "Teachers Talk About Mainstreaming-

These remonstration Services are appropriate for administrators,

pecialists and teachers. A visit to Eliot-Pearson is particularly

1pful for those sites eithef planning to develop d mainstreamed

am of their own or anticipating requesting assistance in one

or more areas of an existing prolram.

TI. Consultation Services

Project staff are able. to provide consultation to adminis-

trators,nnd/or staff of public schools, private preschools, daycare,

and Head Start programs. Consultations are understood to differ

from workshops in that the consulting audience already, has cons

able knowled'e and experience with the topic to be covered. For

example developed Parent Program may warrant assistinco

in one Consultation .hy Project LUC to the Proram

Coordinator at appropriate in this instance

ITT. t!orks }top erviccs

Project LUC is equipped to provide workshops: on a wide r an

of topics. ',)ependinr on the subject matter r'. shons may 14 Grp

priate for adrministrators specialists teachers or all throc

f;ronx-v

kshop ,topics nay include. i_ssues in main atrea'mIr actin

materials for the, inte7r ter' clansroolo in individnalixat

informal , essoent etc

5orvices are frequently apt

instreaoina, ef )rts are a s:11 rway.
:it
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TV Lon;,,torm T -inri St viees

Ptrir.!ct 1,1:!C most conorehencive lissomlnation service is

nnn yOAr nV3teflMtic traininr, naLsurlort eol-litmont TAIT1Q1

Services ineltl'es r" Aoothn of training ond t; months of suonort

to a -fto Involved personnel may incluc clasnroom toachorn

of pro school or kinlorytrten i7edchillren or the roti1 mny in

clu!e 1-iminintrntorn an soecialints from tbE.I.sito

1 month:; of trlir;ie focuses on r _ttnent tenuos for

the trloeher or !,.,1!Ainistrator involved. in Acvelopin

mninstreameC, ;Iro!Tam The otocelures vary- slightl, for tole rs

111 alministra ors

lc cher Traini
1. Tencher.trninitt ill eonsictn of w itt^tl

Materials of tuo hials
issues in mainstrnmuirv. inO ivicltir lization

_scriptivc ti nehin teeltniqueg

informll ossessmunt roeehtres
rehledintion Fifth nttention to indiviOual ntr,m,c1.5;

skills to 1.11i1,1 on

lon:nso nrC (114.:ec:t iovelopmont

affective il-volopment
effective curriculum develooment

Consultati_
Consultations by 'r(/ LI1C diss

toko oloce on. a rQ:pinr bonis' in

n t,c rnoun01

classroorn -doroxinatoly 15 hours of i.vi.lu con
tnet for tacit tomehor is provi(1W over a (, month .rio,1

Consultations how the followin purposes

rn proviAim 4emonstration for skills. am! 1,nowleJ,%e
throwb th(1 tenclior trnittim, manor) -- an 1 work

oa.intance in leaLi

1 -siic e in mninstroantin within the eonteNt of Cu ehrr

oirit Cinsoronv
C. Provi,'in the ni tnity for process ovnlwItion

o the tralninn ns It -is unfol.lin,
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3. itorlirdiops_

3-5 hnif diy workshops are hell over a six iiionth
period. The workshops arc desiened to corrospone
with the material covered in the Teacher Training
Manual and the work (1oric in the on-site consultatt

The workshops address 'they in Ir tai 1 to .treat.':

of concern for teachers of mainstreime!
Lich workshop providos A denonottatioo
of skills, rIroup practice of Skills relatod Lo
tonic an .an' action component to Le nntertaken 'Y

acher In her own elassronm. The activity th.ni

ed dnriri,; consultation visits

AJminis Training

Project LIJC is able to nrovi ie two kinds
administrators:
1. J",toiniptrntor's Traininl

Consists of written materi tls 4est,,ned to 1J,411-

istrators who hive mninstroame,-Lcinssrooms under their
=Jurisdiction. Same Of the issues considered inallide
a. providin,-, staff for A mainstreamed c;assroom

develonin- and l'inlementinc!, pareit-o- ,rims

c. staff trainiT; 'and support
i1. inservice mOdels fOr iniinstr 10-d pro

2. Administrators Seminars
in some clses a site may determine
with administritivo And specialist tenon and Jh
is desired. Project LINC would be Ale to provide QM'
or more seminars focusine, on a ;articular Issue As It

relates to the spoclite problems onconntorol !nli An

intividual site. ,

6 Nonth support rvices hive as their purpose Ad litionol
issintince to Sites that arc devoloptriA An :internal networ':
sonoort for ongoing mainstream of

SuPport activities vary from site to site. They riv loclvide
assistance to former tr tinees In their efforts as trainers of
other memhers of the staff. In another it.e support tvoi involve
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tho orpvion of perfolic l!viory in con.liltittoo

to poi44onne1 oho hive completod the trninin

Project LrIC is fun Jed y the Ilureno of F/locition for Ow
hnnliclpoed (1r!). inrtictintin, schoolsare under on r Liiir,c
ohliwItion for these servicos.

F()r further informition Simuol 1.

Proicet Vlroctor

Lane Q. Connor?

Dfsseminntion Conrdinntor
617/628 5000 X2©6



Intro 1 ion

The

PIrni
Project LINC

in Intenrated Clas
Tufts University

!,,ND ice PARTICIPATION

El iot- Pearson Children's ch0,11

1,177-78

tory of rlv intervention pror-rams has d -nstratel t

c., -intervention is not sufficient for tinnlfic?nt 16f-intern (.',n"e

in children (-ronfonnr nn-- 1q74). Children r celvinrn fall ^tin; : 5,Nirr's

t.hrout.h -Carry Over me rtrrtino in the home and

m nain than ,tho- 4h. o not receive such

r early childhood ams attemotino to

282,

a mi Y sunvo-t 5ho

based sere. 1ccs .

orovide exoerienCe

that will 3ssict the (1 nn child over -a long period of ti'le

critical prnnranminn element is thus -entifamil tic17at1on mg1

suns

Parent involv tra 1es are In imnprtant aspect of the

n Children's School demonstration mainstreaminn nropram r)3

nhandicanped as well as handicapned children in the school

them elves of a variety of services.

in the case of parents of special needs children a number of (lean

rl

orincial nuide the s hocl's actions ( see Jo et. . 1q75)"

An eff.rt is made to involve parents as much as possiMe

in their child's pr ram. from evaluation thrcuch cl_ 6rnom

r ncedure5.

2, A realistic rr na !event plan is made Dart of he chi

initial.alssessment and is then- implemented th the h

the teacher and Special Needs Coordina



nr-anIzationc.

r tats err tIn in clr!ir.

so renrts are share 'afth

par to 7,:irnts

;!triincha in-.

nts

r-'

pf

ennsis is n11

useful only t= tt r!

they fa ilttate t+ caclt nr a They

are subject altera ,n as more is IP rned ak out t

Parents n ssistr n e in thlOin, of lif;! 11th theirr
child as 1n onootno. nro len9snlvinn proce -- as the Ca

th disabled children,

helped to reconnito their cf it is abilities and

as tall as their child :!eficient

`'hat 1 chil,! can ,,!0, is s inner cannot

t Services c,f the Demonstration Pro

1. Home Visits, Initial home visits are male 'Y the sieci I

needs resource teacher and the classroom teacher either

riurino the summer orior to school entry or at the er,inninn

the school yeas. The :arents anl child haves

the school and have met the classroom teacher (10

needs Sou ce teachers. A visit lasts loprf_;*ima y to

been to

one an i half hours. This is A time for:heCC- n

skint,

Individual Conferences. -Individual conferences occur at lea

twice during the school year at minimum, al thou h conferences

answerinn auestions and sharinnneneral in



tivp -,1-1(7f= nft(7n Ac tifT11:=,. "--0

0

the clIssrll tc!cher ,11-1 the. setili ,-r,

S%metims Orly 1W virT.1; Th

foTente lc su4 11.-y teAct4,!T-,

the yoar c,.Inffprence f7iyi th? teAchor

ic res:'5AAtrU' t,04010- !!-Any' fimt)ies reouse (

!.;

forces tho courw of tho wy4r,

infOrmaI Telthor t,.nt act Mir! 1.Tirrnt mItimous rf,11,7APT;h1

001 7.arntc fintorel t-74 the ctICI''5 0;;r 47k-m;

contacts t7etween teachers ann rents take nlAce, $hcyrt ch,)

occur when V1rents drop off nr oftk uO chilJren.

tacts serve to aument the teacher's Inf>lrrlatinft nn th# clIproo;'

hi5tory Inl adjustment to scirnl'share the child',;

with the oarents. -Ian mutual -41s fOr the chil,f1.-fre1l(wnt

":,hotte (71115 from the classr(Itm 'teacher:AT! slot$41'neelg.; re,

scajrco tfocheeS 1011in s*ith Nirticular isfolw," or jus,t thtc*

in to fin out hqw. *inc ;Ire OinP tnnther snurcA? f

tict. Tolqlhone cans occur nr twl a mcnth ,ffth hleh

family.

Evenino clAssroom meet-Inns. ohservations ant, nar(iAt-aSsisWce

lacn teacher:arrarini,s two or three evenino room meetWs t

discuss the classroom lroiram. These meetnos are freftently

levoted tn a srecific. topic; filmS anl st soeaker$ ro t)50

at least ono-. in etch r,rouo. Parents are also invit-tu servip

as assistants in the classroom. ,Inst parents sneal it lelst



two class sessions

booths are open to

Nrents take adyantane

285..

ar "parent - helping". Our observation

s four out of every five days. law/

the or oortunitv to ot)serve their

children.

Coordination of SunDlementary Services. Any adli tiona l

services needed for the Special needs children and not nro-

vided directly;=by the School are arran ed !-/ the social needs

resource teachers. Services inc ude 'spee'eh. neurolorical and

psycholo ical evaluation an ra ntenance of onooin ortnuni-

cation with outside,therapists or aneneies working uith the

child anJ the family. FamilieS.are:also accompanied !Iy the

Oassroom teacher oar the special. needs resource teacher to.

evaluations when a 3Pra7ri ate.

S. Home Tutorinn. The Home Tutorinn pr©? m is (lesion to nive

supplementary_support services to indiv dual children in theme

orooram and to their families. 'Selection of particular,.

children for Home 7u;orinr is made jointly by the Classroom

teacher and one or both special needs resource teachers.
I

Meekly visits are made by supervised Home Tuts rs who develop

remedial activities-for use in the home.-visit with and support

-ents and orovide activi s for the portents to use at home

h- their child. Hone Tutors make weekly progress rep

and are supervised by the special- needs resource teachei

7. Out of School Plac ement. For thi dren leavinn Eliot-Pearson.

the special needs resource teachers pursue all ionpropriate

rs.



the city

tins for the child. The search !wins within

ides. Visits are

arranqed for the special needs resource temche anc4 the .0arents

to see tfie'classroom(s) that the town is suioes in0 for nlace-

ment. If the riacement is appropriate, the clas room and teacher

e written into the child's educational plan. out of district

placements are also viewed if the -Upl. wn does not have the fl,

own in which the family re

priate services or if the-parent is interested in pursuing a

private placement,

Parent arouns. There are three types of discussi n nroups

vailable at the Children's School

ftii,ded Observation Sroups.

ftied observation croups occur twice a ye and are

1 e 1 bv'the Associate Director of the school. Parents_ of

ch ofthe school's five oroups are invited to observe, their

child's classroom on a particular day. Following an hour's

observation, the oroul meets with the Associate Director to

discuss the observation. Topics that arise include the

school's hilosophy and curriculum. child - child inter-

actions. eacher behavior. the rationale for the intenrate

orcoram and topics related to child r-earinn

b. SuP t Croup fOr Parents of Special Needs Children,

The support . group for parents Of special needs children

meets ly under the nuisance of theschool's two special

needs u e teachers. This orouP s the only 'Paront rr un



in the school that is restricted to fan1l ies of ecial needs

children. Mid 'purpose of this Pour) is to create non-

threaterinn environment in which parents can express and ex-

plore .their feelinns about beinr parents of handicapped

children. Issues are aonrciacted in a supportive ranner and

the oroup leaders take extreme care that all individuals

participating in the orouP feel listened t0 and respected.

Al thouph "probl ern-solvino" in o ntation. the Torun never-

theless fulfill s a therapeutic function as well, The nroup's

purpose. schedule and fnrmat is =discussed t...fith each of the

families durinci home visits. One parent from each family is

renuired to oarticipate throuphnut -the year.

meetinos arc schedul ed for al terra to week and meet

activity

helps focus

on the feelings of the Violent As activities scussed,

concerns from previnus weeks, current prorl ems and thour,hts

are expressed and the session responds to these and r,ther topics,

Issues discussed include! School issues such as discipline.

carpooling problems, toilet training. scapeooa tine, experience.,

1 hours in the evenincl. The session beoins

that accluaints the participants with each

th

and arowth seen in the children_ Mom related issues include

the effects of havinoa special needs child on the niarriace.

the need for- hope, ner_lathe feelirips towards the child. feelinns,

of isolation difficulty defining future expectations. re-

actions of others (family--, friends, strangers) to one chil

and issues held in common with all famil ies'.



i

c Topic-Oriented Classroom croups.

The topic-oriented classroom
[

ups or diclactic or-ours

are open to the parents in -a pf icular classroorHan0 take

place aoproximately three times per vear. The u9s are

mainstreamed and led by school staff memberS with occasional

"nuest participation, /Examples of issues dealt with in these

even/ fno sessions are.7'

in_ transitionWrn three

fans for future schooling

carry-over of the, school oroo AM to the how?-

O. workshop on makino toys with Your -011 ren;

s arati and child- rearinn issues.

Frequently, discussions about mainstreaming issues take lace

these megtinos. The school staff has come to prefer this

format over the Larne all:school meeting format because of

the greater intimacy and sense of commitment offered by the

nroup of parents from the same classroom.

Advisory 'Council. All members of the Advisory Council area

parents in the Children's School, The selection Of this nroup

of individuals, rather than a Council chosen laroely from out--

side of the school population is deliberate. The Project

Director and other school staff and Department members have

Sufficient Contacts with the educational and therarieutic com-

munities so that easy access to resdurces can be made. The

,r
1 A

Advisory Council. on the other Miand. cs in an excellent position
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to advise the Project Director and keep the school population

informed and actively involved in project activities and

objectives such as developing a Oide-taPe for parents entitled!

"Parents Talk About Mainstreamino " developino source librery

for parents in the Children's School; forminn small affinity

oups (no larc'er than ten) to meet with other parents in the

Children's School to explain the objectives of mainstreaming;

and inviting public school special education administrators to

Advisory Council meetinos in order to try to influence policy

in local education authorities.

10. Parents Oroanization. There is a Parents Organization which

oroanizes activities for pirents: These activities include

fund raj ing, education meetincs and staff-parent social

activitieS,. This-Year the school has provided a number

onpoing- discussion oroups for parents both of handicaPped and

of non-handicapped- children.
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bons : One dopy of, this loft 01001d be in by the teacher and one by the Educational Conpltant,

folloving each topic area comoltation meeting: The form is keyed to focus on areas in the

tomulutton'oceting, Jr order to complete the form use _Ipiimaisteetir objective-a (listed

at velegInniog of each cone ltog teeting in the left hand colon) to evaluate progreac, Fill
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LINC OUTREACH is a training program desi ned to have a major

on the lives of mildly and-Moderately handicapped children, three to six

years old, for whom the least restrictive alternative is the-regular

classroom.

In 1975-76, thell t-Pearson Children's .School was selected by the
. .

Bureau of Educ4ion for the Handicapped as a model preschool project c71

der the Handicapped-Children's Early- Education Program. From 1975

Project LINC developed and refined teaching strategies, skills and

port systems for classroom teachers, and programs for parents cf children

integrated into mainstreamed classrooms. The project disseminated n0001

components through' short and longterm trainifig experiences to a variety

of early childhood persbnnel. LINC OUTREACH is an extension and elahor-.

ation of these demonstration and dissemination activities. is based

on the experience and knowledge accunulated during that pe od, and it

is designed to be responsive to the sites the project will collaborate

with during the next three years.

Medford, Massachusetts 02155
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Altrough mains eamin now carries the authority of Federal law,

-few mainstreamed early childhood programs are now in existence. Train-

and in-serviee'opportunities will assist in corrective this imbala

h--een policy and service capabilities.

Throughin-service training and technical assistance to State

F ducation Authorities (SEA), Local Education Agencies (LEA) and Head

Start Procrams,.LINC OUTREACH seeks to increase the number of regular

classtooMs that can successfUlly inteorate mildly to moderately handi-

capped children.- To achieve maximum effectiveness the project wil

attempt to facilitate close ecopqratIon and coordination between ;ho

,SEA, LEAs and other public and private scrvice,providers.

,LIPC OUTREACH has four major objectives:

1. To lnerease and improve appropriate educational °poor-

turd ties far young rrildly and moderately handicapped

children and their families.

2. To increase general mareness,Concerning the need for

early intervention and the potential benefits of main-

streamed programs implemented in a rational and respen-

sible fathion.

To provide tra. ning+ to. early chilft!e!.:d teachers-and to

potential trainers of early childhood teachers concern-

ing the skills and knowledqe required to implement a

successful mainstreamed classroom program.

4. To assist in the development of inter - agency cooperation

so that an effective, coordinated continuum of services

to Young handicapped chiren and thgir familles beconec.

a reality,



LINC OUTREACH focuses on assistance to the classroom teacher ennage

:implementing anrintegrated, elopmentally-oriented classroom Program,

ocally based trainers of earl childhood educators, and to .adr5iristrn-

L.i., or programs with mainstreamed c mponents. Five interrelated training

procedures are used:

1. Written materials, inclu detailed training ma ual;

Regular in-class consultaion for participating teachers

provided by site-based,. Pro ect trained educational consul-

tants;

Monthly half-day urksh conducted by Project LINC Staff

Development. Specialists for participating teachers;

Monthly consultation seminars conducted by Project LINC

Staff Development Specialists for site-based educational

consultants; and,

5. Monthly local School meetings focusing on issues related

mainstreaming of concern to teachers, consultants, admini

trators and/or parents.

LINC OUTREACH proposes to establis productive linkages among a nurhe .

roups that have traditionally re nod separate and isolated from each

other. The common theme of this coord oh is the development of additional

services to yoUng disabled children in.mainstreamed educational Settilgs.

Establishing positive working relationships and successful programs will

task of immense promise, and one well worth the challenge.



AIL grantees with a Demonstration/Service function' or activity
except for 13.444 grantees who are solely sopported for 'out-
reach:. actlyitis. are to complete Tables IA, 18, and IC.

All grantees under 13.451, as vv ell as those under other handl-

Part ill
.capped prOgrarns milli a resersiceIrkrvii:e
are to complete Table II. All grantee\ under :,4.4.14
those who arc supper it:kJ sidels r mho-.
to complete Table.s11 IA and 11111:

Table IA I) onstration/S i -

Children
Enter actual performance data for this report period into the
appropriate boxes. Use age as of the nine of the original tip.
plication. or the continuation application, wthichever is later.
On lines above line II, count multihandicapped individuals
only once, by primary handicapping condition, and Indicate

ivitics [)ate

the number of rnultiharidicapped in line 12. Data lor lines 1

through I I are for those directly served, i.e.. services to those
enrolled Or receiving major services. and not those merely
screened, referred or given minimal or occasional t.rsak.aes.

Type of Handicap

1. Tiainabie Mentally lltarded
--

2. Educable Mentally Fir:tarried

3. Specific Learning

4, Deaf-Blind

5. Deal / and

Numbe of EL',dicap cd by Age

Ages Ages l Ag Arm I grs , A z:.6 I tt

0-2 3.5 5-9 1(1 -12_ 13 16 i .0.,; cl)-1

.

6. Visualty Handicapped

i. Smously Emotionally Distertmd

I,rr pair e.-1

0. Otildr4 1-1,alth Impaired

10. Oirtiopeciii:Oy Inroaired

11 Tc.tal

12, I% IbItiiiandieapped

If th date ur the above table differ by more than 10
esplam the diffcreoce.

41.WIMaNnet

2

r tiara timid:111 prse !fed e,r siiiir appriis,:rt



Table IC

If applicable: Serviors to Those Handicapped Not Included in Table 14 NA

Servim

Srxetned

Diagnostic and Evaluative

Found to Need Specie/ Help

istance

Handicapped Are

Number of-Handicapped

Table II

Preservice/Inservice rainirtg Data

Number of
Persons Received

Number c Students Received
Pres-2rvice Traitairly 1.1y DegiVe Souciht

Primary Coneentrat1 n
Inservice Training AA I3A

MultihandicaPped

7----1
Administration

Early Childhood,
39

Trainable Mentally Retarded ,

Educable Mentally Retarded

Specific Learning Disabilities

Deaf /Hart! of Hearing

Visually Handicapped
,

Seriously Emotionally Disturbed _
Speech Impaired

Orthopedically and Other Health Impaired

TOTAL 39

data in Table li ab vc differ by more than I41 percent from llltse u your approved al Ili ltlrrr;

26

F. FORM 9037-1. a/16 it Does not include persons rece1Iing awareness/demonstration services, o
persons engaged in long-term tr wining.



Table llIA
Mac at of Children Particip g in

;Eery Childhoisd 11tOgrarn During Repotting Period

Indicate the placcrn nt of children who left your project during -the year covered by flits reportiperf

NOTE: Count each child only once by primary type of placement below.-

296.

NUMBER OF CHILDREN

Nureer

Day-care program;

Heed Start

INTEGRATED PLACEMENT (i.e., in reg. Pre - kinder

programs with children who are NOT
handicapped) x.naelga,1-en-

SPECIAL EDUCATION-PLACEMENT
fi.e,, in classes only for handicapped
children but situated inkregular private or
public school)

INSTITUTIONAL PLACEMENT

Pr kindergarten

Kindergarten

Primary grades

First

Second

Other

Scheduled to remain in Early Childhood
Program in corning yea(_
Other (specify)

Cifmulative number of children entered into
integrAed placement (il known) prior to this
witort period

Table 111B

NUNIBEF1

Unknown

4

Estimated retention rate of cumu-
lative number in integrated p±ace-
rnent


